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Abstract

Despite the tremendous accuracy of the description of the Universe from tiniest to greatest dis-
tances by the combination of the Standard Model of particle physics (SM) and the cosmological
standard model (ΛCDM), several puzzles of Nature remain unsolved. Among others, these in-
clude the origin of the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the early Universe, preventing a pure
existence of radiation, the nature of neutrinos, measured to undergo beyond SM (BSM) oscilla-
tions between flavour eigenstates, and the characteristics of the dark matter (DM), comprising
more than 80% of the matter content in the Universe.
The Gerda and the Legend experiments deploy high-purity germanium (HPGe) detectors
enriched in the target isotope 76Ge by up to 90%, in an active liquid argon shield to detect
neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ), a process generating two matter particles without the
emission of any antimatter. An observation would conclusively demonstrate the Majorana na-
ture of neutrinos, i.e. the equivalence of neutrino and antineutrino, and the realisation of the
violation of lepton number conservation in Nature. In the SM double beta decay (2νββ), two
electrons as well as two antineutrinos are emitted, thus conserving lepton number. But, if the
process can also occur without the emission of neutrinos, the induced violation of lepton number
conservation may hint towards an explanation of the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the early
Universe via leptogenesis.
The main experimental challenges for a detection are the expected ultra-long half-life, already
constrained to exceed 1026 yr in two isotopes, i.e. around sixteen orders of magnitude longer
than the age of the Universe, and the background from natural radioactivity, which can mimic
the sought-after signal. Hence, a potential observation requires large source quantities with effi-
cient detection capabilities in an ultra-low background environment. Since no neutrinos carrying
energy are emitted, the signature in the experiment is a single peak in the summed electron en-
ergy spectrum at a specific energy, the Q value of the decay. Thus, an unavoidable background
source is the continuous 2νββ spectrum extending over all energies up to Q, necessitating the
best possible energy resolution to separate the signal peak from the background continuum.
Legend follows the experimental operations of its predecessor Gerda both in the overall exper-
imental design and the calibration strategy. Radioactive 228Th sources, featuring a low neutron
emission rate, are regularly, on an approximately weekly schedule, deployed in the vicinity of
the HPGe detectors to calibrate their energy response, to measure their energy resolution, and
to calibrate the event pulse shape analysis techniques for offline background suppression based
on event waveforms.
In this thesis, we present the calibration hardware built and operated to move the radioactive
sources, and investigate the uniformity of the illumination of the operated HPGe detectors by
the γ-rays emitted by the sources. We further discuss the characterisation measurement of the
neutron rate emitted by the sources, a key parameter as neutron emission during calibrations
could cause material activation with the production of, among others, 77Ge. Subsequent, delayed
decays may mimic potential signals in the region-of-interest for the 0νββ analysis during physics
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operations. We measured the global neutron emission rate of the seventeen radioactive sources,
which yielded Ψ = (4.30± 0.69stat ± 0.93syst)×10−4 n / (kBq s). Running the corresponding sim-
ulations of the neutrons in the experimental setup as well as the subsequent activated isotope
transitions, we found a background contribution after cuts of around three orders of magnitude
below the background goal of the current stage of the Legend experiment, Legend-200, of
2× 10−4 counts / (keV kg yr), allowing for the installation of the sources in the experiment.
Besides the goal of observing 0νββ, the Gerda and the Legend experiments, being specif-
ically designed to perform rare-event searches with a high signal detection efficiency and a
high-precision energy resolution in a low background environment, are well suited to also search
for other BSM physics phenomena. We analysed the keV range of the available Gerda physics
data to search for signatures of bosonic keV-scale dark matter (bDM) and for decay modes of
individual electrons, neutrons, and protons in the HPGe detectors, manifesting the violation
of charge conservation, or of baryon number conservation. Based on the development of an
empirical background model of the Gerda data at low energies motivated by the underlying
physical background components, we performed generic searches for monoenergetic peak-like
excesses, which, depending on the energy and the event topology, would be induced by these
BSM interaction modes. Apart from expected γ-ray transitions, we did not find any statisti-
cally globally significant signal excess caused by any of the new physics channel searched for.
Consequently, we evaluated constraints on the physical interaction strength of bDM and the
particle lifetimes, respectively, in a frequentist statistical framework. We obtained confidence
intervals which are among the most stringent results determined with semiconductor detectors,
but given the limited data exposure we do not reach the sensitivity of tonne-scale experiments,
or indirect constraints in the case of bDM. However, by scaling our empirical background model
and the measured results from Gerda, we comment on the future sensitivity of the second stage
of Legend. With more than a tonne of enriched HPGe detector material directly immersed in
underground-sourced liquid argon, this Legend-1000 experiment will fully cover the inverted
neutrino mass ordering regime in the main 0νββ search. It addition, it will approach the regime
of competitive single particle decay lifetime constraints and further constrain the parameter
space for phenomenologically viable bDM models.

The dissertation itself is organised as follows. I describe the theoretical background and the
motivation for the search for 0νββ, followed by the experimental approaches for a detection,
in Chapter 1. I then provide a detailed description of the HPGe detector operation and its
realisation within the Gerda and the Legend experiments, in Chapter 2. Next, I describe the
detector calibration strategy, detailing the calibration hardware, and the properties of the ra-
dioactive calibration sources, in particular in terms of their neutron emission rate, in Chapter 3.
At that point, I will change the focus from the main 0νββ search, and present the search for
bDM and for electron and nucleon decays in the low energy regime of Gerda in Chapter 4,
which I finish with the sensitivity projection for Legend-1000. I summarise and conclude on
the outcomes of the topics presented in this thesis in Chapter 5. I add supplementary material
on the Legend-200 calibration source deployment hardware and the related software control in
Appendix A. In Appendix B, I provide additional material on the Gerda analyses. I motivate
alternative search strategies for the nucleon decay, present an alternative analysis to probe γ-
rays mimicking a monoenergetic peak, and discuss an additional application of the presented
analysis methods for background investigations.
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Chapter 1

Double beta decay as a probe of
lepton number conservation

1.1 The Standard Model of particle physics

For more than half a century now, the Standard Model of particle physics (SM) has proven
to provide a tremendously precise description of what the Universe is built upon, and how
its building blocks interact with each other. The SM is based on quantum field theory, and
its essential building blocks are elementary particles, which represent field excitations. At a
fundamental level two classes of particles are distinguished, the actual matter (and antimatter)
content, the fermions, with half-integer spin, and the so-called gauge bosons mediating the
interactions, or forces between those, having an integer spin. The fermions are again split into
quarks and leptons. The former combine to form composite particles such as baryons, which are
made of three quarks1. For example, the nucleons in the atomic nuclei, i.e. neutrons and protons,
belong to these baryons. In contrast, the electrons in the atomic shell belong to the other class
of fermions, the leptons, as which also neutrinos are characterised. These particles form the
standard matter, referred to as the first particle generation, but all of these have two unstable
counterparts with higher masses, referred to as second and third generation, respectively. All
fermions also have a counterpart with identical properties except from the electric charge. These
antimatter particles form the antileptons and antibaryons. To provide some examples, the
siblings of the electron are referred to as muon, and tau, with masses approximately factors
of 200 and 2000 higher, but otherwise assumed to be identical. The corresponding antimatter
particle of the electron is called positron, which only differs from the matter counterpart by a
positive electric charge instead of a negative one, but has the same mass. The bosons consist
of gluons mediating the strong force between quarks, the W- and Z-bosons mediating the weak
interaction, and the photon, mediating the electromagnetic force. Note that the first two are
massive, whereas the latter is assumed to be perfectly massless. This is well-understood in
the Higgs mechanism. A bosonic field, referred to as the Higgs field, yields the generation of
the masses of the W- and Z-boson when the weak and electromagnetic forces, initially unified,
decouple in the electroweak phase transition in the early Universe. The Higgs mechanism also
generates the masses of the fermions, but perhaps with the exception of the masses of neutrinos.
An additional boson, called the graviton, is expected to exist to mediate the gravitational force.
However, this force is not yet described by the SM, and a complete theory will be needed in

1Note that at the composite level, not all matter (or antimatter) particles are actual fermions. Mesons,
composite particles made of two quarks, have integer spin, and are hence bosons.
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CHAPTER 1. DOUBLE BETA DECAY AS A PROBE OF LEPTON NUMBER
CONSERVATION

the future. The particle properties and the strengths of how actively the particles participate in
those interactions which are described by the SM, are parametrised via charges, with the electric
charge being the most famous example. In analogy to the electric charge, in the SM all charges
are assumed to be conserved in any process. In particular collider-based experiments have
probed these processes with enormous accuracy, and have thus established a good confidence in
the accuracy of the parameters of the SM, meaning the masses, and the couplings representing
the interaction strengths. We provide an illustration of the particle content of the SM in Fig. 1.1.

0       1 
 photon

1          1 

  80.4 GeV

0            1 

  91.2 GeV

         1 
colour
  gluon

0        0 
  Higgs
125.1 GeV

  -1/3         1/2 
  r,g,b
        bottom
         4.7 GeV

   2/3         1/2 
  r,g,b
             top
       173.2 GeV

  -1/3          1/2 
  r,g,b
         strange
        95 MeV

   2/3           1/2 
  r,g,b
         charm
        1.28 GeV

  -1/3          1/2 
  r,g,b
          down
        4.8 MeV

   2/3           1/2 
  r,g,b
             up
        2.3 MeV

    0               1/2 
  
    tau neutrino
      <18.2 MeV

    -1            1/2 
               
            tau
       1.777 GeV

     0             1/2 

muon neutrino
       <190 keV

    -1            1/2 
  
          muon
      105.7 MeV

     0              1/2 
  
     e  neutrino
        <0.8 eV

   -1             1/2 
    
       electron
        511 keV

Figure 1.1: Sketch of the fundamental particle content of the Standard Model, including the
forces described by it. The particles are separated by spin type, i.e. as fermionic matter, and
bosonic force mediators. The electromagnetic charge is indicated in green, the spin in orange,
and the colour in violet. The antimatter counterparts of the fermions are explicitly depicted, but
differ by opposite charge sign only. The masses of the neutrinos had historically been assumed
to be zero, but neutrino oscillations indicate non-zero, yet as of today unknown, masses. The
schematic is based on the information provided in Ref. [2].

Above we have emphasised the masses of neutrinos, which were initially assumed to be
massless in the SM, as we will motivate in Sec. 1.2. However, the measurements of neutrino os-
cillations [3, 4] prove that neutrinos change their flavour when propagating over large distances,
between electron, muon, and tau neutrino. This behaviour can be explained as neutrinos hav-
ing mass eigenstates which consist of a combination of the above flavour eigenstates. These
oscillations violate the individual leptonic charges, meaning the individual lepton numbers for
the electron, muon, and tau families are not conserved. Consequently, the existence of neutrino
oscillations, being in contradiction to the SM assumption of charge conservation, demonstrates
that the SM is incomplete. In these oscillation measurements, we can identify the important
connection between the mass of the particles and the charges associated with them. A natural
question to ask is whether the global leptonic charge conservation, referred to as lepton number,
i.e. the sum of leptons and antileptons, is violated as well. As a matter of fact, we live in a world
made of matter, and not of antimatter, and we may ask ourselves where this matter excess, in
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1.2. THE ROLE OF NEUTRINOS

the language of the SM, this violation of the conservation of baryon number, comes from. The
main motivation of this work is in fact to probe with highest precision the beyond SM (BSM)
violations of the conservation laws of the SM. We will hence consider, as the major investigation,
a process that may allow us to understand how the masses of the neutrinos are generated. We
will detail this process, referred to as neutrinoless double beta decay, in the reminder of this
chapter. In addition, in Chapter 4 we will also probe baryon number and charge (meaning
electric) conservation. A collection of some of the predicted BSM processes violating baryon
and lepton number conservation is shown in Fig. 1.2, indicating the importance of experimental
tests of the SM to provide guidance for the needed extensions of the model.

Figure 1.2: Collection of lepton and/or baryon number violating processes as predicted in several
BSM extensions. The shown BSM particle decays are categorised by how many units they
violate baryon (∆B) and/or lepton number (∆L). The diagonal lines indicate the violations
of the difference (∆(B − L)/2) and the sum (∆(B + L)/2) of B and L, respectively. Different
particles are abbreviated as follows. Protons are denoted with p, (anti)neutrons with n (n̄),
electrons (positrons) with β or e− (e+), (anti)neutrinos with ν (ν̄), and pions with π. The figure
is taken from Ref. [5].

Another issue of the SM, which may or may not be related to the masses of neutrinos, is the
existence of a hidden, unknown form of matter in our Universe, with a total mass contribution
exceeding the overall baryonic (plus negligible leptonic) mass content by around a factor of five.
This puzzle, referred to as the nature of the dark matter (DM), will also be a part of our work
on probes of BSM physics, which we will present in Chapter 4.

1.2 The role of neutrinos

Historically, the study of neutrinos has always played a forefront role in both establishing the
rules governing the SM, and, given the incompleteness of the SM, in aiming to find the correct
path towards an extension. The neutrino was suggested almost a century ago by W. Pauli as
an elusive, massless particle accompanying the electrons emitted in β− decays [6], as illustrated
in Fig. 1.3, left. Considering the continuous electron spectrum as measured by Chadwick [7],
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CHAPTER 1. DOUBLE BETA DECAY AS A PROBE OF LEPTON NUMBER
CONSERVATION

only an additionally emitted particle could preserve the most fundamental laws of energy and
momentum conservation.

n

νe

p
W -

e-

p

e+

n

W+

νe

Figure 1.3: Left: Feynman diagram of the SM beta decay (β−) process, in which a neutron
decays into a proton, or more precisely, a down quark inside the neutron decays into an up
quark, plus an electron and an electron-antineutrino. Right: Feynman graph of the inverse
beta decay, in which an incoming electron antineutrino causes the conversion of a proton into a
neutron, or on the quark level of an up quark into a down quark, plus a positron.

With the help of the theoretical foundation led by Fermi in his effective description of beta
decays [8], in the 1950s Cowan et al. finally experimentally confirmed its existence via inverse
beta decays of electron antineutrinos [9], as depicted in Fig. 1.3, right. The electron neutrino
observation was closely followed by the detection of a second neutrino flavour, the muon neutrino,
in the 1960s [10]. Even though the third generation of particles had been established in the 1970s
and 1980s already, it took until the year 2000 to experimentally confirm the existence of the third
neutrino flavour, the tau-neutrino [11]. This long time duration may indicate the experimental
difficulties and challenges when probing the properties of these elusive neutrinos. The reason
is that they neither interact strongly, nor electromagnetically, but only weakly, which makes a
detection a demanding task. Besides their decisive role for the establishment of conservation laws
such as the conservation of energy and momentum, neutrinos also let to the insight that some
symmetries of Nature are actually violated. In 1956, Wu et al. observed parity violation in weak
interactions via the measurements of the directionalities of electrons from β− decays of 60Co,
and of the subsequently emitted γ-rays from the de-excitation of the produced 60Ni nuclei [12].
A subsequent experiment in the same decade by Goldhaber et al. investigated the helicity of
the neutrinos by measuring the analogous helicity of the γ particles emitted in the de-excitation
of 152Sm upon electron capture on 152Eu [13]. They found that the helicity of neutrinos is equal
to their chirality, sometimes referred to as handedness. Exclusively left-handed neutrinos and
right-handed antineutrinos participate in weak interactions. Hence, parity violation is said to
be maximal in neutrino interactions. Based on these two experiments neutrinos were assumed
to be massless in the SM, and correspondingly only the left-handed neutrinos and right-handed
antineutrinos were incorporated [14]. However, as we have pointed out already in Sec. 1.1, the
observation of neutrino oscillations by the Kamiokande and SNO collaborations [3, 4] proves
non-zero neutrino masses. One way of including a neutrino mass into the SM Lagrangian is
via a Dirac mass term LD in precisely the same manner as for the other fermions [15]. Before
electroweak symmetry breaking, the added term reads

LD = −yL̄HνR + h.c. , (1.1)

where L denotes a lepton doublet, H is the Higgs field, y the Yukawa coupling parameter,
and νR the right-handed neutrino. The abbreviation h.c. stands for the hermitian conjugate
term, which has been omitted for brevity. After the phase transition breaking the electroweak
symmetry, this term leads to a Dirac mass of the form mD = v√

2y, where v denotes the Higgs
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1.2. THE ROLE OF NEUTRINOS

vacuum expectation value. This straight-forward extension of the SM does not explain why the
mass of the electron neutrino is so small compared to the mass of the electron if the generating
mechanism is exactly the same. The currently tightest constrained on the yet not measured
mass of the electron neutrino from the Katrin experiment is 0.8 eV [16], which is more than
half a million times lower than the electron mass of me = 511 keV. Another option of how to
generate the neutrino mass is via a Majorana mass term. Already in 1937, E. Majorana had
proposed to understand the neutrino and the antineutrino as the same particle [17]. Based on
this interpretation, we can then understand the subsequent experimental observations via the
existence of two different chirality eigenstates of the very same particle, the Majorana neutrino.
The corresponding mass term to be added to the SM Lagrangian can be written as [18]

LM = −1
2 ν̄LMMν

C
L + h.c. , (1.2)

where MM denotes a Majorana mass, νL is the left-handed neutrino, and C refers to the charge
conjugation operation. Following the motivation in Ref. [18], after symmetry breaking the total
Lagrangian, taking into account both the Dirac and the Majorana mass terms, becomes

LD+M = LD + LM = −1
2 n̄LMD+MnL + h.c. . (1.3)

Here the vector nL is defined as
nL =

(
νL, ν

C
R

)T
, (1.4)

with T denoting the transposition operation, and the mass matrix reads

MD+M =
(
mL mD
mD mR

)
. (1.5)

Having obtained this 2×2 mass matrix containing both Dirac masses mD and Majorana masses
mL and mR for the left- and right-handed neutrino chirality eigenstates, we can now aim at un-
derstanding why the neutrino masses are so small compared to the masses of the other fermions.
Via the so-called seesaw mechanism [19, 20], we can suppress mL while simultaneously raising
mR. We can see this as follows. Let us introduce a new, heavy mass scale mN with a tiny mixing
angle θ = mD

mN
≪ 1, cf. [18]. If we set the masses of the left- and right-handed realisation to

mL = 0 and mR = mN , respectively, we can rewrite the seesaw mass matrix as

MD+M, S. =
(

0 mD
mD mN

)
. (1.6)

The two eigenvalues m1,2 of this matrix can be determined from the eigenvalue condition

0 != m2
1,2 −mN m1,2 −m2

D (1.7)

as

m1,2 = 1
2

(
mN ∓

√
m2

N + 4m2
D

)
= 1

2

(
mN ∓mN

√
1 + 4m

2
D

m2
N

)
. (1.8)

A first order Taylor expansion in the mixing strength mD
mN

yields the approximate solutions
m1 ≈

m2
D

mN
and m2 ≈ mN. In this way, we obtain a light neutrino mass m1 which is strongly

suppressed with respect to the typical quark or lepton masses of order mD, as observed. In
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addition, the seesaw mechanism predicts the existence of a very weakly mixing heavy neutrino
with an uplifted mass at our new mass scale mN. Let us underline that the mechanism also
incorporates lepton number violation, and thus provides a potential input for an explanation
of the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry in the Universe. The model describing how to
achieve these features based on the seesaw principle and/or extensions thereof, referred to as
leptogenesis [21], goes beyond the scope of this experimental thesis, but is explained in e.g. in
Refs. [22, 23]. There it is also mentioned how the framework links the lepton asymmetry to the
needed baryon asymmetry. For instance, subsequent decays of the heavy neutrinos can generate
an excess of baryons over antibaryons. For our needs it is sufficient to understand that probing
the seesaw mechanism and a potential Majorana mass contribution to the neutrino mass is of
utmost importance for the understanding of the matter-antimatter asymmetry in our Universe.

1.3 Experimental probes of neutrino masses
The experimental options to probe neutrino masses comprise the already mentioned neutrino
oscillation measurements. The downside of these is that from oscillation results we cannot di-
rectly infer the absolute neutrino masses, as the transition probability for neutrinos to alter their
flavour eigenstate only depends on the mass-squared differences of the three mass eigenstates,
meaning only two mass splittings are currently known. We can understand this behaviour with
the help of a toy model, as outlined in Refs. [24, 25]. In such a simplified treatment we con-
sider only two neutrinos with a mixing angle θ and a mass-squared splitting ∆m2. We can now
parametrise the mixing matrix as

U2ν =
(

cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

)
. (1.9)

In the ultra-relativistic case, where the mass is negligible compared to the kinetic energy, a
quantum mechanical flavour eigenstate α propagates in free-space as a plane wave,

|να(L)⟩ = exp
(
−i∆m2 L

2E

)
|να(0)⟩ , (1.10)

where i is the imaginary unit, and E and L denote the energy and the propagation length of
the neutrino, respectively. Note that in this formula we have used natural units, which we will
also continue to do throughout this work. The transition probability of a neutrino to change its
flavour eigenstate then becomes

Pα,β = |⟨να|νβ(L)⟩|2 = sin2 2θ sin2
(
∆m2 L

4E

)
, (1.11)

i.e. we see that the oscillation probability only depends on the mass-squared difference. The
full treatment for three neutrino flavours is based on a similar principle, but contains a more
complicated mixing matrix, the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nagakawa-Sakata-matrix Uαi, usually abbre-
viated as PMNS-matrix [26, 27], where α denotes the index of the flavour eigenstate of the weak
interaction, and i the mass eigenstate. Neutrino oscillation experiments have measured the two
mass-squared splittings involved for the three neutrino flavour case to be ∆m21 ≈ 7.6×10−5 eV2

and |∆m31| ≈ 2.5 × 10−3 eV2 [28]. However, the hierarchy of the involved masses is still un-
known [29], meaning whether m3 > m2 > m1, or m3 < m1 < m2 is the correct hierarchy. The
former scenario is referred to as normal, the latter as inverted neutrino mass ordering.
As we cannot deduce the actual neutrino masses from the oscillation measurements, we will need
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to turn our focus to other probes sensitive to the neutrino masses. One option is to investigate
the matter mass content and its distribution in the Universe, i.e. to use astrophysical and cos-
mological observations. These provide a constraint on the sum of the masses of neutrinos, given
as

Σ =
3∑

i=1
mi < 0.13 eV [30] . (1.12)

This constraint was derived based on observations of the distributions of galaxy clusters and
superclusters via weak lensing studies, cf. [30]. During the era of structure formation in the
early Universe, the matter density distribution had been affected by the propagation of neu-
trinos, referred to as free-streaming [31], causing a washing-out of perturbations in the matter
distribution. Hence, the distributions of astrophysical and cosmological matter accumulations
such as galaxy clusters provide a suitable dataset to constrain the maximal mass of neutrinos.
A second option to determine the neutrino masses is via direct measurements in the laboratory,
e.g. via a kinematic measurement of the β− decay spectrum near the endpoint, or via probing
neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ). In the former case, a non-vanishing neutrino mass im-
pacts the distribution of the kinetic energy of the electron, causing a kink-like distortion in the β
spectrum located Qβ −mβ, where Qβ and mβ denote the Q-value of the decay and the electron
neutrino mass emitted in the β decay. The energy spectrum then follows the form, cf. [32],

dN

dE
∝ p(E) (E +me) (Qβ − E)

3∑
i=1
|Uei|2

√
(Qβ − E)2 −m2

i Θ(Qβ − E −mi) , (1.13)

where p and E are the momentum and energy of the emitted electron, and Θ is the Heaviside-
Theta function. This radicand implies that in the presence of at least one non-vanishing neutrino
mass, the maximum energy of the electron is reduced compared to the maximum in the case
of vanishing mi, which would be equal to Qβ. As mentioned in Sec. 1.2, the most sensitive
constraint on mβ has been obtained by the Katrin collaboration as

mβ =

√√√√ 3∑
i=1
|Uei|2m2

i < 0.8 eV [16], (1.14)

where Uei are PMNS-matrix elements introduced above. The other laboratory-based probe
mentioned before, 0νββ, allows us to probe a Majorana mass contribution to the neutrino
masses, constrained to be

mββ =
∣∣∣∣∣

3∑
i=1

U2
eimi

∣∣∣∣∣ < 36-156 meV [33] (1.15)

by the KamLand-Zen collaboration. In Fig. 1.4 we show the allowed parameter space for the
neutrino Majorana mass as a function of the minimum neutrino mass mmin, of mβ, and of Σ.
We indicate both the range of solutions in the normal, and the inverted ordering. The bands
were derived by solving Eqs. (1.12), (1.14), (1.15) for free mmin, and using the measured best-fit
parameters from neutrino oscillation experiments as listed in Ref. [29].

Let us underline the importance of combining all the information on the neutrino masses,
the oscillation, the cosmological, the β− decay, and the 0νββ decay data, in order to obtain a
full picture of the neutrino properties. In particular the latter problem, the existence of 0νββ,
needs to be solved urgently, given its crucial role for both the understanding of the underlying
neutrino mass generation mechanism, and for the cosmological consequences due to its violation
of lepton number conservation. We will hence now turn to detailed discussion of this paramount
process.
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Figure 1.4: The neutrino Majorana mass as a function of mmin (left), of mβ (middle), and
of Σ (right). The blue and red bands correspond to the normal and inverted mass ordering
regimes, respectively, and were evaluated with the measured best-fit neutrino oscillation pa-
rameters taken from Ref. [29], neglecting the uncertainties. The bands were derived by solving
Eqs. (1.12), (1.14), (1.15), which are satisfied by a range of mass combinations, hence the bands
instead of point or line solutions.

1.4 Neutrinoless double beta decay

The single β− decay occurs if a nucleus has an excess of neutrons, as discussed in Sec. 1.2,
the conversion of neutron into a proton under the emission of an electron plus an electron-
antineutrino. Already in 1935, M. Goeppert-Mayer suggested that the process may also happen
twice simultaneously, with a double neutron-to-proton conversion, accompanied by the emission
of two electrons and antineutrinos each, see [34]. We illustrate this process in Fig 1.5, left. We
abbreviate this decay as 2νββ, in correspondence with the particles emitted from the nucleus,
namely two ν̄e and two electrons. A required condition for this transition to happen is that the
single β− decay is energetically forbidden or highly suppressed. Otherwise this process, being
a first order weak process, would always occur before the doubly suppressed second order weak
transition 2νββ.

For 44 even-even nuclei the nuclear mass is below the mass of the final-state isotope in an
expected single β− transition, making the double emission theoretically feasible [35]. We show
an illustration of these considerations in Fig. 1.6, left.

Due to the strong suppression of the decay rate, only around a dozen of isotopes are ex-
perimentally feasible for a detection. Hence, it took fifteen years after the prediction until the
first observation of 2νββ decay in the isotope 130Te in geochemical probes [36]. The first direct
laboratory-based measurement happened only in 1987, employing the isotope 82Se [37]. Despite
the fact that with half-lives typically on the order of 1020−1021 yr [38] the decays are extremely
rare, 2νββ is a SM process which can be described by the weak interaction, and it does not
violate any conservation law. It also does not provide knowledge on the light SM neutrino mass
on an experimentally feasible level, as the energy scale is around MeV, i.e. too high to identify
any kink-like feature at below the eV level around the Q-values, as discussed for the single β−

decay spectrum in Sec. 1.3.
Most importantly, double beta decay may not only occur with the simultaneous emission of
the ν̄e, but if neutrinos have a Majorana mass contribution also without any neutrino emission,
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Figure 1.5: Left: Feynman diagram of the established SM process two neutrino double beta
decay, with two electrons and two neutrinos in the final state. Right: Feynman diagram of
the hypothetical BSM process neutrinoless double beta decay, in which only the two electrons
appear in the final state, but no neutrinos, implying both a Majorana mass contribution to the
neutrino mass and the violation of the conservation of lepton number.
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Figure 1.6: Left: illustration of the mass parabola requirement on the nuclear masses of double
beta decaying isotopes to make a single beta transition energetically impossible or highly im-
probable, which is needed to enable double beta decays. Here Z denotes the number of protons
in the nucleus. Right: experimental signature of the two double beta decay processes. The
2νββ spectrum as a function of the summed electron energy is continuous up to Q, whereas the
imprint of 0νββ is a single peak located at Q directly, here indicated for different levels of the
relative energy resolution σ/Q. Note that the 0νββ decay amplitude is unknown.

as indicated in Fig. 1.5, right. In this scenario distinguishing between antineutrino and neu-
trino would not be an accurate description of neutrinos, enabling the possibility of a Majorana
neutrino annihilation. The result would be the emitted final-state particles are only the two
electrons, which explains why we introduced the abbreviation 0νββ in the previous section, as
typically done in the field. The decisive consequence would not only be the Majorana mass con-
tribution, but also the violation of the lepton number by two, indicating that this is intrinsically
a BSM process. If 0νββ would be observed, information on the neutrino Majorana mass could
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be extracted. In this case, the probability of the process to happen would depend on two quan-
tum mechanical quantities. One is the nuclear matrix element M0ν containing the properties
of the nucleus under consideration, and the other the phase space factor G0ν representing the
final states of the leptons. Measuring the process in a certain isotope with a half-life of T 0ν

1/2,
the effective Majorana mass could be determined as [39]

mββ = me√
|M0ν |2G0ν(Qββ , Z)T 0ν

1/2

. (1.16)

Whereas phase space factors have been calculated accurately for the isotopes of experimental
interest [40, 41], the nuclear matrix elements, with discrepancies between different calculation
methods of around a factor three [42, 39], remain the main source of uncertainty when inter-
preting experimental T 0ν

1/2 constraints as detailed in Sec. 1.6. Note that as outlined in Ref. [39],
several 0νββ exchange mechanisms have been proposed, but here we limit ourselves to the stan-
dard case of the light Majorana neutrino exchange. However, independently of the underlying
mechanism, an observation of 0νββ decay would always imply lepton number violation and a
Majorana mass of neutrinos, as proven in Ref. [43].
Having discussed the relevance of the study of 0νββ, we can now turn to the experimental sig-
nature of the two different double beta decay versions. The 2νββ decay energy spectrum of the
two electrons as seen in an experiment is continuous, similarly to the single β− decay spectrum,
as the neutrinos interact only weakly and thus escape a detection. A convenient description of
the 2νββ electron energy spectrum is the Primakoff-Rosen parametrisation derived in Ref. [44],
which reads

f(E) = (E4 + 10E3 + 40E2 + 60E + 30)E(Q− E)5

900 . (1.17)

We provide a plot of this continuous function in Fig. 1.6, right. In contrast, if no neutrinos
are emitted, all the available energy is transferred to the two electrons, implying the theoretical
spectrum would be a monoenergetic peak at the Q-value. In a realistic environment the energy
resolution with which the energy of the two electrons can be measured is limited, which broadens
the peak, as indicated in Fig. 1.6, right. To be able to discriminate the 0νββ signal peak from the
2νββ continuum, it is thus of utmost importance to achieve the best possible energy resolution
at Qββ , which is typically at the MeV scale. In addition, let us keep in mind that the measured
half-lives of the SM process exceed the age of the Universe by already around ten orders of
magnitude, cf. [45]. The expected rarity of the BSM process with respect to the SM decay
hence necessitates the use of large source masses. These considerations lead us towards the
experimental key parameters which guide the laboratory searches for 0νββ, to be discussed in
the following section.

1.5 Experimental considerations

From an experimental point of view, Eq. (1.16) implies that the parameter of interest, which
can be optimised to increase the sensitivity towards lower mββ , is the half-life T 0ν

1/2. We will
now derive mathematically how this decisive parameter is impacted by the experimental key
parameters. These are the source material mass m and the measurement duration t, which are
usually combined into the data exposure λ = mt for convenience, the background level B, the
energy resolution σE , the signal detection efficiency ϵ, the isotopic mass M , and the isotope
enrichment fraction f . The derivation closely follows the one given in Ref. [46]. Starting from
the radioactive decay law, we can estimate the total number of decays observed in an experiment
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N as

N = ϵN0

(
1− e

− t ln 2
T 0ν

1/2

)
≈ ϵN0

t ln 2
T 0ν

1/2
= ϵ

λfNA ln 2
MT 0ν

1/2
, (1.18)

where N0 denotes the number of initially available nuclei, and NA is Avogadro’s constant. The
first order Taylor expansion of the exponential function is well-justified in this case. The reason
is the already excluded half-life limits exceed 1026 yr [33, 47], an enormous time span compared
to the experimental run times of a couple of years, making the restriction to the linear term in
Eq. (1.18) an excellent approximation. If we now assume to observe N events in our experiment,
the corresponding measured half-life becomes

T 0ν
1/2 = ϵ

λfNA ln 2
MN

. (1.19)

Unfortunately, no convincing, clear evidence of N > 1 has been found yet. Hence, we can
only substitute N ′ as a constraint on the number of signal events collected during the physics
data exposure at a given confidence level. In the case of sufficiently long half-lifes, the Poisson
distribution describes our ultra-rare number of potential decay events, in principle following a
Binomial distribution, extremely accurately [48]. We can thus evaluate the expected background
event count NB in the signal region-of-interest (ROI) for an experiment being dominated by
background contributions as

N
′ =

√
NB =

√
λBσE . (1.20)

Note that B is given in units of counts / (keV kg yr). Here we can identify a square root sup-
pression of the available exposure, mitigating an optimal use of the source material. In an ideal
experiment, operating in the so-called background-free regime, where the following condition
holds,

λBσE < 1 , (1.21)

the sensitivity is not limited by the statistical fluctuations of the background, but of the signal
itself. Here the linear scaling of T 0ν

1/2 with λ, see Eq. (1.19), can be kept. In reality a full
suppression of any background is, at least in the vast majority of cases, unfeasible. Hence, in
the presence of a background which is sufficiently low to satisfy the condition of Eq. (1.21), one
refers to operation in the quasi background-free regime. The half-life sensitivity for the two
cases can be summarised as

T 0ν,′

1/2 = ϵ
fNA ln 2

M


√

λ
BσE

background-dominated
λ quasi background-free

. (1.22)

From Eq. (1.22) we deduce the following desired properties of an experiment aiming to detect
0νββ. To make optimal use of the available source material, or in other words to reach a linear
scaling of the experimental sensitivity with the exposure, the quasi background-free regime
should be reached. That is, the background should be sufficiently suppressed to be dominated
by the signal fluctuation. The energy resolution essentially behaves similarly as the background
suppression, and its improvement should be considered equally important. In particular the
suppression of the continuous 2νββ component penetrating the 0νββ signal region dominantly
relies on an optimal energy resolution, suppressing this background contamination as [38]

r2ν/0ν ∝
T 0ν

1/2
T 2ν

1/2

(
σE

Qββ

)6

. (1.23)
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This is extremely important considering the identical signal topology of 2νββ and 0νββ for any
experiment which is not able to tag the emitted neutrinos. As neutrinos only interact weakly,
this is obviously the case for any feasible 0νββ detector, as we will touch upon in Sec. 1.6.
From Eqs. (1.22), (1.23) we deduce that besides the background suppression and the resolution
performance enhancement, an experiment should measure for long periods, and deploy as much
source material as reasonably affordable. Moreover, the efficiency of the signal detection should
be increased as much as possible to identify any signal decay in the source material. Lastly, the
natural abundance of the target isotope should be enriched to the highest fraction achievable. It
is worth mentioning that background contributions other than 2νββ can be typically identified
with an efficiency different from the signal detection efficiency, and often do not depend on the
enrichment fraction. Hence, increasing ϵ and f does not only impact the linear scaling term,
but implicitly also the inverse scaling of the background, and is consequently of high relevance.
To built an experiment, one may thus choose an isotope with a naturally high abundance of the
target isotope, operate the detector system in direct vicinity of the source material, or, where
possible, directly deploy the source material as the detection medium, and shield the apparatus
from external background. In addition, a high Q-value should be preferably chosen to naturally
measure in a region beyond the energies of betas from natural radioactive sources, i.e. beyond
∼2.6 MeV, the energy of the 208Tl γ-ray of the 232Th decay chain [49]. Let us remark that a
high Q-value also helps in suppressing the background contribution from the 2νββ continuum,
as implied by Eq. (1.23). In Tab. 1.1 we list the properties of the 2νββ isotopes that have been
identified to be experimentally feasible to perform a 0νββ search [50].

Isotope Qββ Natural abundance M0ν G0ν(Qββ , Z)
[keV] [%] [10−14 yr−1]

110Pd 2004.0 11.7 5.33 - 8.91 1.40
76Ge 2039.1 7.8 2.81 - 7.24 0.623
124Sn 2287.7 5.6 2.62 - 4.81 2.55
136Xe 2461.9 8.9 1.71 - 4.2 4.31
130Te 2530.3 34.5 2.65 - 5.50 4.09
116Cd 2809.1 7.6 2.51 - 4.72 4.62
82Se 2995.5 9.2 2.64 - 6.46 2.70

100Mo 3035.0 9.6 3.103 - 7.77 4.36
96Zr 3347.7 2.8 1.56 - 5.65 5.63

150Nd 3367.3 5.6 1.71 - 3.7 19.2
48Ca 4273.7 0.187 0.85 - 2.37 6.35

Table 1.1: Overview of experimentally potentially feasible isotopes undergoing 2νββ decay, or-
dered by their respective Q-value. The natural isotopic abundance, the nuclear matrix elements,
and the phase space factors are listed as well. The values are taken from Ref. [50].

Tab. 1.1 also lists the phase space factors of the relevant isotopes. In order to maximise
the sensitivity for the lowest neutrino mass possible, from Eq. (1.16) we deduce it should be
maximal, as should be the nuclear matrix elements. In Chapter 2 we will see that these generic
considerations for an ideal 0νββ experiment oversimplify the actual experimental challenges.
In particular, germanium based experiments do not necessarily seem to be ideal candidates,
according to the naive expectations of suffering from a low natural abundance, phase space
factor and Q-value. Yet, these experiments have a long track record of world-leading 0νββ
sensitivities, for the reasons we will learn below.
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1.6 Experimental programs in the field
Several different experimental approaches are being pursued to fullfill the challenging require-
ments in this rare-event search as implied by Eq. (1.22). A typical common principle is to
deploy the source material also as the detector to enhance the signal detection efficiency, and
to operate the detectors underground with specifically designed active and passive shields to
reduce external background contributions. Here we provide a brief overview of the different
strategies currently conducted, and/or planned in the future, closely following the presentation
of the experimental program in Section 5 of [51].

Semiconductors Experiments operating semiconductor detectors aim to measure the charge
induced by the two electrons emitted in 0νββ. Usually high-purity germanium (HPGe) detectors
enriched in the isotope 76Ge are deployed, as e.g. done by Gerda or Majorana Demonstra-
tor (MJD). These intrinsically clean crystals, being free of any contamination at a measurable
level, as determined by Gerda [52], provide the best energy resolution of any technology in
the field at a normalised level at around 0.1% at Qββ , as obtained by MJD [53]. Hence, the
world-leading half-life sensitivity exceeding 1026 yr could be realised by Gerda [47], as shown
in Tab. 1.2. The sensitivity will be further improved by around two orders of magnitude by the
Legend program [54]. We will provide more details on semiconductor detector operation and
the corresponding experiments in Chapter 2.

Time-projection chambers Time-projection chambers employ both ionisation and scintilla-
tion signal read-out to differentiate the 0νββ signal from background events. The detectors can
be filled to large masses with either both a liquid and a gaseous phase of the target material,
as e.g. done in Xenon1T [55] or with a liquid phase, see e.g. Exo-200 [56], or a high-pressure
gaseous phase only, see e.g. Next-100 [57]. Searching for 0νββ in the isotope 136Xe, the next-
generation experiments nExo [58], Darwin [59], Next [60], and PandaX-III [61] experiments
will reach high sensitivities beyond 1027 yr, particularly triggered, among others, by the com-
paratively easy source mass scalability of up to several tonnes.

Bolometers Bolometers are crystals operated at ultra-low temperatures. Depending on the
crystal element, phonons and/or scintillation signals are read out. Similarly to the semiconduc-
tors, bolometers can be ultra-pure and a very good relative energy resolution at below the %
level at Qββ can be achieved, as shown by Cuore [62] and Cupid-0 [63]. Based on the cur-
rent experience with crystals containing natural Te (both 128Te and 130Te undergo 2νββ), 82Se,
and 100Mo, the future Cupid program aims to exceed half-life sensitivities of 1027 yr [64]. The
Amore program aims to achieve the same order of half-life sensitivity for the isotope 100Mo by
operating calcium molybdate crystals [65].

Scintillators Owing to their comparatively simple, large source mass scalability, the liquid
scintillator-based experiment KamLand-Zen has obtained the currently leading T 0ν

1/2 constraint
of beyond 1026 yr [33]. The experiment loaded an organic liquid scintillator with 136Xe, a strat-
egy that will be further pursued to exceed half-life sensitivities beyond 1027 yr [66]. Also the
Zicos [67] and SNO+ [68] experiments will operate liquid scintillators, loaded with 96Zr and
130Te, respectively, to reach sensitivities around that order of magnitude. Inorganic, solid scin-
tillators are investigated for 0νββ searches as well. For example, the Candles program reached
a T 0ν

1/2 limit beyond 1022 yr in 48Ca [69], reading out the scintillation light from both a liquid
and a solid target.
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Tracking calorimeters The main difference between tracking devices and the approaches
mentioned before is the separation between source and detector material. In contrast to the
other techniques, tracking experiments deploy a layer of source material which is surrounded
by a gaseous tracking system and a calorimeter detector in an onion-shell configuration. In
this manner, not only the energy can be measured, but also the angle between the two emitted
electrons. Also, the 0νββ search can be performed with different source materials. The disad-
vantages of this approach are the scalability to large source masses and the limited detection
efficiency. Based on the experience of the Nemo experiment [70], its successor SuperNemo [71]
aims to reach a sensitivity beyond 1026 yr for the 0νββ decay in 82Se.

This brief, clearly non-comprehensive overview of the ongoing experimental approaches, in-
dicates how actively the research in this field is pursued due to the important consequences if an
observation of 0νββ would be made. We list the currently leading measured half-life constraints
for the most-common isotope choices employed in the field in Tab. 1.2.

Experiment Isotope Exposure [kg yr] T 0ν
1/2 [1026 yr] mββ [meV]

Gerda [47] 76Ge 127.2 1.8 79 - 180
Majorana Demonstrator [53] 76Ge 64.5 0.83 113 - 269

KamLand-Zen [33] 136Xe 970 2.3 36 - 156
EXO-200 [56] 136Xe 234.1 0.35 93 - 286
Cuore [62] 130Te 1038.4 0.22 90 - 305

Table 1.2: List of currently leading lower half-life limits of the 0νββ-decay at 90% confidence
level (CL), together with the corresponding range of mββ as provided by the collaborations.

There we also indicate the Majorana mass range covered assuming light Majorana mass
exchange. Under this assumption the experimental constraints have just started to reach the
inverted neutrino mass ordering scheme, see Fig. 1.4. Ongoing and future experiments such as
Legend, as introduced in the following chapter, are required to cover this regime entirely.
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Chapter 2

The GERDA and the LEGEND
experiments

After motivating the experimental requirements to search for 0νββ decay and describing the
experimental approaches pursued in the field at the end of the previous chapter, we are now
prepared to discuss the details of the operation of HPGe detectors. We will start by introducing
their general properties and elaborating on why these are well-suited for 0νββ searches. After-
wards, we will turn to the description of the Gerda and Legend experiments, on which the
research projects of this work have been focused.

2.1 Germanium detector operation

Let us firstly discuss the general properties of Ge semiconductor detectors, their properties and
operation, before detailing their performance in calorimetric measurements, particularly in terms
of their unparalleled energy resolution.

2.1.1 Ge semiconductor detectors

Germanium detectors are made of Ge crystals, which, from the point of view of electronic
band structure, are semiconductors. Modelling the conduction properties of any material via
their band structure explains in rather simple terms why upon applying a voltage, currents
flow readily in conductors, or no currents flow in insulators. The model works as follows. In
its ground state, each material type, i.e. conductor, semiconductor, or insulator, is assigned a
particular band structure, with the valence band being fully occupied by electrons. Due to the
Pauli exclusion principle [72], only two electrons are allowed to occupy each state, with states
of increasing energy up to the Fermi level EF . In contrast, the conduction band exceeding EF

is free of charge carriers. When applying a voltage, electrons can now flow in conductors, as
valence and conduction bands overlap. In insulators, however, the gap between these two bands
typically exceeds at least around 10 eV, meaning electrons will not be lifted into the conduction
band, and a current can hardly be induced. The band structure of semiconductors is similar
to that of insulators, but with the important difference that the band gap is typically O(1 eV).
For example, the band gap of Ge is 0.67(1) eV at room temperature [73, 74, 75, 76]. Hence,
electrons, absorbing deposited energy, can reach a state in the conduction band, resulting in a
current flow, or in other words a potential signal that can be read out electronically. A schematic
of the band theory is pictured in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the band structure of different materials, with a separation between
semiconductors of different doping. The energy scale is abbreviated with E, EF denotes the
Fermi energy, and ∆E is the energy gap between valence and conduction bands.

It now becomes clear that semiconductors are highly suitable to perform calorimetric mea-
surements, meaning detecting energy depositions in a material. Most semiconductor detectors
benefit from being cooled down to cryogenic temperatures, as thermal excitations can induce
noise currents, potentially overlaying relevant energy depositions. In the case of Ge, temper-
atures around the liquid nitrogen boiling temperature of 77 K are sufficient to suppress the
thermal noise. In addition, impurities inside a semiconductor that cannot be fully prevented
during the crystal growth process, can induce additional electrons or holes. The latter denote
missing electrons in a state which can propagate in an electric field, just as electrons, with an
opposite charge. To prevent the currents induced by impurities, excess electrons or holes are in-
troduced into semiconductor detectors intentionally during the fabrication process. This process
is referred to as n-type or p-type doping, for negative or positive charge carriers, respectively.
The combination of both is referred to as a p-n junction. As an electric field is generated by
charge propagation away from the junction in the region between two oppositely doped zones,
an inner layer free of charges is established. By applying a reverse bias voltage of typically
around 1 to 5 kV for Ge detectors, the charge-depleted centre region can be further enlarged. If
now an energy deposition occurs within the depleted area, the external electric field applies a
force on the produced electrons and/or holes, causing them to drift towards the n- or p-typed
layer, respectively. We depict the formation of the charge-depleted zone in Fig. 2.2.

The current i, or equivalently the charge Q, induced on the readout electrode is then given
as

i = dQ

dt
= − d

dt

q

Vu

∫ x⃗f

x⃗i

∇ϕ · dx⃗ = q

Vu
E⃗u · v⃗ , (2.1)

which is known as the Shockley-Ramo theorem [77, 78]. Here the integral runs over the position
inside the drift layer from the initial position x⃗i to the position of the electrode x⃗f , q is the charge
produced in the initial interaction with instantaneous velocity v⃗, and ϕ denotes the potential
at the interaction point. The voltage applied at the electrode, Vu, can be conveniently set to
1 V if all other electrodes are grounded, as the induced charge is independent of Vu. In this
case, the normalised potential is referred to as the weighting potential. Finally, the electric field
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Figure 2.2: Sketch of the formation of the charge-depleted region in a semiconductor. Left:
p-typed and n-typed layers have an excess of positive and negative charge carriers, respectively.
Centre: combining the two oppositely doped layers induces a drift of free charges, causing
an accumulation of electrons at the p-contact, and of positive charges at the n-contact. In the
central layer electrons and holes recombine, leaving a zone free of charges across which an electric
field is produced. Right: by applying a reverse bias voltage, the depletion region is enlarged.

induced by Vu at the non-grounded electrode is denoted with E⃗u. In the Ge detectors operated
in our experiments, as described in Secs. 2.2, 2.3, the p-type layer is produced by implanting a
∼100 nm thick layer of boron, whereas n-type doping is accomplished via lithium diffusion [79].
The latter produces a dead-layer at the edge of the detectors with an approximate thickness of
1 mm. The remaining bulk material, with typical dimensions of a few cm, is operated as active
material sensitive to energy depositions.

2.1.2 Energy estimation and resolution

Energy estimation The energy measurements with the Ge detectors operated in the exper-
iments detailed in this chapter work as follows. Radioactive sources emitting X-rays and γ-rays
are typically used for the calibration of the energy scale in the keV to MeV range, as detailed
in Chapter 3. These photons undergo different processes inside the Ge detectors, depending
on their energy [80]. Below approximately 100 keV, photoelectric absorption [81] is the most
probable process to occur. Compton scattering [82] dominates in the range between around
100 keV to 10 MeV. Electron-positron pairs can be created if the energy exceeds the production
threshold of 2me, cf. [83]. This process becomes most relevant when the energy goes beyond
approximately 10 MeV.
When an interaction of a particle within the depleted zone occurs, the secondary charge induced
on the p+ electrode is collected by a capacitor-resistor feedback loop, and subsequently trans-
ported to an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) for digitisation. In Gerda and Legend, signal
preamplification is required to combat signal attenuation caused by the transmission through
several meter long signal cables. Upon digitisation, the resulting waveform then has a typi-
cal three-component pattern. First, the baseline, second, a steep rise when the charge signal
arrives, typically around O(10−1) µs, and third, a long tail with typically O(102) to O(103) µs
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before baseline restoration. The physical energy deposited is proportional to the induced charge,
which is itself proportional to the maximum of the waveform pattern. We give an example of a
simulated waveform in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Simulated typical waveform for the recorded voltage in ADC counts as a function of
time. The waveform follows the typical pattern of a rise from the here subtracted baseline to its
maximum value upon charge collection, and the subsequent exponential decay while discharging,
overlaid by noise fluctuations (red). An exponential correction is conducted on the time series
data to improve the accuracy of the estimation of the maximum via a trapezoidal filter (dashed
blue).

The following filtering procedure is applied to estimate this charge accurately. The baseline is
subtracted, and an exponential correction for the decrease of the tail can be performed to obtain a
flat waveform maximum. In principle, these two steps are optional, as only the difference between
maximum and minimum is relevant. In particular the exponential correction however simplifies
accurately estimating the maximum, and is hence typically implemented. A basic signal shaping
filter, such as a moving average of the time series data, can be subsequently applied to suppress
high-frequency noise. Calculating the difference between consecutive averaged amplitudes results
in a quasi-Gaussian signal shape. As a next step, a more sophisticated filter can be used to
obtain an accurate estimate for the maximal charge. Filters that have been utilised in this step
comprise, among others, a Gaussian filter, a trapezoidal filter, a cusp filter based on a sinh
and cosh function, or a Zero Area Cusp (ZAC) filter, the latter putting a flat top between the
hyperbolic functions [84, 85]. Details on some of these signal filtering techniques can be found
in Ref. [86]. We remark that Gerda used a moving average procedure, and then applied a ZAC
filter to estimate the energy [87], whereas in Legend, trapezoidal, cusp, and ZAC filters are
being employed independently. At the current stage of Legend, the filter yielding the optimal
energy resolution per detector is being taken as energy estimate, although the final filtering
procedure has not been decided yet. We show an example application of a trapezoidal filter to
a simulated waveform in Fig. 2.3. After signal filtering, only an estimate on the collected charge
has been determined, in terms of the maximal voltage value in ADC counts. The translation
into a physical energy estimate, i.e. the calibration of the detector energy response, is performed
by inducing γ-ray signals of known physical energy, and comparing these to the determined
corresponding ADC values. We will discuss the details of the calibration in Chapter 3.
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Energy resolution In Sec. 1.5, we discussed the importance of the resolution of the energy
scale estimate. Here, we closely follow the explanations from Ref. [76], describing how the limited
resolution arises. In general, resolution broadening is caused by both intrinsically physical effects,
and experimental parameters such as detector operation conditions and read-out equipment.
More precisely, the variance, i.e. the square of the resolution, of the measured energy can be
written as

σ2
E = σ2

E,I + σ2
E,P + σ2

E,C + σ2
E,N . (2.2)

Here σE,I denotes the intrinsic uncertainty of the energy of a γ-ray used for the calibration, σ2
E,P

and σ2
E,C are the uncertainty in the number of created electron-hole pairs, and collected charge,

upon an energy deposition, respectively, and σ2
E,N is the variance of the noise induced by the

readout electronics chain. According to the quantum mechanical Heisenberg uncertainty prin-
ciple [88], we can estimate the magnitude of the intrinsic resolution via σE,Iτ ∼ ℏ/2. Typical
lifetimes in nuclear processes causing γ emissions range from around 10−6 to 10−12 s, imply-
ing a maximal energy uncertainty of O(0.1 meV). As the energy scale of nuclear processes is
MeV, where Ge detectors achieve keV level energy resolution, the intrinsic contribution to the
total resolution can be safely neglected. Note that further intrinsic processes, such as nuclear
recoils induced by γ-ray emission, and a Doppler shift due to the relative thermal motion of
the nucleus, do not alter the conclusions for the majority of peaks, since the recoiling nucleus
is contained inside the Ge crystal, and no resonance effects are induced, unlike in Mössbauer
spectroscopy [89]. In the absence of resonances, the large crystal mass suppresses both recoil and
thermal broadening orders of magnitude below the relevant keV scale. We will see an exception
to these considerations in Sec. 3.3, where an additional relative motion causes a non-negligible
Doppler broadening.
The next contribution in Eq. (2.2), σE,P is associated with the number of created electron-holes
pairs. Expecting a number of produced pairs n as E/Emin, where E denotes the deposited en-
ergy and Emin the energy required for individual electron-hole pair production, a Poisson process
suggests an uncertainty in the number of pairs of

√
n. Note that at the temperature relevant

for Gerda and Legend, 87 K as motivated below, Emin = 2.96 eV. For O(MeV) deposits, we
expect very roughly a variance in the number of pairs of 103. Multiplied with Emin this implies
a resolution uncertainty of σE,P ∼ keV. However, a pure Poisson fluctuation is not adequate
in this case, as the production of the electron-hole pairs is not an independent process, but is
caused in a consecutive, correlated manner. A so-called Fano factor F needs to be included to
compensate for this correlation, known to be generally O(0.1), and 0.129±0.003 at the liquid
nitrogen temperature of 77 K [90]. The effective number of pairs is then given as n′ = nF ,
leading to

σE,P =
√
FnEmin =

√
FEminE , (2.3)

which contributes at the 0.1 keV level.
The variation in the charge collected in the detector scales proportionally with the deposited
energy as σE,C = cE. The linearity has been found empirically, and is motivated by the broad-
ening of a γ-ray peak with a tail-like distortion at the low energy end of the peak, which scales
with the presence of impurities. It is hence interpreted as incomplete charge collections. The
constant of proportionality has been estimated to be of the order of 10−5-10−4 [87]. In Gerda,
this contribution was found to be sufficiently low to be considered negligible, whereas during
Legend commissioning runs, it had been corrected for already at the signal filtering stage, with
improvements on the resolution on the order of few 0.1 keV, as we will see in Sec. 3.3. In the
physics data taking of Legend, similar corrections are performed.
Finally, the electronics component σE,N is caused by noise in the electronics circuit, its compo-
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nents, the amplifiers, and the detector itself. The contribution is constant in energy, and cannot
be omitted. It can however be reduced to tolerable levels of 1 keV at MeV energies by operat-
ing Ge detectors at low temperatures to minimise leakage current and noise from the readout
electronics. The use of electronics components with low capacitance and optimal shaping and
filtering settings also reduces the noise level. This is particularly important for those electronics
components that cannot be operated at low temperature. Overall, the shape of the centroid
of a γ-ray peak, in good approximation modelled as a Gaussian profile, will then be widened
according to

FWHM(E) = 2
√

2 ln 2
√
σ2

E,N + FEminE + c2E2 ≈ 2.355
√
σ2

E,N + FEminE + c2E2 . (2.4)

Here FWHM denotes the full width at half maximum resolution, the prefactor accounts for the
conversion from standard deviation to FWHM1, and the quadratic term in the radicand may or
may not be neglected. As mentioned above, in total Ge detectors achieve unparalleled FWHM
resolutions at 2 MeV of less than 3 keV. In Sec. 3.3, we will discuss the corrections on the full
peak shape with the help of a low-energy tail modelling incomplete charge collections.

2.1.3 Advantages for neutrinoless double beta decay searches

To conclude this general description of Ge semiconductor detectors, let us explicitly state, even
at the cost of partial repetitions, the advantages of deploying these in 0νββ experiments. As rare-
event searches, these measurements, as we have seen in Sec. 1.5, require a maximum amount of
the potentially decaying source material, long measurement times, extremely efficient detection
capabilities, optimal measurement precision, i.e. energy resolution, and the lowest background
levels reasonably achievable. And let us keep in mind all these physical requirements need to be
realisable in an actual experiment within reasonable time durations and with limited financial
resources. HPGe detector operation is a well-established field, with decades-long experience in
rare-event searches. The crystals can be purchased commercially, and the operation conditions,
even at cryogenic temperatures, are modest. As the source material operates as detector itself,
very high detection efficiencies are reached. The isotopic abundance of 76Ge, naturally around
7.8%, can be enriched up to approximately 90% via centrifugation [91], further contributing to
an efficient use of available material. In addition, no internal contaminants have been measured
so far, enabling extremely low background conditions [52]. Moreover, the waveforms measured in
Ge detectors enables pulse shape discrimination between energy depositions with different event
topologies, or in other words different particles and interactions, further reducing the background
levels, as demonstrated e.g. in Ref. [92]. We will provide more details on this important feature
further below. Furthermore, the energy resolution in HPGe detectors is the best of all currently
operated technologies [51]. Considering the combination of all these advantageous experimental
features, we conclude that HPGe detectors are highly suitable for 0νββ-decay searches, contrary
to the naive expectation discussed in the previous chapter. We will now discuss which particular
Ge diode designs the Gerda and Legend programs deployed, or are and will be deploying,
respectively, in their experiments.

2.2 GERDA
The Germanium Detector Array, or Gerda, aimed to detect 0νββ decay by operating HPGe
detectors enriched to approximately 87% in the isotope 76Ge inside a cryostat filled with liquid

1The conversion factor can be determined analytically by calculating the distance between the two points at
which the Gaussian function takes half of its maximum value.
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argon (LAr) [93]. Installed at the underground laboratories of the Istituto Nazionale di Fisica
Nucleare (Infn)2, the Laboratori Nazionale del Gran Sasso (Lngs)3, Gerda consisted of up to
7 detector strings containing in total 37 enriched detectors, plus 3 of natural composition used
for background validation studies [94]. Operating an array of HPGe detectors in two main data-
taking phases, the unique approach of Gerda was to directly immerse the bare Ge crystals into
the LAr in order to shield the detectors from external radioactivity, additionally using LAr as a
coolant. The granular array design also allowed Gerda to reject muon or γ-induced background
events if they deposited energy in multiple detector channels simultaneously. The electrons
produced in a β or ββ decay instead deposit all their energy at a single, point-like interaction
volume of O(1 mm3) within the bulk of one detector only. This granularity-based background
reduction method is hence referred to as detector anti-coincidence cut (AC), or multiplicity
one cut (M1). Furthermore, detector-near parts such as nylon mini-shrouds for shielding from
particles propagating through the LAr, detector holders or cables and connectors, were carefully
selected and screened before they were deployed into the LAr cryostat. The 64 m3 cryostat was
surrounded by an outer tank of 590 m3 volume filled with ultra-pure water [95], itself covered
by layers of rock corresponding to around 3500 metres of water equivalent overburden, reducing
the cosmic muon flux by six orders of magnitude compared to surface levels [96]. In fact,
as we will see in the following section, the infrastructure is still available onsite. Additional
background mitigation was accomplished with the help of an active Cherenkov veto, or muon
veto system, consisting of, in total, 64 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) installed inside the water
tank, and a scintillation shield above the experimental facility. The coverage of the water
tank led to an overall detection efficiency of the remaining cosmic muons exceeding 99%. The
cleanroom, located above the water tank, housed a lock system and a glove box to mount the
detectors, as well as other instrumentation, such as the slow control systems used to monitor
and regulate the operation conditions. The experiment operated the HPGe detectors in different
array configurations during separate data taking phases. During Phase I, running from 2011 to
2013, 21.6 kg yr of valid data exposure was collected. The detectors were of two different types,
five of broad energy germanium type (BEGe) with average masses of around 0.7 kg each and
average diameters and heights of 73 mm, and 30 mm, respectively, and fourteen of semi-coaxial
shape (Coax) with masses of 1 to 3 kg, approximately 60 mm in diameter, and 68 to 108 mm in
height [97, 98]. We show a three-dimensional sketch of the different detector types operated in
Gerda in Fig. 2.4, where we also indicate the weighting potential introduced in Sec. 2.1.

The main performance feature of the BEGe detectors is their excellent energy resolution
of ∼ 3 keV FWHM at Qββ . In contrast, Coax detectors have an increased surface-to-volume
ratio, effectively reducing external background levels normalised to the active volume available
to accumulate exposure. The reason is that less materials, such as holders, plastic shield, and
cables are required per channel and mass element. As a notable side effect, optimal resolution
does not only allow to discriminate the 2νββ continuum from the sought-after signal peak, but
also enables optimal identification of background γ events due to their different pulse shapes
compared to the double electron signal caused by 0νββ. We will discuss this background miti-
gation technique, referred to as pulse shape discrimination (PSD) in more detail further below.
Measuring a background rate after cuts of 1.1×10−2 counts / (keV kg yr) in the region of interest,
well approximated as a uniform distribution without any particular features, no signal peak at
Qββ had been identified after unblinding the data of Phase I, and an upper limit on T1/2 of
0νββ in 76Ge of 2.1× 1025 yr at 90% CL was found [101]. Before the data taking during Phase
II, lasting from 2015 until 2019, a major hardware upgrade was performed [94]. First, additional

2https://home.infn.it/it/
3https://www.lngs.infn.it/en
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Figure 2.4: Three-dimensional render of the HPGe detector types operated in Gerda. From
left to right: semi-coaxial shape (Coax), broad energy germanium (BEGe), and inverted coaxial
shape (IC) detectors. Whereas the first two were operated during both main data taking phases
of Gerda, the latter were installed at a later stage for the final Phase II+ campaign only. The
weighting potential and the average dimensions are shown as well [97, 98, 99]. The red and cyan
lines indicate the p+ and n+ contacts, respectively. The figure is adapted from Ref. [100] with
the help of F. Girard, using SOLIDWORKS4.

detectors were installed, bringing the total number to 41 detectors overall, 30 BEGe, and 10
of Coax type. Second, an additional active background veto was installed, hereafter referred
to as the LAr veto. This hybrid system, consisting of wavelength-shifting fibre curtains and
of photomultiplier tubes surrounding the detector array, was another unique component of the
Gerda design. The setup allowed the analysts to reject events also depositing energy outside of
the detectors, especially those caused upon γ particles escaping a detector after a partial energy
deposition. These γ particles, but also muons or external β particles, generate scintillation light
in the LAr. As the LAr is itself transparent to its own scintillation light, emitted in the vacuum
ultraviolet regime at a wavelength of 128 nm with a bandwidth of around 10 nm [102], the energy
deposited outside the HPGe detectors in coincidence with energy depositions within a detec-
tor clearly indicates a background event. Gerda collected these external energy depositions
with the help of wavelength shifting fibres coated with tetraphenyl butadiene and PMTs and
SiPMs instrumented at the upper and lower end of the HPGe detector array. The coating plus
the propagation inside the fibres cause a wavelength shift of the collected light into the visible
regime, where the readout is most sensitive [103], thus enhancing the overall light yield [104].
As the entire veto chain occurs outside the detector bulk volume, the application of the LAr
veto cut did not cause a relevant reduction of the signal efficiency. In fact, it was only dead-time
reduced by ∼2% due to random coincidences [47].
In 2018, a minor hardware upgrade was performed, leading to Phase II+. Five inverted coaxial
shape detectors (IC) of diameters and heights of around 75 cm and 80 cm replaced the ones
of natural composition. These detectors are the state-of-the-art of semiconductor technology,
combining the increased surface-to-volume ratio of Coax detectors for external background mit-
igation with the resolution and pulse shape discrimination performance of BEGe detectors [99].
The latter is accomplished by depositing the boron for p-type doping at a single spot of around

4https://www.solidworks.com/
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0.1 µm only, see [99]. This p-type point contact approach then also led to an optimised PSD
performance, similar to BEGe detectors. We show a render of the IC detectors in Fig. 2.4. A
sketch of the experiment is illustrated in Fig. 2.5 top, together with pictures of the detector
array and the wavelength-shifting fibres deployed during Phase II (Fig. 2.5 bottom).

BEGe detector in low 
mass holder

strings of Ge
detector array

preamplifiers

top PMTs of LAr veto 
instrumentation

wavelength-shifting 
fibres with SiPM 

read-out

bottom PMTs of LAr 
veto instrumentation

Ge detector
array

LAr cryostat

water tank
equipped

with PMTs

cleanroom

muon veto
plastic panels

Figure 2.5: Top: sketch of the Gerda experiment, depicting, from left to right, the cryostat
infrastructure, the LAr veto instrumentation, the detector array, and a single HPGe diode.
Adapted from Ref. [94]. Bottom, left to right: pictures of the Phase II array with the detector
strings inside nylon tubes, the fibres of the LAr veto instrumentation, and view into the lock
system with the detector array and the LAr veto fibres around. The pictures are taken from the
Gerda collaboration.

In all phases, the detectors were calibrated approximately weekly with 228Th sources pro-
duced at UZH [87]. This schedule allowed Gerda to continuously monitor the energy scale,
to regularly measure the energy resolution, and to frequently tailor and validate the PSD per-
formance of the detectors. We will provide a closer look at the calibrations in Chapter 3.
Furthermore, artificial test pulses were injected into the readout chain every 20 s to permanently
monitor the detector channel connection, and to evaluate the detector on-times, i.e. the expo-
sures [87].
With the increased exposure and the advanced background reduction techniques, Gerda Phase
II was the first experimental operation in the field to achieve the design goal of a measurement
in the quasi background-free regime, where the T1/2 sensitivity scales linearly with the exposure,
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as discussed in Sec. 1.5, [47]. After unblinding the data from all phases, 13 events were observed
in the region of interest, 1930 to 2190 keV, which is in good agreement with the background ex-
pectation. With only a single event appearing within 2 FWHM around Qββ , no signal evidence
had been found above the measured background. With a combined exposure of 127.2 kg yr, a
lower limit of T1/2 ≤ 1.8× 1026 yr at 90% CL was obtained, coinciding with the sensitivity [47].
The spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.6, where the events in the signal region are highlighted.
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Figure 2.6: Left: measured Gerda energy spectrum before (dark blue) and after (olive) high-
level analysis cuts, i.e. after LAr and PSD cuts, with prominent background contributions and
Qββ (dark red) indicated. Right: zoom into the region-of-interest around Qββ . The range in
which data was blinded for the analysis is indicated in light blue. The regions excluded from the
background evaluation due to the presence of known γ-rays are marked in grey. More details on
the data used for the final Gerda analysis can be found in Ref. [47].

The measurement had been the first semiconductor-based result in the field exceeding the
1026 yr threshold for T1/2. More than three years later, the obtained experimental sensitivity
is still world-leading in the field, independently of the isotope. Also, the background level of
5.2 × 10−4 counts / (keV kg yr), again well-described with a flat distribution, poses the lowest
value measured in any experiment in the field. Interpreting the result in terms of the neutrino
Majorana mass, the obtained upper limit corresponds to a limit on the mass between mββ ≲
79-180 meV, see [47]. This range holds for light Majorana exchange as the dominating mechanism
triggering the decay and covers the typical nuclear matrix element ranges discussed in Sec. 1.4.
A more detailed description of the experimental instrumentation, of the applied background
reduction techniques, and the final analysis can be found in Ref. [94], in Ref. [100], and in
Ref. [47], respectively.

2.3 LEGEND

To further increase the sensitivity of HPGe detectors to 0νββ decay, the Large Enriched Ger-
manium Experiment for Neutrinoless ββ Decay, or Legend, collaboration has been formed as a
merger of the two leading 0νββ decay 76Ge experiments, namely the Majorana Demonstra-
tor (MJD) and Gerda, plus additional international institutions [105]. With more than 50
institutions involved5, the ultimate goal of this global project is to surpass a discovery sensitivity

5https://legend-exp.org/
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of T1/2 ≥ 1028 yr. To reach this goal, Legend aims at combining the best strategies of both
predecessor experiments. The cornerstones are the direct deployment of HPGe detectors in an
active LAr shield like in Gerda, and the use of ultra-low activity detector-near parts and low-
noise front-end electronics like in MJD [106, 107]. As the successor of the experiments achieving
the best energy resolution (MJD), and the lowest background rates in the field (Gerda), Leg-
end has the combined expertise required to achieve the T1/2 sensitivities needed to entirely probe
the inverted neutrino mass ordering regime. The experiment follows a staged program to keep
informing and improving based on available experience and materials. The first phase of the
experiment, Legend-200 (L-200), is currently in physics data-taking mode, using the existing
Gerda infrastructure at Lngs. A total of 142 kg of enriched 76Ge detectors are operated, which
will be upgraded to approximately 200 kg in 2024. After five years of operation, sensitivities
of T1/2 ≥ 1027 yr can be expected [108]. In the second stage, Legend-1000 (L-1000), the final
goal will be achieved by an increase of the amount of deployed detector material to at least
1000 kg. In the baseline design, the HPGe detectors will be directly deployed in underground-
sourced LAr (UGLAr), depleted in, among others, the isotope 42Ar, which undergoes β decay
to 42K. With a suppressed contribution of the daughter isotope decaying via β decay with a
Q-value of 3525 MeV [49], i.e. beyond Qββ , the background index will be reduced to a level of
10−5 counts / (keV kg yr).

2.3.1 LEGEND-200

In mid 2023, the L-200 experiment operates 101 detector channels in the Gerda cryostat at
Lngs, totalling approximately 142 kg of mass distributed over ten strings. The array contains
around 70 kg of detector material taken over from MJD and Gerda, with the remainder being
new inverted coaxial point contact detectors (ICPC) produced by the two manufacturers, OR-
TEC6, Oak Ridge, and Mirion Technologies + Canberra7, Olen. During this stage, 41 ICPC,
28 BEGe, 6 Coax, and 26 PPC detectors are deployed, where the latter type PPC is the abbre-
viation for the p-type point contact detectors from MJD. Between late 2023 and middle 2024,
approximately 50 kg of additional, new ICPC detector material will be installed to fill the de-
tector array configuration up to twelve strings. With average masses of around 2 kg, implying
again an external background reduction optimised from the surface-to-volume ratio, the ICPC
detectors will greatly help L-200 to surpass a sensitivity beyond T1/2 ≥ 1027 yr at 90% CL [105]
after five years of physics data taking. Assuming again light Majorana mass exchange, this cor-
responds to mββ ≲ 33-71 meV. Having taken over the available infrastructure in early 2020, the
collaboration demonstrated promising detector operations during several hardware upgrades and
test phases between 2020 and end 2022. In particular, during the Post-Gerda-Test (PGT) in
2020, among others, the front-end electronics and the data acquisition system (DAQ) had been
successfully tested with the detectors immersed inside the LAr. On the hardware side, the lock
system on top of the cryostat had to be upgraded to accommodate additional space to mount a
larger detector array, also requiring to lift the cleanroom roof with the help of a crane. After the
PGT, the cryostat was emptied and refilled with newly purified LAr. Deploying an upgraded
LAr veto system, combining a freshly coated TPB layer evaporated on new fibre curtains with
pure SiPM readout, the γ-tagging efficiency of the LAr veto was greatly improved compared
to Gerda. All the front-end electronics and charge-sensitive amplifiers were immersed into the
LAr and are now situated next to the detectors or connected to a copper plate around 30 cm
above the detector array referred to as bird’s nest, due to the large number of cables. Also, the

6https://www.ortec-online.com/
7https://www.mirion.com/
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water tank had been refilled with ultra-pure water, after repairing, or replacing where needed,
the operated PMTs of the muon veto. A schematic of the experimental infrastructure, as well
as pictures of the current detector array configuration, are shown in Fig. 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Left: render of the Legend-200 experiment. The detector array is immersed in a
LAr filled cryostat, which is surrounded by a water tank equipped with PMTs. Centre: picture
of a part of the detector array inside the glovebox. Right, top: image of the top part of the array
when lowered into the empty cryostat. The Cu funnels on top guide the calibration sources down
to their desired positions next to the detectors. Right, bottom: view of a part of the detector
array and the inner fibre barrel of the LAr veto instrumentation when lifted into the glovebox.
All figures and images are collaboration material. Render credit: P. Krause and others, image
credit: M. Willers and others.

As an additional upgrade, the source insertion systems developed in our group at UZH was
installed and commissioned, allowing for flexible and automised calibration runs, as discussed
in Sec. 3.2. These enabled to achieve a further major milestone, running a commissioning phase
during summer 2022 in a standard operation scheme, meaning regularly switching between
calibrations and physics data taking periods. With 28 ICPC detectors of 60 kg total mass
distributed over four strings, this Legend-60 (L-60) phase performed the calibrations with
228Th sources approximately weekly, followed by physics run times until the start of a subsequent
calibration. Moreover, the corresponding data analysis pipeline was applied successfully. An
example spectrum of physics data taken during run 27 of this period is shown in Fig. 2.8.

From the L-60 calibration runs, excellent resolution and PSD performance could be deduced.
Measuring ICPC FWHM resolution values at Qββ of ≲ 3 keV, a measurement precision better
than 0.15% was achieved already at the commissioning stage. Optimal resolution and PSD
performance will be needed long-term to achieve the background goal of L-200. To exceed
the sensitivity of 1027 yr, a background level of around 2 × 10−4 counts / (keV kg yr) will be re-
quired. This is only a modest background reduction of approximately a factor 2.5 compared to
the measured value in Gerda, which is mainly based on the same principles as in the previ-
ous experiments. More precisely, these comprise the passive and active background mitigation
strategies applied in Gerda and MJD, namely, the different shielding layers and careful material
selections, and the muon, AC, and PSD, plus in addition the LAr veto cut as in Gerda. A
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Figure 2.8: Example energy spectrum as measured in one full week of physics data taking during
the L-60 commissioning phase in 2022. Identified background contributions are indicated.

sketch of the background reduction strategies is illustrated in Fig. 2.9, left.
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Figure 2.9: Left: illustration of the different topologies of simulated signal and background
events for background suppression. Whereas ββ events occur in the bulk volume of one detector,
muons, γ-, and surface α- or β particles can be rejected based induced Cherenkov light, coincident
events and/or scintillation light, or the pulse shapes of the events, respectively. The illustration
is adapted from a render made by P. Krause and other Legend collaborators. Right: Examples
of simulated charge and current waveforms of a signal-like single-site event (SSE), a multi-site
event (MSE), a β event near the n-contact, and an α event near the p-type contact (from left top
to bottom right). The signal acceptance region for the current amplitude normalised to energy,
which is proportional to the charge, is indicated in grey bands. All four plots are adapted
from [109].

Given the larger average detector masses, the low levels of radioactivity of the detector near-
parts, and the expected improved average resolution and LAr veto plus PSD cut performance,
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the modest background goal seems reasonably achievable. Additionally, several studies are
ongoing within the collaboration to further reduce the impact of background contributions to
provide more contingency towards the goal. Some of the main background contributions in
Gerda were identified to be caused by the primordial decay chains of 238U and 232Th, or 42Ar
present in the LAr [110]. Careful material selection, and an improved shielding with nylon
shrouds, helps in reducing these contaminants. Others were interpreted as degraded α events.
A subdominant contribution came from detector-internal decays of the metastable or ground
state isotopes 77mGe and 77Ge, subsequently summarised as 77(m)Ge. The α particles only
cause relevant depositions if they appear at the detector surface, at the transition between the
n- and p-doped layers, leading to partial energy depositions surviving the cuts. Full energy
depositions at the p-contact are of too high energy to be relevant, and the thickness of the
n-contact is sufficiently large to prevent the α particles from reaching the active volume. The
77(m)Ge isotopes can be produced via the capture of neutrons, which are themselves produced by
cosmic muons penetrating the cryostat. As they undergo β decays with Q-values of 2.7 MeV [49],
i.e. beyond Qββ , they can potentially mimic an electron signal in the region of interest.
To understand how these background contributions can be reduced further, it is vital to finally
provide more details on the PSD analysis. Energy depositions caused by electrons, like in
the 0νββ signal case, produce a continuous waveform, i.e. charge or current time profile, as
the energy is deposited in a single site in the detector bulk of around 1 mm3 volume. A
2 MeV γ hit however, potentially causing multiple energy depositions due to a mean free path of
around 2 cm [111], will cause edges or peaks in the rising voltage or current signal, respectively.
Additionally, α events occurring near the p-type contact of a detector lead to a fast signal rise,
and a high induced charge, exceeding the signal expectation. Lastly, an external event occurring
near the n-type contact will only lead to incomplete charge collections. All these type of pulse
shapes can be distinguished from the clean, continuous waveform pattern of a single-site signal
event. Simulated example waveforms for the different event classes are illustrated in Fig. 2.9,
right. The PSD classification is usually evaluated as the so-called A/E distribution of an event,
where A is the current amplitude, and E the energy, proportional to the charge. The signal
acceptance window for this classifier is then defined via a 90% survival fraction for signal-like
events collected during calibrations, as detailed in Chapter 3. For BEGe detectors, the resulting
signal efficiency in physics data-taking mode was around 88% in Gerda, and for Coax around
69%, mostly due to the limited PSD performance. For IC detectors, the efficiency was around
90% [47]. In L-200, the overall accuracy of the energy estimation, i.e. the detector resolution, is
expected to be much better when normalised to overall active mass, since only six Coax detectors
are operated. This implies the collective PSD cut performance will be improved, reducing the
potential α-induced background contribution. Note that the cleaner detector-near parts already
imply reduced radioactivity levels, i.e. a further expected background gain.
To understand the case of the subdominant 77(m)Ge, we emphasise that the ground state β
decay is accompanied by several γ-rays emitted in the de-excitation of the daughter isotope 77As.
This means with an improved PSD cut performance, combined with a better LAr scintillation
light collection, the generated multi-site events can be identified more efficiently, and thus be
suppressed further. However, even with optimised analyses, the contribution from the metastable
state 77mGe will not be reduced further easily, as its β decay to the ground state 77As is not
accompanied by γ-emission. Yet, with a half-life of only 54(1) s [112], as opposed to 11.2 h for
77Ge [49], a delayed coincidence method has been developed. If a single-site energy deposition
is observed in the region of interest within e.g. 3 min after a muon veto trigger, corresponding
to the time range of 90% of 77mGe β decays, this event may have been caused by a neutron
capture in a HPGe detector, and can hence be flagged [113]. Detailed studies are ongoing in the
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collaboration to identify the precise time window for the delayed coincidence cut, to ensure the
optimum compromise between background sensitivity and minimisation of the induced signal
dead-time. The latter may be kept in a reasonable range by applying the cut only to certain
detectors such as the fired channel plus its direct neighbouring detectors. Due to a more stringent
background level requirement, these studies are particularly important for the second stage of
Legend, L-1000, to which we now turn our attention.

2.3.2 LEGEND-1000

In the subsequent stage, L-1000, at least 1000 kg of enriched, HPGe detectors will be operated
over a full decade. The final goal is to reach a discovery sensitivity beyond T1/2 ≥ 1028 yr, cor-
responding to mββ ≲ 10-20 meV, which fully covers the inverted neutrino mass ordering regime
[54]. A background index of 1 × 10−5 counts / (keV kg yr) will be required to reach the target
sensitivity, corresponding to a rather ambitious factor of 20 background reduction compared to
L-200. To put this goal into perspective, let us underline that this corresponds to expecting less
than a single background event in 1 FWHM window around Qββ when taking data with one
tonne of material for ten years! It becomes immediately evident that already a handful of events
at Qββ would pose a very convincing discovery, visible to the eye. We list the main parameter
goals of L-200 and L-1000 together with the values obtained in Gerda in Tab. 2.1. A plot of
the T1/2 discovery sensitivity at the 3σ level as a function of exposure for different background
levels is shown in Fig. 2.10, left. Also there we indicate the corresponding values of Gerda,
L-200, and L-1000.

Experiment Exposure Background level T1/2 sensitivity mββ range
[kg yr] [10−4 counts / (keV kg yr)] [1026 yr] [meV]

Gerda 127.2 5.2 ≥ 1.8 ≤ 79 - 180
Legend-200 1000 2 ≥ 10 ≤ 33 - 71
Legend-1000 10000 0.1 ≥ 120 ≤ 10 - 20

Table 2.1: Overview of the main experimental parameters as achieved in Gerda, and projected
for the L-200 and L-1000 experiments. The spread in themββ range is caused by the uncertainties
in the nuclear matrix elements, cf. Sec. 1.4.

Considering the ambitious program goals, the collaboration actively investigates several po-
tential upgrades on both the hardware and the analysis sides. Most importantly, the main novel
feature of L-1000 will be to immerse the Ge detectors in tubes filled with UGLAr instead of
natural LAr directly. This operation environment will reduce the 39Ar, and 42Ar background
contributions by more than three orders of magnitude, as measured by the DarkSide collabo-
ration [114]. Whereas the former, with a β decay Q-value of 565 keV [49], is mostly relevant
for dead-time reduction upon causing scintillation light, or for BSM physics searches in the low
energy range, the latter is of utmost importance for the 0νββ decay search. As mentioned
above, the isotope 42Ar β decays to 42K, which itself undergoes a β decay with a Q-value of
3.5 MeV [49], i.e. above the region of interest. The operation in UGLAr thus strongly suppresses
this contribution.
Equally, or maybe even more important, is the plan to deploy ICPC detectors only. As we had
seen above, combining optimal resolution, implying pulse shape, performance, with increased
masses is a promising avenue to reduce background levels normalised to active mass. The crystal
growth processes have been and will be further refined, to produce ICPC detectors of more than
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Figure 2.10: Left: projected 3σ discovery sensitivity of L-200 and L-1000 as a function of
data exposure, compared to the measured 90% CL sensitivity of Gerda. The scaling of the
sensitivity for different background levels normalised to FWHM resolution and exposure are
indicated. The red band denotes the approximate minimum mββ range under the assumption
of inverted neutrino mass ordering. The figure assumes the numerical performance parameters
published in Ref. [54] and the statistical method outlined in Ref. [39]. Right: sketch of the
L-1000 setup at an Snolab-like facility, with four detector modules operated inside Cu tubes
filled with UGLAr. The latter separate UGLAr from natural LAr contained in the cryostat.
The sketch is taken from Legend collaboration material, made by P. Krause8.

double the average mass of the detectors in Gerda and MJD, without the cost of losing the
needed cleanliness [115]. Novel schemes on the signal readout chain from front-end electronics
to the amplifiers are tested to operate with low-noise conditions also in the low energy regime
at keV levels, as was realised in MJD [107]. This would help in rejecting anti-coincident events
among different detector channels more effectively. Furthermore, discussions are ongoing on the
final location of the experiment. Laboratories deeper underground than Lngs, e.g. Snolab9,
or the Sanford Underground Research Facility (Surf)10, inherit better shielding against cos-
mic muons [116, 117], and consequently against secondary neutron activation of 76Ge. Yet the
mentioned studies of the delayed muon veto coincide cut seem to suggest that even at Lngs
depths, the ambitious background goal will be achievable without inducing more than about
10% dead-time [113].
Other active research on the hardware side is focused on novel materials for an improved LAr
veto efficiency, such as polyethylene naphthalate (PEN). This active, scintillating plastic is al-
ready in use for detector holders in L-200, and could potentially be used for more detector-near
parts [118]. Novel designs of nylon shrouds surrounding the detectors are being investigated as
well. These latter studies would become particularly important if UGLAr will not be available in
the required amount. To reduce this risk, the UGLAr-containing copper tubes itself are planned
to be shielded by a cryostat filled with natural LAr. Increasing the scintillation light yield
within this volume of natural LAr via doping with a very small, ppm level, xenon concentration
is another active research topic [119]. Additionally, simulations are being run to identify the
minimum needed dimensions of the cryostat, and to investigate alternative cryostat configura-

9https://www.snolab.ca/
10https://sanfordlab.org/
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tions, e.g. with surrounding vacuum space. Based on the cryostat design studies, and taking into
account different hardware constraints at different laboratories, the collaboration has identified
two possible configuration schemes. In a Snolab-like environment, four equal detector modules
of 250 kg each, similar to the L-200 array, would be immersed in four tubes filled with UGLAr.
At Lngs instead, a single tube would be filled with around 56 individual, closely packed detector
strings, which would boost the detector anti-coincidence cut. Both design options allow for a
staged installation without severe interruptions of the physics data taking. In this way, data
collection can already be started with available detectors, and subsequently further modules
could be added depending on availability. This staged mounting could start around 2031, and
last until around 2035. We illustrate a sketch of the four module version in Fig. 2.10, right.
Independently of the experimental layout, also on the analysis side several studies are being
pursued to enhance the sensitivity. As an example, the collaboration is exploring the impact of
machine-learning algorithms on the data analysis chain at any stage and on the data from dif-
ferent subsystems. These comprise applications such as the basic data cleaning for data quality
cuts, PSD analyses of HPGe detector waveforms, or the SiPM triggers of the LAr instrumenta-
tion, as partially already applied by MJD and Gerda [120, 100]. MJD also conducted already
advanced pulse shape simulations and charge trapping correction algorithms to understand and
correct for incomplete charge collections, boosting both the energy resolution and the PSD per-
formance [120], which will be further refined by Legend. Cuts removing late charge collections
with partial energy depositions, which can be generated if external electrons reach a detector,
but do not fully penetrate its active volume, are explored, as done by MJD [53]. Although this
list is clearly non-comprehensive, it indicates the active research within the Legend collabora-
tion.
To conclude, Legend strongly benefits from the experience and success of both the Gerda
and MJD experiments in HPGe detector operation and the related analysis. Further aiming to
improve the unparalleled energy resolution and background levels of its predecessors, Legend
is on a promising path towards achieving the ultimate goal of fully covering the inverted mass
ordering regime. In the next chapter, we will discuss the details of the calibration procedure
in L-200. This process is crucial to understand the energy scale, the resolution, and the PSD
performance of the HPGe detectors to perform these extremely sensitive probes of 0νββ decay.
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Chapter 3

Calibration of the LEGEND-200
Experiment

Given the precision required to detect a 0νββ decay signal convincingly, the energy scale and
resolution of each operated HPGe detector needs to be calibrated extremely accurately. To
monitor the stability of the energy response and the measured resolution, the calibration should
be performed frequently. Preferably, only a short duration should be needed to reduce the
time lost for the physics data-taking mode. In Legend, radioactive sources are thus deployed
regularly to irradiate the detector array in a controlled manner. In addition, any background
induced during calibration must remain below the appropriate level for the physics analysis. In
our case, we refer to radioactive isotope production via the capture of neutrons emitted by the
sources. In this chapter, we first introduce the general approach of how detector calibrations
are performed in Legend. We continue with a description of the hardware used to deploy
the sources into the cryostat, and of the testing that we have performed to ensure the long-
term operability of the deployment systems. We will also report on the performance of the
calibration hardware in terms of the uniformity of the detector array irradiation during the
L-60 commissioning phase. We then shift our focus towards the calibration-induced background
contribution for the main 0νββ analysis, starting from analysing the source characterisation
measurements done to determine the neutron flux. This is followed by a detailed study of the
Monte Carlo simulations modelling the effects of neutrons emitted inside the cryostat. We will
then assess the impact of energy calibrations on the overall background budget for L-200.

3.1 Calibration procedure

3.1.1 Energy scale and resolution determination

Any electronic measurement device must be calibrated to translate a measured electrical signal
into the physical quantity under study, such as the number of detected particles, their charge,
or their energy. We had motivated the latter, the energy response of a HPGe semiconductor
detector, already in Chapter 2. Here we will explain the calibration procedure in our experi-
ments in detail. As the energy range of 0νββ decay searches is at the MeV scale, γ-radiation is
a powerful tool for the detector calibration. With discrete energies in the keV to MeV range, the
detection of γ-rays from well-known isotope transitions provides characteristic imprints in the
recorded ADC signals corresponding to energy quanta, as detailed in Sec. 2.1. The strategy for
L-200, similar to that of Gerda before it, is thus to position radioactive sources close to the Ge
detector array. The deposited energies of the γ particles emitted by the sources are measured
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as charge-proportional voltages recorded with the ADC. By making a histogram of the recorded
signals, we can identify the known γ-ray locations in the spectrum. We can then easily convert
ADC units to energy by applying a linear conversion. We present a complete example in the
following section.
Note that in Ge detectors, the energy response is linear to a very good approximation. However,
some detectors have a slightly non-linear response, which can be treated via quadratic correc-
tions. We only considered the linear term in our analyses described in Sec. 3.3. The interested
reader may refer to Ref. [87] to see how these detector channels have been handled in Gerda.
Having determined the conversion from ADC to, e.g. keV, we can now translate a measured
ADC voltage for a given detector to an energy estimate for each energy deposition individually.
Considering the importance of a precise understanding of the energy scale and energy response
for the measurement of a monoenergetic peak like in the 0νββ decay analysis, let us underline
that the systematic uncertainties on the energy scale are below approximately 0.2 keV at Qββ

(less than 0.01%) in Gerda across the array [87], proving the remarkable measurement accuracy
of Ge detectors.
The role of calibrations does not stop here. Another crucial parameter in any search for a rare
monoenergetic event is the measurement resolution, as motivated in Sec. 1.5. We remind the
reader of the role of the 2νββ continuum potentially fluctuating into the 0νββ search region
if the resolution is highly limited. Investigating the width of the identified γ-peaks in the now
converted energy histogram via a fit of the peak allows us to estimate the broadening induced by
the finite measurement resolution. With a linear energy response, an ensemble of fully absorbed
γ particles causes a symmetric peak profile which can be modelled as a Gaussian distribution.
The standard deviation of the fitted Gaussian σ provides an estimator for the energy resolution,
or more commonly for Ge detectors, the full-width at half maximum width estimator (FWHM),
which is given as FWHM= 2

√
2 ln 2σ ≈ 2.355σ for a Gaussian distribution. Compton scattered

events or other backgrounds cause a continuum surrounding a γ-line, and thus need to be fitted
in addition to the Gaussian peak. As the resolution in Ge detectors is excellent, we can limit the
fit windows to sufficiently small regions around the peak. This means that the fit of the contin-
uum can conveniently be accomplished with a simple linear function. If the Compton scatters
cause a strong transition between the regimes above and below the mean, a step function may
be added to fit the underlying pedestal. Note that incomplete charge collection in the detec-
tors may alter the peak shape, causing a low tail in the spectrum towards lower energies, and
pile-up events may alter the peak shape towards higher energies, where energies are interpreted
with respect to the centroid position, i.e. the Gaussian mean. If these features are seen in the
data, additional functions need to be added to achieve an accurate fit of the data, e.g. via a tail
function. In Sec. 3.3, we will show some example peak fits applied to L-60 commissioning data.
The measured standard deviations at each identified line can then be fitted with a square root
function as motivated in Sec. 2.1, to interpolate between the measured values to determine the
final energy resolution of each detector at Qββ .

3.1.2 Advantages of 228Th

Having understood how we can calibrate the energy scale of the detectors, and how to determine
the measurement precision, we are now set to decide which radioactive source material provides
optimal properties for the detector calibration. The radioactive material of choice in both Gerda
and L-200 is 228Th. Its decay chain leads to multiple γ-rays with energies around 2 MeV. The
most relevant lines are induced by the decay of 208Tl, an isotope present in the decay chain of
228Th with a branching ratio of 33%, cf. Fig. 3.1. This γ-radiation allows us to calibrate the
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detectors at the energy scale of Qββ .
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Figure 3.1: Left: schematic of the 228Th decay chain, with α and β transitions indicated in gold
and blue, respectively. The γ-rays accompanying the beta decays are not shown, but the double
escape peak (DEP), single escape peak (SEP), and full energy peak (FEP) mostly relevant for
calibration, are caused by the 208Tl decay to 208Pb. The numerical values are adapted from
Ref. [49]. Right: simulated 228Th calibration spectrum as expected to be observed in the L-200
detector array, with the 208Tl DEP, SEP, FEP indicated. The details of the simulation setup
are discussed in Sec. 3.5.

With a half-life T1/2 ≈ 1.9 yr, 228Th does not completely decay away during the experimental
run time of around 5 yr, and therefore does not require frequent source replacements. 208Tl has
a γ-transition with an energy of 2614.5 keV, which can create an e+e− pair when it interacts
with an internal electron, as the energy exceeds the threshold of twice the electron mass me.
With a mean free path of ∼1 mm, the e− causes a charge deposition immediately, whereas the
e+ annihilates with neighbouring electrons, resulting in two subsequent γ emissions. These may
now escape the detector, as at the MeV scale, the mean free path of γ particles in Ge is ∼2 cm.
In this case, we only measure the initial e− in a single location, as in the case of a 0νββ event.
The measured energy is then 1592.5 keV, as an energy of precisely 2me has been lost due to the
escaping γ-pair. This peak is referred to as double-escape peak (DEP). The cases where both
secondary γ particles are contained within the detector, or one is contained and one escapes, are
referred to as full energy peak (FEP), and single-escape peak (SEP), respectively. The energies
of these two are then simply the initial incoming energy of the primary γ, and 2113.5 keV, i.e.,
a reduction by one electron mass. We show a sketch of the three different interaction patterns
in Fig. 3.2.

The three peaks clearly cover Qββ well from both sides, providing an excellent pattern for the
energy calibration at 2 MeV. These three 208Tl peaks provide an additional feature. The DEP
peak events deposit their energy at a single location within a detector, and are thus referred to
as single-site events, producing unique waveform patterns. These patterns serve as a reference
for identifying the waveform signatures of actual 0νββ events. The SEP and FEP instead cause
multi-site events, as the secondary, non-escaping γ particle, or γ particles in the case of the
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Figure 3.2: Sketches of the event features of γ particles interacting inside an HPGe detector,
causing, among partial energy deposits via Compton scattering, the DEP, the SEP, or the FEP.
The sketches are adapted from a schematic made by C. Scaffidi.

FEP, propagate away from the initial interaction point within the detector. Such events lead to
altered waveforms, as discussed in Sec. 2.1, and thus indicate which kind of waveform patterns
background events produce in the signal region. Given the different pulse shape features of the
corresponding events in the calibration data, the pulse shape discrimination cut for background
suppression in the 0νββ search is commonly tailored and validated with calibrations, as discussed
in Ref. [100]. We remark, however, that the energies between DEP and Qββ do not align
precisely. Additional bremsstrahlung effects alter the more energetic 0νββ events, implying the
correspondence is approximate, and not one-to-one. This leads to some systematic uncertainties
in the pulse shape analysis, which we do not cover here. Let us mention that charge drift time
analyses and simulations can guide the compensation for the bremsstrahlung effects. We refer
the interested reader to Ref. [121] for a detailed treatment. As another side remark, the reader
may have noted the use of 228Th, and not of its mother isotope 232Th. There are two reasons for
this. The first is the activity needed to illuminate the array within a reasonable time frame of
order 1 h, without overshooting the DAQ specifications required not to exceed rates of around
300 Hz per detector channel. The constraints can be satisfied with activities of around 5 kBq, as
shown in Gerda, and simulated for L-200, as reported in Ref. [122]. With T1/2 ∼ O(1010) yr, it
seems implausible to use the amount of isotopic material needed, compared to the small source
containers with dimensions of around a few mm we can deploy with 228Th, as we will discuss
in Sec. 3.2. The second reason is that 228Ac appears in the decay chain of 232Th, which causes
a FEP in the direct vicinity of the 208Tl DEP, as pointed out in Ref. [1]. This may cause
ambiguous energy estimates around the DEP, and consequently, the different waveforms may
affect the accuracy of the PSD studies.
To summarise, the three pillars of calibrations in our experiments are, in order of importance,
the calibration of the energy response of the detectors, the measurement of the energy resolution,
and the PSD cut analysis. In addition, not mentioned yet, calibrations are performed regularly,
approximately on a weekly schedule, by immersing the radioactive 228Th sources into the cryostat
for typically 2 to 6 h. Following this schedule allows us to monitor the stability of energy scale,
resolution, and PSD efficiency, and to compensate for any potential shifts or instabilities within
short response times. Let us emphasise that the calibration hardware and software frameworks
of Gerda and L-200 are designed to run calibrations as frequently as required without any need
for long interruptions of the physics data taking causing relevant loss of physics data. In the
following section, we describe the radioactive sources, and the calibration hardware we operate
in order to move the sources frequently, and automatically, without manual operations.
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3.2 Calibration hardware

3.2.1 General design

At the University of Zurich (UZH), we are the co-leading calibration hardware task group of the
Legend collaboration, together with the Los Alamos National Laboratories (LANL). Whereas
our colleagues produced the sources, as briefly touched in Sec. 3.4, we manufactured, tested,
and commissioned five new source insertion systems (SIS). The main performance features these
L-200 calibration systems need to deliver, as requested in Ref. [54], are the safe deployment of
radioactive material, flexible and simple handling in terms of calibration data taking operations,
long-term stability and operability, source position accuracy and repeatability, and mitigation
of background contributions for the physics data taking mode. The design of the L-200 SIS
is an upgrade of the version developed and constructed for Gerda [123], which has proven
to satisfy all the above requirements during a full experimental campaign already. A detailed
description of the Gerda version can be found in Ref. [124], with additional information and
updates discussed in Refs. [125, 126]. A preliminary design concept was described in Refs.[54,
122]. We provide a schematic of the L-200 SIS, and an illustration of the location and range of
movement of the sources in the experiment, in Fig. 3.3.

SIS,
4 units

Sources,
absorber

LAr 
cryostat,
fill level 
~5m

Lock 
system

Ge array,
~8-9m

Cu 
funnels, 
~7.4-7.6m

Figure 3.3: Left: drawing of a single L-200 SIS, with the main components labelled. A DC motor
is powered to control the movement of a stainless steel band, to which four radioactive sources
are attached. An optical sensor and a rotary encoder positioning system monitor the positions
of the sources independently. A detailed description of the SIS and its positioning systems is
given in the text. Right: illustration of the experimental layout, in which the SIS is mounted on
top of the lock system. During calibrations, the sources are lowered into the LAr cryostat, and
guided through Cu funnels above the HPGe detector array to their calibrations positions next
to the detectors. The indicated dimensions are approximate, and given in the reference frame
of the SIS, where the parking position of the sources is defined as 0 m.

The main principle is to power a DC motor to control the movement of a 12.7 mm wide,
11.2 m long, stainless steel band to which a radioactive source and a tantalum absorber are
attached. With a motor operation voltage of 24 V, the speed of movement is approximately
10 mm/s. A microcontroller communicates with two position sensors for independent position-
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ing control. The main measurement system is an optical sensor system with two photodetectors
at a horizontal offset of 0.5 mm tracking the intensity of infrared light emitted by a light-emitting
diode (LED) during movement. With equally spaced holes of 2 mm diameter separated by 4 mm,
darkness-brightness transitions occur. Due to the offset between the two sensors, the direction
of movement can be checked, by detecting rising and falling edges in the light intensity. This
system, incrementally counting dark-bright transitions, is called the incremental encoder. The
achieved position resolution is 1 mm, as measured with a laser measuring tool using a 6.2 m
high test stand at UZH. The secondary positioning sensor is a revolution counter with optical
storage, counting 64 multi-turn values, and single-turn angles with a resolution of 264 over 360
degrees. As the turn counts are permanently stored even if the motor is not powered, we refer to
this system as the absolute encoder. Knowing the thickness of the stainless steel band, the turn
count can be converted to a position with a theoretical accuracy of also approximately 1 mm.
Due to the holes in the band, and its imperfect enrollment, the band thickness slightly varies,
causing the position accuracy of the second system to worsen to O(10 mm). In the following
section, we explain how the sensor can be calibrated to achieve a few mm resolution.
Compared to the Gerda version, some major changes were in order given the different config-
urations of the two experiments. Most importantly, we modified the SIS to accommodate four
sources per unit instead of a single source in Gerda, to improve the event homogeneity among
the larger L-200 detector array without the need for questionably many stopping positions. Note
that the array extends from around positions 7900 mm to 8900 mm in the reference frame of the
SIS, indicating that too many stops would be needed. Here the origin is the parking position
on top of the lock system, outside the cryostat. Considering the horizontal plane, we installed
four SIS onsite at LNGS, with strong support from the Legend hardware team, compared to
three as in Gerda. The additional system serves as a backup at UZH for training and remote
live support in the case of onsite malfunctions. The five SIS can be seen in Fig. 3.4.

Not only the horizontal dimensions of the SIS had to be changed to accommodate three
additional sources, but also a vertical height reduction was needed to fit the SIS in between the
limited space between cleanroom ceiling and the flange of the lock system on which the SIS are
mounted. This was achieved by reducing the height of the tantalum absorber below the bottom-
most source from 60 to 37.5 mm. As a third major change, the absorber had to be reduced in
diameter from 36 to 32 mm, and equipped with a 3 mm high PTFE plate with rounded edges at
its bottom. These adjustments help moving the sources smoothly through copper funnels inside
the LAr cryostat, directly above the detector array between the positions 7440 to 7650 mm,
into nylon cylinder tubes next to the array. The tubes are needed to guide the sources through
the front-end amplifiers, cables, and connectors at the birds’ nest without interference. The
funnel was needed as the detector array was found to rotate when being deployed into the LAr.
Without funnel guidance, the sources do not hit the holes in the bird’s nest, and can thus not
be positioned next to the detectors. An additional novel feature of the L-200 SIS is that the
LED is only powered while the motor turns. This allows us to keep the microcontroller turned
on during special calibration runs in which the SiPMs of the LAr veto setup are kept powered
on. We summarise the main characteristics of the L-200 SIS and the main design differences
compared to the Gerda SIS in the two lists below.

Main characteristics

• Power: custom microcontroller powers a DC motor

• Sources: attached to a stainless steel band, connected to a motor
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Figure 3.4: Top left: picture of the five L-200 calibration source insertion system after assembly
at UZH. Top right: view into the L-200 cryostat when the sources are lowered to the detector
array. The photo was taken with a camera installed above the cryostat. Bottom: pictures of
the SIS mounted on top of the lock system at LNGS.

• Positioning: optical sensor and rotary encoder systems provide independent measurements

• Location: mounted in cleanroom, sources deployed into cryostat during calibrations

Differences compared to Gerda

• Multi-source approach: four sources per SIS instead of one

• Number of systems: four SIS units instead of three

• Dimensions: longer stainless steel bands; extension of the horizontal tube; shrinking of the
vertical part, accompanied by shortening the Ta absorber

• Funnel passage: change of deployment materials and smoothening of deployment parts

• LED powering: optical sensor system only powered while moving

We show pictures of the SIS mounted inside the cleanroom at LNGS, of the nylon tubes
next to the array, and of the sources being moved down into the cryostat in Fig. 3.4. In
Fig. 3.5, we show images of source capsules in the multi-source configuration, of the absorber
with the corresponding Torlon® holders for fixation, the PTFE plate for sliding properties, and
a Torlon® pin for positioning system initialisation purposes as described below.
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Figure 3.5: Left: photo of four mock source containers. Each SIS system is equipped with four
sources, three mounted into spot-welded holders attached to the stainless steel band, and one
mounted into the tantalum absorber at the bottom of the band. The picture is adapted from
Ref. [1]. Right: pictures of the hardware components lowered into the cryostat; Torlon® holders
for attaching the parts to the band (top), a Torlon® pin for system initialisation (bottom left),
a PTFE plate at the bottom of the absorber (bottom centre) to improve the sliding through Cu
funnels on top of the L-200 array, and the Ta absorber (bottom right).

3.2.2 Details of the hardware features

We now turn to a detailed motivation of how the main requirements that guided the design,
testing, assembly, and commissioning are fulfilled.

Safety The radioactive material is contained in welded, sealed stainless steel containers, or
source capsules. These are located inside the SIS both during calibrations and physics data
taking, without the need for any intervention, i.e., no user needs to get in any contact with
the sources, apart from long-term source replacements due to, e.g. activity decrease over time,
or special calibrations for LAr veto characterisations. Three capsules per SIS were mounted
into M4 tapped holes on source holders, which were resistance spot-welded onto the movable
stainless steel band inside the SIS. The fourth source was mounted directly into an M4 tapped
hole on top of the Ta absorber, which is attached to the band with the help of a Torlon® holder,
i.e., it is also permanently inside the SIS, see Fig. 3.5, left. We append technical drawings of
the source containers and the deployment parts in Appendix A. We tested the stability of the
new holders under realistic experimental conditions by performing a destructive test of one band
with the help of a crane. Before the destruction, we repeatedly immersed the holders with and
without mock containers more than 290 times in liquid nitrogen (LN2), followed by more than
300 iterations moving the holders over a Torlon® plastic slide located in the angle of the SIS
tube. For these tests, a brush, a fan, and an air gun were used to reheat the setup when too
much ice had accumulated, which cannot occur inside the pressure-tight cryostat, and thus had
to be prevented not to alter the conditions in our mock setup. A picture of the test setup is
shown in Fig. 3.6, left.

After the tests, which proceeded without any malfunction, the measured weights (converted
to kg) at which the crane caused the band to break were measured to be 35, 45, and 50 kg, with
a systematic uncertainty of 5 kg each due to the precision of the Newton meter scale connected
to the crane. The breaking points were always near the spot-welding points, as indicated in
Fig. 3.6. Given the carried load of approximately 600 g in total, dominated by the Ta absorber
of 500 g weight, the measured breaking force is sufficiently high to ensure the stability of the
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Figure 3.6: Left: photos of the test setup of the long-term stability of the source holders spot-
welded onto the steel band under cryogenic conditions, and of the stability of the plastic slide
located at the edge of the SIS. The holders were repeatedly immersed into a Dewar filled with
LN2, and air fan, brush, and at times a heat gun were used to remove accummulated ice. Right:
pictures of the destructive test using a crane to enforce disruption of the stainless steel band, and
of the locations where the band broke upon applying the force with a crane. In three iterations,
one for each source holder, the band always broke in the direct vicinity of the spot-welding
points, but at forces exceeding the required stability.

hardware components deployed for a safe operation in the real experiment, even in the case of
a major, forced stop of motion. Let us remark that during the PGT, see Sec. 2.3, a prototype
SIS, relying on the Gerda design but with two additional source holders attached to the steel
band, was operated successfully. In the very early phase of the PGT, a stop of the movement of
the band was observed, caused by a path interference between SIS and a copper cylinder inside
the cryostat. Even in this situation, no damage to the SIS had occurred, proving the stability
of the hardware. However, we concluded that installing nylon tubes to guide the SIS absorber
may prevent such interferences, which was consequently done for L-200.

Handling The firmware of the microcontrollers powering the motors to rotate the stainless
steel bands during deployments runs a custom code developed at UZH. Each controller powers
two motors, but in principle, the housing of the microcontroller allows to control three SIS, pro-
viding two backup control slots onsite in case of communication errors. Remote communication
with the microcontrollers is set up within the L-200 slow control system, via the universal serial
bus (USB) and recommended standard 422 (RS-422) communication protocols. The software
interface used for the control, C++ and Java based, was developed at the University of Padua
(UniPD), relying on a stand-alone Python3-based software we wrote locally at UZH for hardware
testing. We underline that the latter code was thoroughly used for testing at UZH and onsite
at LNGS during the PGT. In Appendix A, we provide an overview of the working principles of
our Python3-based code framework. The slow control software, as well as the slow control data
monitoring is accessible remotely. This communication chain allows for flexible calibrations to
be run anytime and controlled from anywhere. In case of any malfunction, the system should
further indicate the cause. The Gerda SIS firmware, featuring a dedicated number-based en-
cryption system, provided valuable feedback information to identify and consecutively resolve
any issue. The details of the coding scheme are described in Ref. [124]. The scheme has proven
to work well, and is already incorporated into the microcontroller communication chain, such
that all information can be accessed remotely. We hence kept it for L-200 without changes.

Long-term stability Each new, changed, adjusted, or upgraded hardware component of the
L-200 SIS was tested carefully at UZH before the final assembly. Apart from testing the new
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source holders described above, we tested the side effects of the reduced Ta absorber weight com-
pared to the Gerda version. After assembly, we tested the modified absorber under cryogenic
conditions by immersing the stainless steel band into a Dewar filled with LN2. We investigated
the twisting angles and the oscillation amplitudes during the boiling of the liquid upon immer-
sion. Even though the amplitude was enhanced from on average 3.5 cm to 4.9 cm compared to
the old absorber version, and the average maximum twisting angle from 175 degree to 188 degree,
we did not encounter any forced stop of the movement of the band, or any other malfunction.
We also equipped the bottom of the absorber with a PTFE plate to reduce the friction when
sliding down the funnel into the nylon cylinder and edge-polished all hardware parts, including
the plastic parts attached to the absorber, to prevent stops inside the nylon tube. We tested the
sliding on aluminium and copper mock funnels, and on a copper plate with different tilt angles,
see Fig. 3.7, to reproduce as many scenarios which could be encountered inside the cryostat as
possible.

Figure 3.7: Pictures of the SIS movement through different mock funnels meant to guide the
sources down to the detector array in L-200. Even down to tilt angles of approximately 25 to
30 degree, the absorber slided well when equipped with plastic plates at the bottom.

After filing and polishing all edges of all immersed parts, the sliding worked without inter-
ruptions. At Lngs, the absorber got stuck a few times at the funnels during the commissioning
phase, most likely caused by a higher resistance when moving from the nylon tubes into the
bottom segment of the copper funnels. Tightening the clutches connecting the motor axis and
the mechanical feedthrough from, on average, 3.5 kg to 5.0 kg for the SIS affected by the stops
might help to overcome these issues. Not based on the path of the SIS, but on the vertical height
reduction, we reduced the initialisation offset from 10 to 4 mm. Initialisation means the band
is moved upwards until the Torlon® pin hits an electronic switch, indicating the top-most posi-
tion. Upon switch activation, the band is moved down 4 mm into its zero, or parking, position
to ensure the release of the switch. Measuring the release distance of all switches of each SIS,
we found 2 mm as a conservative upper bound, which we doubled to consider potential long-
term loosening of tightness. We iteratively initialised a switch in a prototype SIS 5000 times,
without obtaining any error. When mounting the SIS, we carefully levelled the inner stainless
steel band guidance structure before, and where possible while moving it into the SIS tube, to
prevent toroidal deformations. During the assembly we found that such deformations may cause
a deflection of the stainless steel band in a near top position, implying the Torlon® pin may not
activate the end switch, but fails to hit, which we could resolve with the levelling procedure, see
Fig. 3.8.

One of the final systems was tested twice for half the expected L-200 run time, estimated
as follows. Assuming a weekly calibration over 5 yr with an approximate deployment distance
of almost 10 m, the first test was to run the SIS 0.5 × 5 × 52 × 10 × 2 m, i.e., 2.6 km without
interruption. The second test was an iterative procedure with multiple stops and changes of
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Figure 3.8: Left: picture of the inner structure of the SIS guiding the steel band movement.
Right: image of mock deployment parts including the Ta absorber attached to a test band
moving over the plastic slide at the edge of the SIS. The inner SIS structure and the end-switch
for system initialisation can be seen in the upper left.

direction. Both test did not lead to any unexpected stop of movement or malfunction. This
system is now kept as the backup SIS. The four installed systems were tested for an expected
20% of the full cycle, successfully moving these SIS 500 m without stopping. Even in consider-
ation of all the carefulness taken when testing and assembling the SIS, we strongly recommend
to routinely monitor and investigate the functionality of the SIS onsite. For example, the unex-
pected array rotation caused short-term changes to the SIS deployment hardware. Hence, some,
at least small-scale malfunctions need to be expected.
We provide a list summarising the performed run tests below.

Long-term tests

• Stability of the source holders in air and in a cryogenic liquid

• Usability of the redesigned Ta absorber in a cryogenic environment

• Sliding behaviour of plastic parts through guiding funnels

• Alignment of the movement of the stainless steel band

• Repeatability of system initialisations

• Life time distance tests, continuous and iterative

• Onsite moving and funnel transition tests

Source positioning As introduced above, the source positions are regulated by two indepen-
dent sensors, the optical sensor system referred to as incremental encoder, and the revolution
counter called absolute encoder. We crosschecked the position accuracy of both sensor systems
with a laser measurement device at the 6.2 m high test stand in the assembly hall at UZH. We
identified a very stable, long-term position accuracy of the incremental system, with deviations
compared to the laser-measured positions of on average 1 mm, which aligns with the systematic
uncertainty of the laser position itself. The position deviations of the laser measurement and
the absolute positions compared to the incremental positions taken at the test stand at UZH
are plotted in Fig. 3.9, left.
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Figure 3.9: Left: comparison of the position deviation between a laser measurement and the
incremental position (orange), and between the absolute position after correction and the incre-
mental position (blue), both indicating a reliable source position precision of few mm only on
the scale of several meters. Right: deviation between the two position sensor measurements at
the maximal deployment position in the cryostat at Lngs, as a function of the effective band
thickness parameter assumed for the position determination of the absolute sensor, for all four
SIS. We determined the optimal band thickness as the value where the linear fit function of the
measured deviations vanishes. In both plots, the position differences are defined as incremental
minus absolute or laser-measured positions.

Note that this value corresponds to the intrinsic systematic position resolution, limited by
detecting the rising and falling edges in the light intensity curve upon dark-brightness transitions
caused by the holes in the steel band during movement. As a side remark, it also corresponds
to the systematic uncertainty of the operated laser system at the 10 m scale. We interpret the
incremental position value as accurate, and use it as the main position. Note that inside the
cryostat, we need to apply a thermal correction due to the temperature gradient between LAr
and lock system, which is done via a linear thermal correction term as in the past [125]. The
part of the stainless steel band which is immersed in the LAr is expected to be contracted by
around 0.27%, meaning a compensation distance of approximately 8 to 11 mm is added to the
measured source position during calibrations, depending on the precise absolute position inside
the HPGe detector array. The regions with a strong thermal gradient above the surface of the
liquid are sufficiently small to be negligible within our precision range of around 1 mm.
The correction induces an additional systematic uncertainty on the position. The main uncer-
tainty then comes from the precise array rotation angle, which causes a horizontal offset of the
band when traversing the funnel, and in consequence an unknown vertical offset. We hence
use the bottom-most position, visible in a camera view from the top of the lock system via the
bending in the steel band, as a reference point to set the source positions with respect to the
detector array, with an estimated uncertainty of 4 mm, evaluated as the standard deviation of
all measured bottom positions.
The precision of the absolute position system is less accurate. In fact, it even strongly depends
on the respective SIS unit. Slightly different steel band thicknesses may cause the deviations,
potentially due to inhomogeneities in, e.g. the roll on which the band is enrolled, or in the band
itself due to the laser hole punching procedure. To compensate for these effects, we calibrated
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the absolute position value with respect to the main position value during the onsite commis-
sioning at LNGS in June 2022. In a first step, the position deviation at the maximum position of
8800 mm was measured for each SIS separately, for four different assumed band thickness param-
eters, see Fig. 3.10. Note that in autumn of the same year, the maximum position was increased
to 8895 mm by extending the nylon tubes below the copper funnels. This marginal enlargement
does not alter the absolute encoder calibration. We then determined the band thickness param-
eter per absolute system for which the deviation vanishes by applying a linear fit, see Fig. 3.9,
right. Using the identified parameter, we then monitored the position deviations over the entire
range of movement, which we fit with a fifth order polynomial. A polynomial correction value
is then applied to each of the 64 multiturn values, independently for each SIS. The achieved
position accuracy of each SIS over multiple deployment cycles is shown in Fig. 3.11, where the
deviation is plotted with respect to the incremental, i.e., the main, position. As a side remark,
let us mention that neither marginally changing the degree of the polynomial, nor expanding
the correction scheme from the multiturn-only to a more-refined angle-based correction does not
improve the position accuracy relevantly, as the systematic uncertainties mentioned above are
already of similar magnitude to the achieved precision. We underline that during the previous
long-term testings at UZH, we found that the position discrepancies remained within a few mm
over the 2.5 km of the expected L-200 operation length, proving the long-term reliability of the
several mm position precision over the O(10 m) range. Furthermore, we emphasise that no indi-
cations of any band stretching over time were found, as checked by comparing the positions as
measured with the incremental encoder to the laser measured positions also after the long-term
test run at UZH.

Background considerations During physics data-taking mode, the sources are parked out-
side the cryostat, approximately 7.9 m above the top-most detector to prevent any background
contribution from both γ particles emitted in the 228Th decay chain, and neutrons emitted due
to (α, n)-reactions. The corresponding solid angle is thus reduced by roughly three orders of
magnitude. Stainless steel material from the lock system top flange, the cryostat neck, and the
water tank, plus the copper of the bird’s nest plate, and around 3 m of LAr, provide additional
shielding. Three of the four sources per SIS are parked horizontally, mitigating any direct line-
of-sight for γ-rays to reach the detector array. The bottom source, mounted into the absorber,
is still shielded by 37.5 mm of Ta, i.e., more than nine times the corresponding mean free path
of MeV-γ particles of Ta of around 4 mm [127]. The absorber functions more as a weight to
ensure the stable movement of the band than as a needed background shield. It still mitigates
any scintillation light triggers in the LAr that otherwise may induce a dead-time from triggering
the LAr veto. The probability of neutrons reaching the detectors is highly suppressed, due to
the small solid angle from the parking position, and also because of the materials and the LAr
between the sources and the detectors. We remark that the background contribution in Gerda
Phase I induced by the radioactive sources, which had been parked inside, at the top of the
cryostat, was estimated to be O(10−5) counts / (keV kg yr). Already in Phase II, and also now in
L-200, the enlarged distance, together with the corresponding reduced solid angle, the additional
material in between, and the operation of the LAr veto, ensure that the background induced by
the sources during physics mode becomes fully irrelevant compared to the L-200 background goal
of 2 × 10−4 counts / (keV kg yr). However, the neutrons emitted during calibrations can, upon
capture, lead to potentially dangerous radioactive isotope productions. Suppose these isotopes
undergo decay processes causing single-site energy depositions with energies beyond Qββ . If the
half-lives of these decays are longer than the source removal times after calibrations, potential
background events may arise during the physics data taking. We will discuss this scenario in
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Figure 3.10: Position discrepancy between the two source positions as a function of the main
position, as measured with the incremental encoder, during deployment of the sources into the
cryostat at Lngs. The different lines represent a polynomal fit of the position deviations as
monitored every second for different band thickness parameters assumed in the determination
of the absolute position, in correspondence with the measurement shown in Fig. 3.9, right. For
the final step of the calibration of the absolute encoder positions, correction values were applied
(lines indicated with corr.).

detail in Secs. 3.4 and 3.5, but mention already here that we find a negligible contribution for
L-200.

Thoughts on the future L-1000 SIS Let us conclude this section by sharing brief thoughts
on the L-1000 SIS design. The general concept of moving multiple sources on a single source
string was proven to work. A microcontroller-communication-based powering scheme allows for
a flexible and simple calibration procedure. Also, operating two independent positioning sys-
tems seem a very useful feature in the case of a malfunction, though the position calibration
method may be automated to allow for remote commissioning. Regarding the mechanical situ-
ation, more input on the general L-1000 setup is needed for appropriate planning. For instance,
if the average detector string length increases in L-1000 or other mechanical constraints, e.g.
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Figure 3.11: Deviation between the source positions determined by the absolute and the in-
cremental positioning systems for each of the four operated SIS. The position deviations over
ten deployment cycles with (solid lines) and without (dashed lines) initialisation of the position
systems at the parking position are fitted with a polynomial function, indicating position dis-
crepancies of only a few mm.

at the flanges, necessitate design changes, an extension of the SIS to accommodate even more
sources will require careful planning of the mechanical sections. Simply extending the horizontal
components, inside and outside, does not seem feasible. The outer arm may become too heavy
to allow for easy handling, and the inner structure may suffer from strong deformation during
the assembly. We suggest redesigning the horizontal sections to ensure better stability in the
case of extension.
Regarding the vertical design, the final deployment length is a crucial parameter that has not
yet been determined. The current L-200 SIS, with its 11.2 m long stainless steel band, allows
for a maximum movement of approximately 10.5 m. The steel roll inside the steel cross could
accommodate 12 m of band material. If these dimensions are sufficient, in principle, no changes
would need to be made on this side. We recommend redesigning the vertical dimensions, to
accommodate a redesigned Ta absorber. Having a thinner version, consequently longer to main-
tain the same weight needed for the stable movement of the string, provides more contingency
in terms of the space inside the cryostat, and inside the detector array, in particular with respect
to the detector-near parts such as detector holders or cables.
Additionally, redesigning the initialisation switch to obtain a more azimuthally symmetric con-
figuration would have been a beneficial adjustment from the retrospective. Having the switch
positioned at the side instead of in the centre of the vertical part of the SIS tube caused an
asymmetric configuration of the deployment parts. Otherwise, the Torlon® pin could have
been replaced with a more concentric version, potentially simplifying the transition through the
funnels. Alternatively, an induction-based switch instead of a mechanical switch may help to
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prevent an asymmetric pin configuration.
On the physics side, careful consideration of the source-induced background is essential due to
potentially different array designs and source parking positions during data-taking compared to
L-200. The neutron background induced during calibrations is very important in this regard. As
mentioned above, we will comment on this background contribution in Sec. 3.4 when describing
the source characterisation measurements.

3.3 Calibration data analysis

3.3.1 Detector performance

During the L-60 commissioning phase, several test calibrations were conducted. We analysed
selected calibration data to investigate two key features of the calibration: the detectors’ per-
formance in terms of energy resolution, and the uniformity of the event distribution among
detectors and detector strings in the array. We performed the resolution analysis by studying
the broadening of the main γ-ray-induced peaks, and the uniformity analysis by comparing the
number of hits in the DEP, SEP, and FEP among different detector channels. Using the general
Legend software stack pygama1, an available Python3 code was used to identify the locations
of the γ-peaks of known energy in each detector’s ADC spectrum. We then applied a custom
code –not developed for the primary analysis chain of the collaboration– to fit a linear response
function of the peak positions to determine the energy scale in physical units. We focused on
the data of six calibration runs, of which two runs each were representative for three different
schemes. In runs 012 and 014, all 4 SIS were deployed to move all 16 sources to 4 stop positions,
(8200, 8400, 8600, 8800) mm, with approximately 30 min duration each. In runs 022 and 023,
13 sources were used. SIS1 had only been equipped with one source, as tests of the LAr veto
performance required a lower activity. In addition, the positioning scheme was changed to 3
positions, (8200, 8500, 8800) mm, with 2 h duration each (4 h at 8500 mm in run 023). Finally,
in runs 025 and 026, the same scheme of three positions with 2 h duration each was used, but a
charge trapping correction algorithm had been applied by the analysis group of the collaboration
at the data processing stage.
Investigating the drift time of the charge upon an energy deposition, meaning the time difference
from the start of the rise until reaching the maximum of a waveform (Sec. 2.1), helps to increase
the separation between events with full charge collection and incomplete charge collection. The
latter can be caused by residual impurities, or crystal lattice dislocations [128]. Technically, the
discrimination between both classes of events was simplified by linearly scaling the estimated un-
corrected energy in ADC units as Ecorr = Euncorr(1 + δt α), where δt is the drift time estimated
with the help of the trapezoidal filter (Sec. 2.1), and α is the parameter adjusted to correct
for the trapping of charges. Subsequently, the relative energy resolution at the FEP peak was
minimised as a function of α. The optimal charge trapping parameter αopt was then applied
to all energies in ADC units in the spectrum. Using this algorithm, the energy resolution was
improved, as we will see below. More details of the principles of charge trapping corrections are
described in Ref. [128]. Note that the analysis described in the following paragraphs directly
used the energy estimates in ADC units as provided by the analysis group of Legend, with
or without a previous application of the charge trapping correction algorithm, depending on
the considered run. We compare the different properties of the runs selected for our study in
Tab. 3.1. A full example of a peak identification in the spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.12, together
with an energy scale fit.

1https://github.com/legend-exp/pygama
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Runs Number Stop positions Duration per Charge trapping
of sources [mm] position [h] correction

012, 014 16 8200, 8400, 8600, 8800 0.5 no
022, 023 13 8200, 8500, 8800 2 no
025, 026 13 8200, 8500, 8800 2 yes

Table 3.1: Overview of the properties of the commissioning runs selected for the detector per-
formance and event distribution uniformity study. Note that the stop positions are stated in
the reference frame of the SIS.
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Figure 3.12: Top: calibrated energy spectrum for the detector channel V02160B during the L-
60 commissioning calibration data taking run 012. The dashed grey lines indicate the detected
peaks. Bottom: linear calibration curve for the corresponding detector as determined by a linear
fit of the mean positions of the detected peaks.

Based on the fits of each identified γ-line in the calibrated spectra, we precisely determined
the count strength amplitude and the resolution of each peak. We modelled the peak shape as
a crystalball peak, located above of a background pedestal modelled as a linear function. The
crystallball function consists of a Gaussian profile combined with a power-law tail, which allows
for fitting the full energy events in the peak and those events in the low energy peak caused by
imperfect charge collections simultaneously. The power-law tail is constrained not to exceed the
FWHM level, and thus does not alter the resolution estimate. To consider a potential step in
the continuum caused by Compton scattering, we also used a step function parametrised as a
complementary error function, with mean and standard deviation aligned with the parameters
of the Gaussian part of the crystallball peak. The event number in the actual peak can then be
evaluated as the symmetrised amplitude of the Gaussian component, meaning no events from
the background affect the measured hit count. We remark that the counting method based on a
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full fit of the peak shape leads to estimates of the real signal event number with only marginal
systematic uncertainties, caused by the fit uncertainties. Commonly used counting methods
in a signal window surrounding the peak, even if taking into account background subtraction
from a side-band estimate, cannot distinguish accurately between full energy absorption and
incomplete charge collections. In such a standard analysis, the relevant number of available
signal-like waveforms for the PSD analysis can thus not be counted as precisely as with the
method presented here.
To investigate the detector performance, we interpolate between all measured resolution values
at the different energies within each detector’s spectrum to obtain the energy resolution at Qββ .
As motivated in Sec. 2.1, we fit a square root function of the form

√
a+ bE to the energy E,

where a and b are the fit parameters. We give an example of such a resolution curve in Fig. 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Left: energy resolution at FWHM for the detector channel V02160B during the
L-60 commissioning calibration data taking run 012. The best-fit curve and its 1σ uncertainty
(dark red) are based on the square root of a linear function in energy fitted to the widths of
the identified γ-peaks from Fig. 3.12 (blue data points). The dashed golden line indicates Qββ .
Note that we did not include the width of the SEP in the fit due to the non-negligible Doppler
broadening of around 1 keV, caused by the loss of energy information if only one of the two
secondary γ particles escapes. Right: examples of selected fits of γ-ray-induced peaks for the
same detector and run, using a crystalball function to model the peak, and a linear plus step
function to constrain the Compton continuum, respectively.

In Fig. 3.14, we show the individual and exposure-weighted energy resolutions in selected
L-60 calibration runs. We are interested in exposure-weighted estimators, as detectors of larger
mass and longer on-time contribute more to the overall exposure for the 0νββ analysis, i.e., their
resolution has an increased impact on the overall performance of the experiment. Given their
advantageous surface-to-volume ratio, these detectors may also achieve lower background levels.
From Fig. 3.14, we deduce excellent energy resolutions at Qββ . We achieved exposure-weighted
averaged FWHM resolution values below 3 keV, without any visible performance loss correlated
with larger detector masses. In particular, with increasing experience, i.e., run number in the
plot, the overall resolution improved. This is due to the gained experience in optimising the
detector operation conditions, meaning the optimal voltage settings, and the application of
charge trapping correction algorithms.
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Figure 3.14: The FWHM resolution at Qββ for the individual HPGe detector channels for
selected calibration runs with different operation settings during the L-60 commissioning phase.
The detectors are ordered by increasing mass, indicating no performance loss for higher-mass
detectors. The dashed lines show the exposure-weighted average per run. Excellent detector
performances, with energy resolution below 3 keV, were achieved.

3.3.2 Event uniformity

Regarding the homogeneity of the illumination, we checked the event rates in the DEP, SEP, and
FEP across the detectors. Most importantly, we note that it is possible to calibrate detectors over
the entire array within a few hours, allowing for frequent calibrations without long interruptions
of the physics data-taking. As indicated in Fig. 3.15, the exposure-weighted rates are also
relatively uniformly distributed in the individual detectors, where relatively is to be interpreted
as a qualitative statement.

We also statistically analysed the uniformity of the event counts in the three peaks of interest,
to strengthen the qualitative observations. We binned the count rates in the detectors’ DEP,
SEP, and FEP for the six different runs. In the case of uniformity, statistical fluctuations would
cause a symmetric histogram centred at the mean rate. Looking at Fig. 3.16, we readily see that
the distributions are mostly asymmetric.

We calculated the respective unbiased mean µ, standard deviation σ, skewness γ, and Fisher’s
kurtosis κ, to quantify the moments of the distributions. We further performed a Shapiro-
Wilk test [129], evaluating the corresponding p-value pSW under the assumption of normality.
This test statistic is more powerful in identifying deviations from the normal distribution than
comparable non-parametric statistical tests [130], making it a suitable tool for our investigations.
The numerical results of these estimators are listed in Tab. 3.2, indicating an acceptable but far
from the optimal level of homogeneity.

The observed rate reduction and enlarged variance for the later runs can be easily attributed
to the three missing sources in SIS1. We also studied the event uniformity among groups of
detectors, more precisely among different detector strings and vertical detector positions. The
evaluated rates are plotted in Fig. 3.17.

Interestingly, we do not only see the already identified pattern of a reduction for later runs,
but also slightly reduced event rates in the detectors at the top and the bottom of the strings,
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Figure 3.15: Event rates in the DEP, SEP, and FEP when normalised to detector exposure for
the HPGe detectors deployed during L-60. The dashed lines indicate the exposure-weighted
average per run.
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Figure 3.16: Histogram of the exposure-normalised event rates in the DEP (left), SEP (middle),
and FEP (right) plotted in Fig. 3.15. The distributions indicate a deviation from normality for
all three peaks.

equally for all positioning schemes. For the topmost channels we recommend extending the
calibration duration compared to the middle positions. However, the reduction towards lower
detectors was caused by reducing the number of detector strings from the planned 14 down to
12 to accommodate space for new, wider detectors. It resulted in an extension of the detector
string lengths, surpassing the length of the nylon tubes guiding the calibration sources, i.e., the
sources are not sufficiently low to irradiate these detectors. To compensate for the observed lower
event rates, the nylon tubes were extended in autumn 2022, now allowing for more homogeneous
illumination of the array even for the lowest detectors. The difference in the rates between the
strings is caused by differing radial positions with respect to the source locations, implying
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Estimator Run 012 Run 014 Run 022 Run 023 Run 025 Run 026
49.0 46.5 36.4 37.8 42.3 37.9

µ 162.7 158.6 122.4 130.0 145.6 133.8
1610.8 1556.2 1142.6 1236.9 1422.5 1246.1
13.6 13.4 17.1 18.2 17.9 16.8

σ 48.2 44.3 56.5 67.4 68.2 59.2
547.5 512.1 633.0 722.5 722.5 632.6
-0.48 -0.43 0.74 0.65 0.84 1.22

γ -0.49 -0.71 0.79 0.74 0.70 0.76
-0.45 -0.68 0.87 0.80 0.86 0.98
-0.82 -0.31 0.38 0.03 -0.09 0.80

κ -0.73 -0.21 0.40 -0.06 0.11 -0.02
-0.83 -0.65 0.42 -0.00 0.35 0.49
0.14 0.17 0.09 0.18 0.05 0.00

pSW 0.19 0.19 0.26 0.16 0.40 0.17
0.21 0.07 0.13 0.11 0.16 0.05

Table 3.2: Numerical values for the statistical estimators characterising the homogeneity of the
exposure-weighted rates seen in the DEP (top), SEP (middle), and FEP (bottom) for different
L-60 calibration runs. Assuming optimal conditions, the means should be large, the standard
deviations, the skewnesses, and the kurtoses vanishingly small, and the p-values close to unity.
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Figure 3.17: Event rates in the DEP, SEP, and FEP when normalised to exposure for grouped
detectors, i.e., for detector strings (left) or detector positions within a string (right). Note that
an equal position in a string does not immediately imply an equal physical position, as the
detectors have different heights. The dashed lines indicate the exposure-weighted average per
run.

different propagation lengths of the γ particles through the LAr and, thus, different event rates.
The geometry of the flange where the SIS are mounted causes this effect, making it difficult
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to counteract. For the following reason a certain level of inhomogeneity needs to be expected
independently of any geometrical effect, positioning scheme, or source configuration. Even in
the case of optimal homogeneity, the rates in the DEP and SEP are reduced for larger detectors,
whereas the situation is flipped for the FEP. Larger detectors will be hit by the γ-rays more
frequently, providing a larger volume to contain the secondary γ-pair. In contrast, for small
detectors, the two γ particles escape more often, implying the FEP rates are reduced. It is
important to note that the only single-site-like events are DEP events, while SEP and FEP
events cause multi-site scatters. It may thus be advantageous to position the strings with larger
detectors azimuthally closer to a flange where a SIS is mounted, in contradiction with the
common intuition.
To conclude our event distribution study, we emphasise that the measured count rates validate
the approach of deploying multiple calibration sources vertically distributed along the stainless
steel band of a SIS, as described in Sec. 3.2. Nevertheless, the irradiation scheme does not lead
to perfect event homogeneity, which we cannot expect to achieve. We suggest again monitoring
the event homogeneity during later L-200 calibration runs to at least slightly improve the event
uniformity, particularly in the DEP. Given the different string configurations between L-60 and L-
200, such a study should be performed when all detectors are installed. Improving the uniformity
of the detector irradiation by adjusting stop positions and positioning schemes may reduce dead-
times during calibrations and the overall calibration duration. These studies may also inform
the design of the L-1000 SIS and array configuration, and the corresponding source positioning
scheme. While accumulating data in the present phase of L-200 with around 142 kg of HPGe
detectors (as of summer 2023), we encourage successive analysts to conduct preliminary studies
of the detector performance and the event uniformity for the same reasons. As a motivation, we
used our code framework developed above to compare the achieved FWHM resolutions at Qββ

for the four detector types operated in L-200, namely ICPC, BEGe, Coax, and PPC detectors
(Secs. 2.2, 2.3), in Fig. 3.18
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Figure 3.18: The FWHM resolution at Qββ as a function of the detector mass for the individual
HPGe detector channels for calibration run r001 of period p06, performed in June 2023, with
the different detector types indicated by the colour scheme. The corresponding dashed lines
show the exposure-weighted average within each type, with the corresponding numerical values
included in the plot legend. Neither a strong performance degradation with increasing mass,
nor for the ICPC detectors is observed.
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Here we focused on one example calibration run, r001 of the data taking period p06, per-
formed recently in June 2023. We neither identified a performance degradation for the ICPC
detectors compared to other detector types, nor for increasing detector masses. This poses
promising information for L-1000, which will only deploy medium- to large-mass ICPC detec-
tors. In addition, we display the exposure-weighted event rates for the DEP, SEP, and FEP
for the different detector types in Fig. 3.19, indicating an imperfect, but acceptable level of
uniformity, similarly to the outcome of our study for L-60.
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Figure 3.19: Event rates in the DEP, SEP, and FEP when normalised to detector exposure for
the HPGe detectors of the L-200 calibration r001 of period p06. The colours show the deployed
detector types, and the dashed lines indicate the exposure-weighted average within each type.
A detailed study of the event distributions for L-200 calibrations is left to future work.

We leave the detailed statistical investigation of both the detector performance and the
event distribution over extended periods, e.g. for current and upcoming calibration runs, to
future work.

3.4 Source characterisation

3.4.1 Source production and characterisation

Following the Gerda I and II source design developed at UZH, [124, 131, 132], the 228Th
calibration sources for L-200 were produced by our collaborators at Lanl. Simulations reported
in Ref. [122] revealed that an average source activity of 5 kBq provides sufficient statistics within
the capabilities of the DAQ and the readout electronics systems of L-200. At Lanl, radioactive
Th material from Eckert and Ziegler2, dissolved as thorium-chloride in a hydrogen chloride
solution [1], was electrodeposited onto 50 µm thick gold foils. The rolled foils were subsequently
filled into 17 stainless steel containers, 16 to equip the four SIS onsite, and one to serve as a
backup source. After welding the containers, the sealing of the capsules was tested successfully
in both LN2 and heated water. Material inhomogeneities during deployment causing slight

2www.ezag.com
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variations in the activity compared to the desired value. Hence, the specific activity of each
source was measured by our collaborators at Lanl, using α counting and γ-ray spectrometry.
With the former, an average activity of 4.3 kBq, with a standard deviation of 2.4 kBq, was
obtained in September 2020. The latter measurement, conducted in February 2021, yielded
an average activity of 4.4 kBq, again with a standard deviation of 2.4 kBq, confirming the first
result. The details of the production process, welding tests, activity determination, and activity
Ai of each source i, including uncertainties, can be found in Ref. [1].
The deposition of the radioactive material onto gold foil is motivated by a particular purpose,
namely to reduce the neutron flux emitted by the 228Th sources. These neutrons are caused
mainly by (α, n) reactions. Gold has an (α, n)-production energy threshold of 9.94 MeV, which
exceeds the 228Th decay chain’s maximal α-decay energy of 8.8 MeV, and thus mitigates these
neutron emissions [131]. Remaining neutrons are produced by (α, n) reactions on other materials
or potential impurities. In Ref. [84], it was reported that the neutron rate of the Gerda I and
II sources, also embedded in gold foil, was reduced by approximately one order of magnitude
compared to commercial sources. These results align well with what we found for the L-200
sources [1], as we will detail in the following section. Let us underline that a low neutron flux
is a crucial parameter which impacts the 0νββ decay search, as the neutron capture inside the
HPGe detectors may cause the production of 77Ge. Its ground state beta decay to 77As has a
Q-value of 2.7 MeV, i.e., above Qββ , and a half-life of approximately 11.3 h, i.e., much longer
than the calibration source removal time of around 14 min. Hence, these decays pose a risk of
causing background events potentially indistinguishable from 0νββ events inside the region-of-
interest during the physics data taking mode following a calibration. A detailed analysis of this
contribution, and also of other potentially dangerous neutron-induced background contributors,
is given in Sec. 3.5.

3.4.2 Neutron emission

Considering the importance of a low background level, any part deployed near the HPGe de-
tectors must be screened beforehand to understand its potential background contribution. Of
course, the same holds for the radioactive sources due to the potential activation of 76Ge by
emitted neutrons. We published the description of the neutron screening measurement already
in Ref. [1], together with colleagues from Lanl. Here, we closely follow our text as published
together with the other authors of the corresponding paper, but provide additional information
on the preparation of the detector measurements and on the calculations conducted to determine
the neutron flux.

Preparation of the neutron measurement

We performed a full measurement campaign to measure the neutron flux of the 228Th sources [1],
starting from the detector calibration, the detection efficiency determination, and a background
measurement. We used a low-background LiI(Eu) detector system from Scionix3 underground
in the Gator facility [133] at Lngs, operated by our group at UZH. The LiI(Eu) detector houses
a Li crystal enriched to 96% in 6Li, and a modified R8250 PMT from Hamamatsu4, which
is connected to a high-voltage (HV) supply. The HV supply and a multi-channel analyser
DAQ system from Ortec5 are located outside a detector shield made of 200 mm thick borated

3https://scionix.nl/
4https://www.hamamatsu.com/eu/en.html
5https://www.ortec-online.com/products/electronics/multichannel-analyzers-mca
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polyethylen walls, with a fraction of natural boron of around 5% [124]. The modifications made
to the PMT were described in Ref. [84]. A PVC source holder, with 20 source threads, is
located around 80 mm from the detector, separated with a Pb block of 20 mm thickness to stop
γ particles, and with five PE disks of 10 mm each to moderate the emitted neutrons. We tested
different moderation thicknesses to find the best thermalisation, i.e., detection efficiency, for this
thickness. Thicker shields attenuate too many neutrons, and a lower PE width does not slow
down neutrons sufficiently to enhance the neutron capture cross section, keeping in mind that
the cross section scales inversely with the neutron velocity v. A detailed study of the optimal
moderation width was reported in Ref. [124]. We show a schematic image of the detection
system and a photo of the PVC holder with mounted 17 calibration sources in Fig. 3.20.

344.2785 keV

Source 
holder
Pb absorber

PE moderator

Detector 
housing  
crystal & 
PMT

Borated PE shield

Figure 3.20: Left: schematic image of the LiI(Eu) detector setup used to measure the n flux
emitted by the 228Th sources. Incoming neutrons cause a 6Li isotope to split into an α particle
and a tritium ion, which then excite surrounding atoms. A PMT inside the crystal housing
(copper cylinder in the middle) detects secondary de-excitation. Right: picture of the source
holder with 17 calibration sources mounted for the neutron flux measurement. Figure adapted
from Ref. [1].

The detection principle works as follows. When an impeding neutron is captured inside the
crystal, a 6Li isotope is activated to form 7Li, which splits into an α particle and a tritium ion.
The Q-value of the process is 4.78 MeV, shared between the final state ions. The full reaction
thus reads as follows,

6
3Li + n → 7

3Li → 3
1H + 4

2He + 4.78 MeV. (3.1)

Subsequently, the accelerated ions excite neighbouring atoms, which then de-excite via photon
emission, with a maximum intensity at a wavelength of 475 nm [134]. This scintillation light of
the secondary processes is then collected by the PMT, operated at 750 V, similarly to measure-
ments presented in Ref. [131].
We tested different voltage settings and found sufficient gain and resolution performance for
this value, as discussed in the following. The tests were done with an 241Am9Be neutron source
with an activity of (160 ± 4) neutrons / s, measured in 2013 [135], and with an 152Eu γ source.
First we took preliminary data with the neutron source at different HV settings of 750, 775,
800, 850 V. We filtered incoming voltage rises from PMT signals with a trapezoidal filter as de-
scribed in Sec. 2.1, fixing both the rise time of the edge and the flat-top width of the trapezoid
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to 2 µs. In the next step, we fitted the neutron peak in each resulting channel spectrum with
a binned fit of a Gaussian distribution, parallelly constraining the background continuum with
a linear function and a double-step function modelling the Compton continuum. We used a
complementary error function in combination with a logistic curve to describe the double-step
function. This allowed us to estimate the rate in the neutron peak R as the Gaussian amplitude
over the measurement duration, and the normalised resolution as the standard deviation of the
Gaussian σ divided by its mean µ. The performance parameter popt as an estimator for the
optimal operation settings could then be determined as the maximum among of the product of
the efficiency and the inverse normalised resolution, i.e., popt = R×µ/σ. In Tab. 3.3, we provide
an overview these preliminary measurements.

HV Measurement Peak rate Normalised Performance parameter
setting [V] duration [d] R [cts / s] resolution σ/µ popt [cts / s]

750 5.9 0.072 0.094 0.77
775 4.5 0.0615 0.092 0.67
800 2.0 0.0389 0.083 0.47
850 1.0 no peak visible no peak visible none

Table 3.3: Overview of the preliminary HV testings used to estimate the gain as a measure of
the efficiency and of the neutron peak resolution. The optimal HV setting of 750 V was chosen
in correspondence with the maximum of the performance parameter, defined as the product of
the peak detection efficiency and the inverse normalised resolution. Note that at 850 V, the
neutron events were widely spread, and consequently no clear peak was visible.

Obtaining 750 V as our optimal setting, we measured 5 d with the γ source to calibrate the
energy response of the detector accurately. We fitted the identified, visible γ-ray peaks in the
resulting channel spectrum with the same fit function as above. We then fitted the means of the
Gaussian profiles with a linear curve to convert ADC units into physical energy estimates, as
plotted in Fig. 3.21. We obtained a goodness-of-fit (gof) estimate of χ2/dof = 1.74, where dof
denotes the number of degrees-of-freedom in this fit, indicating good linearity of the detector
response. We show the spectrum in calibrated energy in Fig. 3.21, top. From a similar fit of
the neutron peak, obtained with a prolonged 17 d measurement with the neutron source, see
Fig. 3.21, we deduced a precise resolution at the thermal neutron peak energy of 9.5%. This is
sufficient to separate the events in the signal peak from the Compton background continuum at
lower energy. Here we obtained a gof of χ2/dof = 1.43, again indicating an appropriate model.
Converting the count amplitude of the Gaussian component of the neutron peak again into a
rate, and normalising with respect to the flux, we obtained a thermal neutron detection efficiency
of ϵ = 4.55(3)×10−4, where the statistical uncertainty is propagated from the fit uncertainty. In
addition, varying the fit range induces a systematic effect of 6%. The determined efficiency value
is 14 % lower than the value found in Ref. [84]. Let us underline that the former measurement
was performed above ground, therefore with a higher background rate, and for only around a
third of the measurement time. As the neutron peak fit does not accurately model potential
tail events, we assign an additional systematic uncertainty on the efficiency. We compared our
fit evaluation with a counting statistic based on the measured spectrum and a background-only
measurement of 17 d. Using a 2σ wide window, where σ denotes the standard deviation of the
Gaussian component, we observed only 12 background events. These are negligible compared
to the O(105) events in the signal peak. We will provide the details on the counting analysis
in the following subsection. Here we remark that we tested 2, 3, 4σ intervals to estimate the
impact of the counting range, which yields a maximum discrepancy to the efficiency value as
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Figure 3.21: Top: energy spectra taken with an 152Eu γ source to calibrate the detector’s energy
response (gold), with an 241Am9Be neutron source to evaluate the neutron detection efficiency
(blue), and without a source to measure the background (grey). The energy region highlighted in
light blue indicates a ±1.5σ region of interest for thermalised neutrons. The standard deviation
of the Gaussian component of a fit of the peak caused by the neutrons emitted by the 241Am9Be
source (red curve) was used to estimate the width of the signal region. Bottom left: calibration
curve deduced from γ-line signals via measurement of a 152Eu source to convert from uncalibrated
energy hits into physical units, here keV. Bottom right: zoom into the fit region for the efficiency
determination. The efficiency estimation was crosschecked via a counting analysis, cf. text for
details. The figure is adapted from Ref. [1].

estimated from the fit of 9%. We consider this value as the systematic uncertainty of the
efficiency induced by the fit model approach. Let us remark that a complete overview of all
investigated contributions to the uncertainty on the efficiency is provided at the end of this
section. As a last preparation step, we increased the background statistics to 188.8 d, without
any source deployed in between.
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Neutron data taking

Proceeding with our measurement campaign, we took neutron data in a combined measurement
with the 17 calibration sources for 79.9 d. After removing two strong sources for hardware test-
ings in L-60, we continued with the 15 remaining sources for another 58.6 d. The corresponding
spectra and the environmental neutron background are shown in Fig. 3.22.
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Figure 3.22: The obtained energy spectra from the two neutron measurements with 17 (blue)
and 15 (green) sources, respectively, and from the long-term background measurement (grey).
The light blue region corresponds to the thermal neutron signal region as determined in Fig. 3.21.
The figure is adapted from Ref. [1].

We again perform a counting analysis to analyse the neutron flux emitted by the radioactive
sources, as, in this case, the event numbers are too low to apply a binned fit. As the source
slots of the individual sources differ from the position of the thread at which the neutron source
was placed, we weigh the efficiency with the normalised solid angle and the activity of each
sources [1]. At the end of this section, we will provide the details of the weighing procedure and
the corresponding counting evaluation. The individual solid angles and activities in the weights
are not precisely known. Thus, we also took these uncertainties into account in our analysis.
We took the individual uncertainties on the source activities directly from the measurements of
our colleagues at Lanl. We estimate the effective solid angle when normalised to the position
of the efficiency measurement to 0.97, with a standard deviation of 0.05, where we applied the
formulae for the solid angle correction in a cylindrical geometry as provided in Ref. [136].
Furthermore, we assign to each solid angle a systematic effect of 3%, which we estimated by
varying the geometrical distances by 4 mm. This corresponds to the dimension over which
the radioactive 228Th is distributed. Additionally, not all the dimensions are measured within
mm precision, further motivating to conservatively include a systematic uncertainty due to this
deviation from a point-like geometry. Moreover, the different source slots cause a deviation of
the neutron moderation length from the nominal 50 mm. We hence compared the amplitude
of the neutron peak of the main efficiency measurement to the amplitude of the peak obtained
during a 5 d long data taking period with 30 mm PE only. The peak height drops by 11%,
which we assign as a conservative estimate of the systematic contribution associated with the
different moderation lengths. As a final systematic effect, we need to consider the different
neutron emission spectra of our target isotope 228Th, and of 241Am9Be used for the efficiency
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evaluation. The impact of this deviation had been investigated via simulations in [137], stating
a 12.1% effect on the uncertainty of the neutron flux of the sources directly.
After discussing the systematic effects, we can now perform the counting experiment of the
actual neutron measurement. Separating by 17 and 15 source data taking, respectively, we
obtain estimates for the combined neutron flux as emitted by the calibration sources as

Ψ =
{

(4.00± 0.88stat ± 0.90sys) × 10−4 n / (kBq s) 17 sources
(4.96± 1.02stat ± 01.24sys) × 10−4 n / (kBq s) 15 sources

. (3.2)

We evaluate the statistical uncertainty as the interval bound of a symmetrised 1σ confidence in-
terval approximated as a Gaussian distribution. The systematic uncertainty contains all analysis-
related and geometrical effects and the spectral effect, as discussed above. As we performed the
two measurements with the same set of sources, except for those taken out earlier, it is more
intuitive to determine a global estimate. As a simple, intuitive estimation, we can calculate
a weighted average of the two flux results, weighing each contribution by its inverse variance,
which yields a global estimate of

Ψ = (4.36± 0.67stat ± 0.73syst)× 10−4 n / (kBq s) . (3.3)

With this method, we enhance the contribution of the more precise measurement, clearly a rea-
sonable choice of weights. However, having largely overlapping source configurations within the
same measurement apparatus, we expect a strong correlation between the results. To consider
this, we follow the prescription for combining two measurements with correlated systematic un-
certainties as outlined in Ref. [138]. We need to estimate the correlation coefficient between the
measurements to evaluate the combined, correlated flux and its uncertainty. Considering the
data were taken with the same sources at the same source holder threads, implying the same
moderation lengths and solid angles, we assume a maximum correlation between the systematic
uncertainties si, where i increments over the two data sets. Consequently, we evaluate the global
contribution in the systematic uncertainty of both measurements c as the minimum of the two
systematic uncertainties smin, i.e., we set c = smin. We then calculate the correlation coefficient
following Ref. [138] as

ρ = c

t1t2
= smin√

s2
1 + r2

1

√
s2

2 + r2
2

= 0.40 , (3.4)

where r and t denote the statistical and the total uncertainty, respectively. Assuming Gaussianity
for the uncertainties, as motivated below as a reasonable approximation, we obtain a global
estimate respecting correlations as

Ψ = (4.30± 0.69stat ± 0.93syst)× 10−4 n / (kBq s) . (3.5)

The estimated flux is similar in magnitude to the weighted average above, but the increased
statistic and particularly systematic uncertainty intervals are now more appropriately estimated.
Note that in the analysis presented here, the numerical results deviate by a few percent from
the values published in Ref. [1]. The reason is a more refined estimation of the statistical
uncertainties, considering the influence of the background fluctuations. The interpretation of the
results remains unchanged. As noted above, we give a complete list of all sources of uncertainty
on the measurement at the end of the section. As an important outcome, let us underline that the
neutron flux emitted by the L-200 calibration sources is more than an order of magnitude below
the flux emitted by commercial sources [84, 124]. When comparing the flux to the measured
results for the sources operated in Gerda Phase II and II+, the flux is of similar magnitude,
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but reduced by approximately 48 and 45%, respectively [84, 132].
In our measurement, we performed a dedicated analysis of the systematic uncertainties induced
by the geometrical setup, whereas such a detailed investigation of these effects had not been
done in the past. Overall, we see that the dominant uncertainty on our result is of systematic
nature. This implies that the uncertainty on the global neutron emission of the radioactive
sources cannot be strongly reduced by simply extending the data-taking duration. Instead,
an improvement on the uncertainty induced by the efficiency measurement from the different
source threads in the main measurement could be obtained by taking data with each radioactive
source individually. This would induce a questionably long total duration, strongly delaying
the possible deployment of the sources in L-200 on a reasonable time scale. As an alternative
option, which would definitely be quicker, one could determine the efficiency for each source
slot individually. This was not possible due to the limited time frame the 241Am9Be source was
provided by Lngs. A third option, running dedicated simulations of the neutron propagation,
may tighten the impact of the moderation length and solid angle, and also of the different
emission spectra. But it will not reduce the contribution of the PMT response on the overall
detection efficiency, which will not be modelled easily. Also the contribution of the uncertainty
of the source activities would not be taken care of. We further feel that having a dedicated
measurement suggests an efficiency estimate which is more reliable and convincing than the
result deduced from a simulation, which itself underlies other effects such as the accuracy of the
geometrical model. To summarise, obtaining a more precise global neutron flux estimate was
not feasible, but the determined result is an improvement compared to similar measurements
for Gerda II and II+. To quantify the precise impact of the measured neutron flux as emitted
by the sources on the 0νββ analysis in L-200, we ran detailed simulations as described in the
Sec. 3.5. We will see that the estimated induced effect mitigates any need for a more precise
measurement result.

Formulae for the analysis of the measurements

Here we provide a detailed overview of the formulae used for the neutron efficiency and the
neutron flux measurement, as discussed above and as published in Ref. [1]. We closely follow
the analysis of counting statistics in the presence of systematic uncertainties as provided in
Refs. [139, 140]. To perform a counting statistic to evaluate the detection efficiency from the
data taken with the 241Am9Be neutron source, we write the likelihood function for a Poisson
measurement in the presence of a background B, a signal strength M , and with a Gaussian
systematic on the flux Φ as

L(n, b;ϕ|M,B;Φ) = P(b|B)× P(n|M,B)× G(ϕ|Φ)

= Bbe−B

b! × (M + αB)ne−(M+αB)

n! × 1√
2πt2s∆2

ϕ

e−(Φ−ϕ)2/2∆2
ϕ ,

(3.6)

with α = ts/tb, a measurement time duration of ts = 17 d, a background data taking time of tb =
17 d, an initial flux of ϕ0 = (160±4) n/s, and a half-life T1/2 = 432.7 yr. We denote the obtained
event counts during the source and background measurements with n and b, respectively. Our
measurement was performed approximately eight years after the flux measurement, i.e., the
exponential decay law yields a flux of ϕ = ϕ0 e

− log 2 t/T1/2 , t = (8 ± 1) yr, where we add an
uncertainty of one year as a conservative estimate. Following the prescription of Ref. [139], we
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take the logarithm of the likelihood with the signal given as M = ϵtsΦ to find

logL(n, b;ϕ|ϵtsΦ,B;Φ)− const.

= b logB + n log(αB + ϵtsΦ)− (α+ 1)B − ϵtsΦ−
(Φ− ϕ)2

2∆2
ϕ

.
(3.7)

Forcing the partial derivatives to vanish for the maximum in order to determine maximum
likelihood estimators (MLE), we now obtain the set of equations

∂ logL
∂B

∣∣∣∣
MLE

= b

BMLE
+ nα

αBMLE + ϵMLEtsΦMLE
− (α+ 1) != 0 , (3.8)

∂ logL
∂Φ

∣∣∣∣
MLE

= nϵMLEts
αBMLE + ϵMLEtsΦMLE

− ϵMLEts −
(ΦMLE − ϕ)

∆2
ϕ

!= 0 , (3.9)

and
∂ logL
∂ϵ

∣∣∣∣
MLE

= ntsΦ

αBMLE + ϵMLEtsΦMLE
− tsΦMLE

!= 0 . (3.10)

We obtain the corresponding solutions as BMLE = b, ΦMLE = ϕ, and the efficiency reads

ϵ := ϵMLE = n− αb
tsϕ

. (3.11)

In addition, we need to estimate the systematic uncertainty on the efficiency, which we do via
error propagation, yielding

∆ϵ = ϵ2

√√√√∆2
ϕ

ϕ2 +∆2
t

(log 2)2

T 2
1/2

. (3.12)

Having obtained a large number of O(105) counts, the statistical uncertainty on the efficiency
measurement can be accurately approximated via its Gaussian standard deviation as

σϵ =
√
n+ α2b

t2sϕ
2 . (3.13)

When analysing the neutron flux measurement, let us keep in mind that we need to consider
additional systematic uncertainties, including the corrections due to the solid angle, the different
moderation lengths, the counting range, and the different emission spectra. For this analysis,
we then combine the statistical uncertainty with all systematic contributions. To estimate the
neutron flux, we can now proceed as follows. We use the 228Th half-life T1/2 =1.9116 yr, and an
activity scaling due to the exponential decay as A = A0 e

− log 2 t/T1/2 with t = (10.5± 1) months
between γ-ray and neutron data taking. The likelihood for a counting statistic for the neutron
flux Ψ , now evaluated with two Gaussian uncertainties for efficiency and activity, reads

L(n, b;A′, ϵw|M,B;A, ϵ) = P(b|B)× P(n|M,B)× G(A′|A)× G(ϵw|ϵ)

= Bbe−B

b! × (M + αB)ne−(M+αB)

n! × 1√
2πt2s∆2

A′

e−(A−A′)2/2∆2
A′ × 1√

2π∆2
ϵw

e−(ϵ−ϵw)2/2∆2
ϵw ,

(3.14)
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where α = ts/tb, and ts = 58.6 d (79.9 d) for the 17 (15) source measurement, and tb =188.778 d.
The logarithm of this likelihood with a source strength M = fϵAtsΨ becomes

logL(n, b;A′, ϵw|fϵAtsΨ,B;A, ϵ)− const.

= b logB + n log(αB + fϵAtsΨ)− (α+ 1)B − fϵAtsΨ −
(ϵ− ϵw)2

2∆2
ϵw

− (A−A′)2

2∆2
A′

.
(3.15)

Forcing the partial derivatives again to vanish for maximum in order to determine maximum
likelihood estimators, we obtain

∂ logL
∂B

∣∣∣∣
MLE

= b

BMLE
+ nα

αBMLE + ϵMLEAMLEtsΨMLE
− (α+ 1) != 0 , (3.16)

∂ logL
∂A

∣∣∣∣
MLE

= nfϵMLEtsΨMLE
αBMLE + fϵMLEAMLEtsΨMLE

− fϵMLEtsΨMLE −
(AMLE −A′)

∆2
A′

!= 0 , (3.17)

∂ logL
∂ϵ

∣∣∣∣
MLE

= nfAMLEtsΨMLE
αBMLE + fϵMLEAMLEtsΨMLE

− fAMLEtsΨMLE −
(ϵMLE − ϵw)

∆2
ϵw

!= 0 , (3.18)

and
∂ logL
∂Ψ

∣∣∣∣
MLE

= nfϵMLEAMLEts
αBMLE + fϵMLEAMLEtsΨMLE

− fϵMLEAMLEts
!= 0 . (3.19)

The solutions of this set of equations are BMLE = b, AMLE = A′, ϵMLE = ϵw, and

Ψ := ΨMLE = n− αb
fϵwA′ts

. (3.20)

We count n = 60 (77) events for the 17 (15) source run, and b = 73 events during the background
measurement. Correcting for the 1.5σ ROI search region, assuming all events to be caused by
neutrons, we divide the observed event numbers by a fraction of expected events in the chosen
interval of f = 0.8664. The effect of the different neutron energies due to different emission
spectra has been estimated in Ref. [137]. It is taken into account in calculating the systematic
uncertainty, which we evaluate in the following. The individual source activities A0,i were
measured on February 09, 2021, as published in Ref. [1], leading to a total survival activity of

A′ =
17(15)∑

i=1
A0,ie

− log 2 t/T1/2 , (3.21)

with initial uncertainty

∆A0 =

√√√√√17(15)∑
i=1

∆2
A0,i

, (3.22)

and total uncertainty

∆A′ =

√√√√∆2
A0
e−2 log 2t/T1/2 +∆2

t

(log 2)2

T 2
1/2

A′2 . (3.23)

We define the source-activity and solid-angle weighted efficiency as

ϵw = ϵ

17(15)∑
i=1

A0,i

A0

Ωi

Ωϵ
, (3.24)
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where Ω denotes the solid angle of a source thread. Here we use the equal time-scaling of the
individual and total activity, i.e., the exponential factor cancels out, reducing the uncertainty.
The overall systematic uncertainty on the weighted efficiency then becomes

∆ϵw =

√√√√√∆2
ϵ

ϵ2w
ϵ2

+ ϵ2
Ω2

Ω2
ϵ

1
A′2

0
×

∆2
A0

+
17(15)∑

i=1
∆2

A0,i

(
1− A0,i

A0

)2
+ ϵ2(Ω ←→ A0) , (3.25)

where the (Ω ←→ A0) refers to the central term in the radicand with all Ωi and A0,i exchanged
due to the symmetry in Eq. (3.24). We find the effect induced by the solid angle uncertainty
subdominant at around the 1% level only. We can now determine the overall systematic uncer-
tainty by taking into account the correlation between A′ and ϵw, plus an additional uncorrelated
12.1% uncertainty due to different neutron emission spectra, as

∆Ψ = Ψ

√(
∆A′

A′ + ∆ϵw

ϵw

)2
+ 0.1212 . (3.26)

Note that even though the event numbers are not very high, we can here approximate the
Poisson distribution via a Gaussian distribution, as the impact on the statistical uncertainty is
marginal compared to the magnitude of the dominating systematic effect. We can then calculate
the statistical uncertainty on the neutron flux simply as

σΨ =
√

n+ α2b

f2ϵ2wA
′2t2s

, (3.27)

which yields a symmetric interval. We used these formulae when analysing the neutron flux
measurement above and in Ref. [1]. In Tabs. 3.4 and 3.5, we summarise all contributions to the
uncertainty on the neutron detection efficiency, and on the neutron flux of the 228Th sources,
respectively.

Source of uncertainty Magnitude ×10−4 Relative size [%]
241Am9Be source flux, with decay 0.11 2.5

moderation length 0.5 11
fit range 0.27 6
fit model 0.41 9

total, systematic 0.71 16
statistical 0.03 0.7

total, stat. + syst. 0.71 16

Table 3.4: List of contributions to the uncertainty on the neutron detection efficiency of the
LiI(Eu) detector, together with their absolute size and relative to the best-fit value of the
efficiency of ϵ = 4.55× 10−4. The total systematic and overall uncertainties are shown as well.

3.5 Simulations of source-induced background

We simulated the calibration procedure of L-200 to determine the impact of the calibrations
on the expected background rate. Neutrons were emitted at the initially planned calibration
positions inside the L-200 detector array, followed by dedicated simulations of the decay chains
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Source of uncertainty Magnitude ×10−4 [n / (kBq s)] Relative size [%]
emission spectra [137] 0.48 / 0.60 / 0.52 12 / 12 / 12

228Th sources activity, with decay 0.12 / 0.30 / - 3 / 6 / -
solid angle & activity weighting of efficiency 0.64 / 0.79 / - 16 / 16 /-

total, systematic 0.90 / 1.24 / 0.93 23 / 25 / 22
statistical 0.88 / 1.02 / 0.69 22 / 21 / 16

total, stat. + syst. 1.26 / 1.61 / 1.16 31 / 33 / 27

Table 3.5: List of contributions to the uncertainty on the neutron flux emitted by the L-200
calibration sources as measured with the LiI(Eu) detector, in combination with their magnitude
and relative size when normalised to the best-fit flux results of Ψ = 4.00 / 4.96 / 4.30 ×
10−4 n / (kBq s) for the measurements with 17 / 15 sources / global estimate. We also indicate
the overall systematic and total uncertainties.

of the potentially dangerous produced isotopes, comprising locations within the Ge detectors
and in external materials. As mentioned above, the most important contributor is the 77Ge
ground-state beta decay to 77As, with a Q-value of 2.7 MeV, and a half-life of T1/2 = 11.3 h. The
metastable state, usually considered one of the most critical isotope decays in Legend if caused
by cosmogenic neutron activation [54], is not relevant in our case. The source removal time after
finishing a calibration is approximately 14 min. With a half-life of T1/2 = 52.9 s, 77mGe isotopes
decay fast enough to induce a suppression of their background contribution by more than five
orders of magnitude by the end of a calibration. Other potential contributors comprise 41Ar with
a beta decay Q-value of 2.49 MeV and T1/2 = 1.8 h, produced upon neutron capture on the most
abundant isotope in the cryostat, 40Ar. As the branching ratio of the respective decay mode is
0.78% [49], and the emitted electrons need to propagate through the liquid and penetrate the
detector beyond the dead layer without losing relevant energy, the expected contribution is still
subdominant, as we will prove below. Potentially, 76Ga could be produced by highly-energetic
neutrons with a production threshold of 6.2 MeV, leading not only to a β-transition with a Q-
value of 6.9 MeV [49], i.e., beyond 2 MeV, but also causing a γ-transition within 1 FWHM of
Qββ [141]. Two important points prevent a relevant production. The neutron energy spectrum
of the sources, peaking at around 3 MeV, is already highly suppressed above 6 MeV [123], mean-
ing only a few 76Ga isotopes may be produced at all. Given their T1/2 of 33 s [49], these would
then decay, yielding an overall suppression during the source removal duration of around eight
orders of magnitude.
We investigated the production rate of the relevant isotopes during the simulations to confirm
the agnostic expectations quantitatively. We ran all simulations in MaGe [142], a Geant4 [143,
144, 145] -based simulation framework specifically tailored to the Gerda, MJD, and Legend
experiments. The software simulates particle interactions inside the relevant geometrical con-
figurations and the corresponding particle propagation and energy deposition. Due to a change
in the array configuration from the planned 14 to 12 strings due to space considerations for the
LAr veto barrels, the simulated geometry does not exactly correspond to the currently operated
hardware layout. However, the overall dimensions are rather similar. We will see below that
the induced background level is sufficiently low to neglect the uncertainty induced by the geo-
metrical differences. We generated 107 neutrons initiated from the calibration positions foreseen
earlier. Given the 14-fold symmetry in the assumed configuration (Fig. 3.23), we limit our-
selves to source locations one and two, effectively doubling the statistics due to the symmetry.
Within the MaGe reference system, these positions are parametrised as S1 = (150, 0, z) mm,
and S2 = (0, 150, z) mm, where z ∈ {425, 325, 225, 105, 40,−60,−160,−280} − 400. The offset
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at the end shifts the positions to the centre of the detector array in the vertical axis.

Figure 3.23: Preliminary geometry implementation of LEGEND-200 in the Geant4-based MaGe
simulation framework. Left: detector array with LAr veto fibres. Middle: x-z-view of the array.
Right: x-y-view of the detector array with calibration source positions. The sketches are adapted
from Ref. [54], P. Krause, R. Massarcyk, C. Ransom, and other collaboration members.

We determined the energy distribution of the neutrons via a cubic spline interpolation of
the data of the neutron flux spectrum simulated for Gerda Phase I [123]. We then investigated
the locations where simulated neutron captures were observed, identifying the detectors, the
LAr veto setup, and the cryostat walls as the main locations, with captures in the entire LAr
uniformly distributed. An overview of the positions of the simulated neutron capture reactions
is given in Fig. 3.24.

Isotope Number of Q-value T1/2 Suppression Relevant
produced isotopes [MeV] factor fraction

any 8817752 not unique not unique not unique 9.764×10−2
77Ge 21811×∼0.5 2.7 11.3 h 0.986 1.075×10−3

77mGe 21811×∼0.5 2.7 52.9 s 1.659×10−5 1.810×10−8
41Ar 177512 2.49 109.34 min 0.915 1.750×10−2
76Ga 0 6.9 32.6 s 1.751×10−8 ≤ 1.751× 10−15

Table 3.6: Numbers of different isotopes of interest as produced via neutron capture in a sim-
ulation of 107 neutrons sampled from the calibration positions. The suppression factors and
relevant surviving isotope fraction due to the exponential decay during source removal assumed
to last 14 min, corresponding to approximately 8400 mm moving distance, are listed as well.

We also counted the number of relevant isotopes produced via neutron capture, as listed in
Tab. 3.6. Here we assumed an equal production rate for the ground state and the metastable
state of 77Ge, which is, in approximation, sufficiently accurate for our needs for the following
reason. Taking into account that approximately 10 to 20% more 77mGe is produced [146, 147],
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Figure 3.24: Locations of neutron capture reactions in the cryostat caused by neutrons emitted
from the sources as simulated with a L-200-like Geant4 geometry. The small, inner circles
indicate the position of the detectors, and the centre and outer rings are the LAr veto system
and the cryostat walls, respectively. Left: x-y-view. Right: x-z-view.

the 19% of 77mGe nuclei that decay via its ground-state result in a roughly equal abundance. In
Tab. 3.6, we also estimate the fraction of relevant isotopes surviving the source removal time, i.e.,
that may potentially lead to a background event during physics data taking. From the survival
fraction, we readily deduce the subsequent cases still to be simulated are most importantly 77Ge,
and in addition, 41Ar, but 77mGe and 76Ga are irrelevant due to the time suppression. We then
simulated 107 77Ge full decay chains originating inside the detector strings.
We again effectively double the simulated events due to the 14-fold symmetry by using a uniform
sampling among all channels in strings 1 to 7. We subsequently analysed the resulting smeared
energy spectra before and after background reduction cuts to estimate the expected event rates
in the region-of-interest for the 0νββ decay search. We emphasise the usage of the word smeared,
meaning we took the finite detector energy resolution into account by adding to each detected
energy value a Gaussian random variable with a mean equal to zero, and a standard deviation
equal to the energy resolution of the measured Gerda IC detector resolution curved evaluated
at the observed energy. We also applied the detector anti-coincidence cut, and a simplified
pulse shape discrimination cut based on the spatial extent of the simulated hits in MaGe. This
simplified approach mitigates the need for dedicated waveform simulations, still estimating the
fraction of single versus multi-site events expected to be distinguished by the full pulse shape
analysis. More details on this simplified method are given at the end of this section. The 77Ge
beta decay hit event distribution is shown in Fig. 3.25. The corresponding energy histogram,
summed over all detectors channels, is plotted in Fig. 3.26, where the effects of the background
reduction cuts are also indicated.

We list the counted simulated hits in different energy ranges, particularly in the ROI, here
defined as 1950 to 2150 keV, in Tab. 3.7.

Note the reduction of two orders of magnitude upon application of the PSD cuts. This
strong suppression can only be achieved due to the accompanying γ particles emitted in 77As
de-excitation processes following the 77Ge beta decays, which causes a dominant multi-site event
character for these decays. In Fig. 3.27, we illustrate the decay scheme of the 77(m)Ge isotope,
which indicates the presence of the mentioned accompanying γ-ray emissions in the case of the
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Figure 3.25: Simulated energy depositions from 77Ge isotope decays inside the HPGe detectors
when sampled uniformly among strings 1 to 7. Left: x-y-view. Right: x-z-view.

Cut level Full spectrum ≥ 200 keV ROI 1950-2150 keV ROI event fraction
before 14939830 12227300 434626 4.346×10−2

M1/AC 6049439 5937062 346822 3.468×10−2

PSD 3424357 1536459 3312 3.312×10−4

M1/AC+PSD 505820 420063 2168 2.168×10−4

Table 3.7: Number of energy depositions in given energy ranges as observed in detectors due to
77Ge decay, as well as the relevant ROI fraction.

ground-state beta decay.
Using the measured neutron flux Ψ from Sec. 3.4, a nominal 76Ge enrichment fraction of

f76Ge = 0.9, the relevant surviving isotope fraction s, the ROI width w = 200 keV, and the
ROI event fraction fROI before / after cuts, we can now convert the neutron-induced background
contribution into a full background index for L-200. Under the assumption of a weekly calibration
time fraction of around tcal = 2 h / (7 × 24 h) like in Gerda, of a nominal operated detector
array mass of m0 = 200 kg, and a nominal source activity of A0 = 16 × 5 kBq compensating
for potential source replacements instead of aggressively considering the activity decrease over
time, we estimate an induced background before / after analysis cuts of

BI = Ψ A0 fROI f76Ge s tcal
m w

= 1.4× 10−5 / 6.7× 10−8 counts / (keV kg yr) . (3.28)

This value is more than three orders of magnitude below the L-200 background budget of
2× 10−4 counts / (keV kg yr), leaving only the impact of 41Ar as a potentially dangerous con-
tributor. We simulate this case as follows. We initiate 107 full isotope decay chains uniformly
distributed among a cylinder inside the cryogenic liquid with the following dimensions, ra-
dius r = 750 mm, height h = 1500 mm, centre vector c⃗ = (0, 0, 70) mm, and shift vector
s⃗ = −(0, 0, 400) mm. These dimensions and the shift ensure that the detector array is fully en-
closed by the cylinder, with an appropriate margin to cover propagation effects inside the LAr.
A further expansion of the cylinder to the entire cryostat only reduces the chance for especially
the electrons to reach the array, meaning it would require an extremely high number of simula-
tions to achieve relevant statistics. Hence, we instead overestimate the potential contribution,
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Figure 3.26: Simulated 77Ge ground state decay spectra in the HPGe detectors after neutron
capture on 76Ge, before (blue) and after various background reduction cuts (green, yellow, red).
The abbreviations refer to detector anti-coincidence (AC) and pulse-shape discrimination (PSD).
The blue shaded region indicates the region-of-interest for the 0νββ search. Left: full spectrum.
Right: zoom into the ROI for the 0νββ analysis.
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Figure 3.27: Simplified decay scheme of the metastable state and the ground-state of 77Ge
to 77As. Whereas 77mGe either de-excitates to its ground-state by γ-ray emission or directly
undergoes a beta decay to the ground-state of 77As, the beta decay of 77Ge always transits
through an excited state of 77As, and is hence always accompanied by one or more γ particle
emissions during the subsequent de-excitation.

yielding a conservative result. As in the case of the 77Ge study, we investigate the simulated
energy depositions in the detector array, see Fig. 3.28.

We show the simulated histograms in Fig. 3.29, and the counted hits in Tab. 3.8.
Here we again apply energy smearing and evaluate the count numbers before / after the back-

ground reduction cuts, namely after AC and PSD cuts. After the latter, no events remain, which
confirms that we can safely neglect the contributions caused by this isotope. Applying the same
conversion scheme as above with a pseudo value of one hit, we obtain a more quantitative con-
firmation of a background index upper bound of less than 6× 10−10 counts / (keV kg yr), which
is fully irrelevant for the sensitivity of L-200.
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Figure 3.28: Simulated energy depositions from 41Ar isotope decays around the detector array,
distributed within a cylinder inside the LAr with radius r = 750 mm, height h = 2 · 750 mm,
and centre position c⃗ = (0, 0, 70− 400)T mm. Left: x-y-view. Right: x-z-view.
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Figure 3.29: Simulated 41Ar beta decay spectrum. The plotted individual functions, and the
used abbreviations, follow those in Fig. 3.26. Left: full spectrum. Right: zoom into the region-
of-interest for the 0νββ analysis.

Cut level Full spectrum ≥ 200 keV ROI 1950-2150 keV ROI event fraction
before 852736 539093 37 3.7×10−6

M1/AC 605412 396310 34 3.4×10−6

PSD 380545 154899 0 ≤ 10−7

M1/AC+PSD 247707 98277 0 ≤ 10−7

Table 3.8: Number of energy depositions in given energy ranges as observed in the detectors
due to 41Ar decay, as well as ROI fraction.

What we have not yet explained in detail, but have applied already, is the simplified PSD cut
based on the spatial extent of simulated energy depositions inside the Ge detectors, mitigating
the need to perform full waveform simulations with a subsequent event pulse shape discrimi-
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nation study. Note that also in Gerda, a simplified method was applied frequently to obtain
fast estimations after applying the PSD cuts. A simulated energy deposition was interpreted
as single-site event if the corresponding spatial extent within a Ge detector does not exceed
2 mm. This value conservatively takes into account the approximate ∼1 mm mean free path of
an electron of ∼2 MeV in Ge. For the complete 0νββ decay analysis, a more refined PSD cut
investigation based on the actual pulse shapes had been applied [100]. We pursue the simplified
approach in a slightly more refined manner as follows.
Similarly to the real PSD cut efficiency evaluation, based on the DEP of 208Tl in the calibration
data, we use simulated events in the DEP to determine the expected spatial extent of potential
0νββ signals. Recall that to generate the DEP, the two secondary γ particles escape the detector,
and only a single site event deposition remains, i.e., a signal-like event is expected. Technically,
we simulate 5×106 full 228Th decay chain events each for the same set of 16 calibration positions
as done for the neutron simulation, i.e., overall 80×107 decays. We again apply both the energy
resolution smearing based on the measured IC resolution curve from Gerda, and the AC cut,
keeping in mind that DEP events are of single-site type, meaning contained in one detector. A
spectrum of such events is shown in Fig. 3.30, left.
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Figure 3.30: Left: simulated spectrum of DEP energy depositions summed over all detectors,
after the application of the AC/M1 cut. The theoretical DEP energy is highlighted in red, and
the selection window for accepted events in orange. Right: plot and fit of the spatial extent of
the events falling into the selected event region from the left plot. The fit consists of a skewed
Gaussian distribution to model the asymmetric signal peak shape, and a linear function for the
background continuum. The r90 cut value of 1.0 mm corresponds to the 90% quantile of the
fitted skewed Gaussian component.

Thirdly, we select energies within a window of ±2 FWHM around the DEP energy and his-
togram the spatial extent of the selected simulated events within the detector volume. Fourthly,
we fit the obtained histogram with a skewed Gaussian to model the asymmetric peak shape
of signal events, and a linear function to model the underlying continuum caused by Compton
scattering events penetrating the region of interest. The histogram data, the combined fit, and
the two individual components are shown in Fig. 3.30. Lastly, considering that the real PSD
cuts are usually tuned to achieve a nominal signal acceptance of 90%, we interpret the 90%
quantile of the signal, i.e., the skewed Gaussian, as an estimator to be used for the spatial ex-
tent cut replacing the original waveform based PSD cut. The resulting value is a spatial extent
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r90 equal to 1.0 mm, which we have applied in the background evaluation for the isotope decay
simulations outlined above. Even though the extent is smaller than what had been commonly
used in Gerda, the result agrees well with what was found by other collaborators as well [121].
In addition, we investigate the impact of our spatial extent cut on the simulated data around the
SEP and FEP, expecting a multi-site event character, and hence a wider distribution of spatial
extents. We show a histogram of the extents in the three different peaks in Fig. 3.31.
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Figure 3.31: Histogram of the spatial extent of the simulated events in the DEP, SEP, FEP,
after application of the AC cut. The selection windows are centred at the peak position, and
span a width of ±2 FWHM of the DEP. The r90 cut value was determined from the DEP event
study in Fig. 3.30.

Here we select the simulated events in the same manner as for the DEP study. This means
we apply the AC cut, and constrain the energy interval to a window centred at the corresponding
peak, with a width of ±2 FWHM of the DEP peak. We choose the width of the latter, as it has
the smallest energy resolution among the three lines. From the plot we deduce a very strong
reduction of the background-like multi-site SEP and FEP events when applying the spatial
extent cut based on the r90 value determined above. We provide a quantitative overview of the
survival fractions of simulated events in the DEP, SEP, and FEP in Tab. 3.9.

Peak Events in peak region Events after PSD Survival fraction [%]
DEP 13871 6521 47.0
SEP 37444 650 1.7
FEP 468594 612 0.1

Table 3.9: Comparison of survival fractions in the DEP, SEP, FEP for the simplified pulse shape
study based on the simulated spatial extent of events. The investigated spatial extents for each
peak were selected in a window of ±2 FWHM of the DEP, centred at the mean values of 1592.5,
2103.5, 2164.5 keV for the DEP, SEP, FEP. The r90 cut value of 1.0 mm was determined in
Fig. 3.30.

We emphasise that less than 2% of the background events survive the cut, whereas almost
half of the simulated DEP events pass the criterion, implying a good enhancement of the signal-
to-background ratio. The fraction of energy depositions in the DEP being rejected by the cut can
be understood by the Compton continuum surrounding the single-site like DEP peak events.
The presence of these events had already been compensated for in the estimation of the cut
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value by fitting the skewed Gaussian peak profile simultaneously with a linear pedestal, as dis-
cussed in relation with Fig. 3.30. Hence, the performance of the background reduction cut in
terms of the signal survival fraction is not altered relevantly. In comparison to real pulse shape
discrimination studies performed by Gerda based on measured calibration data [100], we see
qualitatively similar trends in terms of the survival of DEP events as opposed to the suppression
of SEP and FEP events, however with strong differences in the actual numerical percentages.
Given differently chosen analysis techniques and data selection windows between the simplified
simulation approach and the actual PSD analysis, a direct comparison is expected to provide
only a very rough idea.
Overall our simplified pulse shape studies put the background level estimations, in particular
also after cut applications, on solid ground. In addition, the LAr veto cut has not been applied
here, as we have not run any optical simulations. In the real experiment, the number of events
accompanied by γ particles escaping a detector and causing scintillation signals in the LAr will
thus only further decrease the background level. Considering all the cut uncertainties and the
geometrical inaccuracies, let us underline that the actual numerical values are to be interpreted
as order of magnitude estimates, though very promising ones. We suggest the collaboration to
run detailed pulse shape simulations to obtain quantitatively more accurate background esti-
mates in the future.
To conclude, our estimations prove that the background contribution in L-200 induced by cali-
brations is negligible, confirming the possibility of safely deploying the sources in the experiment.
Given the strong suppression factors achieved via applying the cuts, a more refined evaluation,
based on the actual L-200 geometry, more precise weight, activity, mass, and time duration
estimates, does not seem to be required for the operations of L-200. However, a potential pitfall
may appear. Let us remark that additional sources are currently produced for L-200 at Lanl.
These will be needed as the half-life of 228Th is approximately 1.9 yr, which is shorter than the
expected full run duration of five years. Later calibrations would take too long to provide suffi-
cient statistics in all detector channels. Hence the new sources will be installed upon arrival and
characterisation at Lngs, presumably in 2025. The neutron rate measurements with the LiI(Eu)
detector should then be repeated with the new sources to ensure that a new production set does
not cause higher neutron fluxes than expected and that our conclusions on the background level
are not being altered.
Another important point to be made here is the case of L-1000. The 20 times lower background
budget compared to L-200 and the different array configuration, potentially consisting of densely
packed detector strings if built at Lngs, may result in a higher number and impact of neutron
capture reactions. Therefore, we strongly recommend simulating the neutron capture processes
in a realistic L-1000 geometry, guided by the procedure presented here for L-200. This will allow
for an accurate evaluation of the expected background contribution. If an unacceptably high
level of calibration-induced background counts is anticipated, there are a couple of possible so-
lutions. One option is to extend the periods between calibrations from one to two weeks, which
would effectively lower the 77Ge background level by a factor of two, even without changing
the calibration duration. Alternatively, the production process or the shielding method of the
radioactive sources themselves could be improved to further reduce the neutron emission rate
directly on the source side.
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Chapter 4

Searches for signatures of new
physics in GERDA

The Gerda and the Legend experiments offer a unique experimental configuration in the sense
of combining the high efficiencies and unparalleled energy resolution of the HPGe semiconduc-
tor detectors with the active shielding benefits of the liquid scintillator. Achieving the ultra
low background level as well as optimal efficiency and resolution performance implies poten-
tially competitive sensitivities to BSM processes other than 0νββ decay. Here, we explore the
sensitivity of Gerda to interactions caused by bosonic dark matter candidates, nucleon de-
cays violating baryon number, and electron decays violating charge conservation. These physics
channels are typically probed in large-scale experiments of multi-tonne exposures, clearly ex-
ceeding the reach of Gerda. However, as presented in this chapter, our results are among the
strongest ones measured with semiconductor detectors. Based on our obtained sensitivities in
Gerda, we will motivate the reach of Legend, potentially entering the regime of competitive
constraints given the performance achievable in Ge detector-based experiments. We start with
a brief introduction of the different physics models. Afterwards, we describe the full high-level
data analysis for Gerda, covering the data selection including the signal and the background
modelling of the data, the efficiency simulation, and the statistical methods. We then present
the final Gerda results on these searches. We conclude with the projection of the sensitivity of
L-1000 as deduced from the measured Gerda data.

4.1 New physics channels

4.1.1 Bosonic dark matter

One of the biggest puzzles in the physics of the Universe apart from the origin of the matter-
antimatter asymmetry is the nature of the dark matter (DM), comprising around five times
more energy density than baryonic, or ordinary, matter, as outlined in Chapter 1. Assuming
the accuracy of the gravitational laws of Nature as described by General Relativity to hold,
remarkable evidence for its existence on all astrophysical scales has been found. These range
from, among many others, galactic rotational curve measurements, gravitational lensing and X-
ray studies on the galaxy-cluster scale, up to investigations of the cosmic microwave background
on the cosmological edge of the observable Universe. For a detailed discussion of the evidence
for DM, we refer the reader to e.g. [148, 149]. The ideas to solve this riddle range over a similar
scale, from tiny bosonic fields with masses from O(10−22 eV), via typical fermionic, weakly
interacting massive particles (WIMPs) of masses around the GeV or TeV scale, all the way up to
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macroscopic objects of astrophysical sizes such as black holes. Yet, no conclusive explanation for
the nature of DM has been identified. Given this uncertain situation, many experimental efforts
are ongoing, terrestrially in accelerator and fixed-target experiments, and even on satellites in
Space [150]. Three main concepts are pursued. Collider experiments search for indications of
missing energy upon the production of DM particles, which escape the detectors. In contrast,
direct detection experiments seek to measure the momentum of matter particles when scattering
with incoming DM particles. Indirect detection experiments instead look for excesses in the event
rates of SM particle observations caused by the annihilation of DM particles. Despite a wide
range of experimental approaches and programs, no convincing signature of any DM interaction
with ordinary matter has been found in a laboratory [151]. With the excellent experimental
performance, our experiments can contribute to the investigation of multiple potential solutions.
One class of candidates to those interactions we are sensitive to are bosonic DM (bDM) particles
with masses around the keV scale, sometimes referred to as superWIMPs. Considering this mass
range, their coupling needs to be extremely small even compared to the weak scale in order to
compose the entire DM in our galaxy, as e.g. pointed out in Ref. [152]. This explains why the
authors thereof refer to these as superWIMPs. A low interaction rate though implies a large
number density, which, as we will see below, makes it possible to probe at least a certain mass
range relevant for DM in Gerda. These bDM particles are in fact a class of particles whose
interactions, with SM fermions, can be described by different Lagrangians as listed below,

- scalar s, Ls = gss ψψ ,

- pseudoscalar a, La = gaa ψiγ5ψ ,

- vector V , LV = gV Vµ ψγ
µψ ,

- axialvector A, LA = gAAµ ψγ5γ
µψ .

Here, ψ denotes a SM fermion field which the bDM particle of mass mi couples to with coupling
strengths gi, where the index i denotes the corresponding particle class in terms of the be-
haviour under a parity transformation. All classes of particles may be observed because of their
absorption inside a Ge detector when removing an electron from its atomic shell, exactly like for
photons in a photoelectric effect [81]. In addition, they may scatter off an atomic shell electron,
just like γ particles undergo Compton scattering, producing an electron-photon pair [82]. A
sketch of the two channels is shown in Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Left: sketch of the photoelectric-like absorption of a bDM particle by a Ge atom,
represented by its nucleus N , causing the emission of an electron from its atomic shell. Right:
sketch of the dark Compton scattering of a bDM particle with an atomic shell electron (s channel
left, t channel right). Here, an electron and a photon are produced.

We refer to the latter channel as dark Compton scattering. The expected interaction rates
for both processes for the case of pseudoscalar and vector particles were provided by DM phe-
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nomenologists in Refs. [152, 153, 154]. We thus limit ourselves in this analysis to these two
particle types, but in principle all results obtained could be reinterpreted to the cases of the
scalar and/or axialvector candidates. We further limit the search to masses below 2me, where
me denotes the electron mass. Above this threshold, the decay into e+e− pairs prevents bDM to
be stable over timescales of at least around the age of the Universe, a requirement to explain DM.
The considered pseudoscalar candidates are sometimes referred to as axion-like particles (ALPs),
particles that have similar properties to the axion, which is a pseudoscalar particle. The axion is
the pseudo-Goldstone boson emerging from the spontaneuously broken Peccei-Quinn symmetry
initially suggested to explain why the expected charge-parity violations in strong interactions are
strongly suppressed [155], but is not necessarily further linked to our pseudoscalar bDM particle
of interest. Vector bDM instead is sometimes referred to as dark photons, introduced analo-
gously to SM photons as mediators of a dark U(1)’ symmetry in hidden sector models. However,
if dark photons are massive, they may either compose the entire DM, without the need for any
additional fermionic candidate, or contribute to the dark matter density [156]. As dark photons
mix with SM photons [157], they are potentially detectable. Due to couplings or mixing to SM
photons, both our candidates are not fully stable over the age of the Universe [152]. In fact, it
has been pointed out in Ref. [158] that the sensitivity of current experiments in the field is not
sufficient to reach the regime where pseudoscalar particles can compose the entire DM for all
masses below 2me. We will come back to this argument when interpreting our results in Sec. 4.5.
For the moment, we neglect the needed lifetime and focus on a generic search for any potential
mass values below 2me. The DM candidate needs to be dominantly cold, that is, non-relativistic,
in order to explain the formation of structures such as galaxies and galaxy clusters [159, 160].
Taking into account a DM velocity1 of today of v ∼ 10−3, we can approximate the incoming
energy as the mass of the bDM, EbDM = mbDM. The approximate energy-mass equality implies
a scan over our energy spectrum essentially poses a scan for bDM signals over certain masses.
Using the formulae derived in Refs. [152, 153, 154], we expect the following interaction rates of
pseudoscalar bDM of a given mass ma when interacting via both absorption and dark Compton
scattering in the energy spectrum of our Ge detectors,

Ra = ρDM
3g2

aema

4e2m2
e

σPE(ma)× ϵe− + neρDMe
2g2

aema(ma + 2me)2

ρt 16π m2
e(ma +me)4 × ϵe−γ . (4.1)

For the interactions of a vector bDM particle of mass mV , we expect a rate of

RV = ρDM
mV

α
′

α
σPE(mV )× ϵe− +

neρDMe
4 α

′

α (mV + 2me)(m2
V + 2memV + 2m2

e)
ρt mV 24π m2

e(mV +me)3 × ϵe−γ . (4.2)

Here, ρDM and ρt denote the density of the DM in our galaxy and of the target, respectively, α
and α′ are the SM U(1) and the dark U’(1) fine structure constants, e and ne are the electric
charge and the number of electrons in the target, and σPE denotes the photoeletric cross section.
The coupling of pseudoscalar bDM to electrons gae corresponds to ga in the list of Lagragians
when limiting ourselves to electrons, and the kinetic mixing strength α′/α is related to gV in the
vector bDM case via α′/α = e2g2

V . In both equations, the first summand denotes the expected
absorption rate, and the latter one the scattering contribution. Hence, ϵe−,e−γ denotes the
efficiency of detecting either an e−, for the absorption case, or an e−γ-pair, for the scattering
case, respectively, at a given energy. The electron energy, which is simply Ee = mbDM for
absorption, is given as

Ee = m2
bDM

2 (me +mbDM) , (4.3)

1As mentioned in Chapter 1, in this thesis we always use natural units, i.e. the speed of light is set to unity.
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in the scattering case, whereas the photon energy reads

Eγ = mbDM − Ee =
√
E2

e + 2meEe . (4.4)

We remark that the functional dependencies of the rates on the bDM mass for the several particle
candidates and processes can be explained by the different cross sections. Naively, we would
expect the rates to scale inversely with mbDM, as the flux of the incoming bDM particles that
can interact is proportional to the number density. As the overall rate is not only proportional
to the flux, but also depends on the interaction cross section, this simple inverse proportionality
is modified if the latter is not independent of the bDM mass. For the pseudoscalar bDM,
the absorption cross section scales quadratically with the bDM mass [152], hence we see an
overall linearity in mbDM (see Eq. 4.1). In the case of the scattering, the scaling of the rate is
linear as well for ma ≪ me, but approaches an inverse proportionality in the opposite regime
ma ≫ me [153]. For the vector bDM, the inverse dependency of the rate with the mass is
retained in the absorption case, given a mass-independent cross section [152]. Similarly, in the
asymptotic mass regimes mV ≪ me and mV ≫ me also the rate induced by the scattering
process scales as 1/mbDM [153]. Given the more complicated dependencies of the cross sections
on the bDM mass derived by calculating the Feynman diagrams, as done in Refs. [152, 153,
154], the simple functional behaviour does not hold for any bDM mass. We show a plot of the
relative contribution of absorption and dark Compton scattering for fixed bDM mass, for both
the cross sections and rates, in Fig. 4.2, adopting the formulae from [154].

To take into account a realistic experimental environment, we indicate additionally the rates
for different efficiencies ϵe−γ , where the efficiency of the pair is assumed to describe the full
combined energy measurement. For simplicity of the comparison, we set ϵe− to unity. Looking
at the plots, we see that the relative strength strongly depends on both the relative efficiency
and the energy range. Whereas the absorption process dominates in the lower keV range, the
scattering process becomes more and more important approaching the MeV regime. A former
study in Gerda [161] already analysed the absorption process using Bayesian techniques, with
a null result over the entire analysed mass range of 60 keV to 1 MeV. Similarly, several other
experiments have investigated this channel. For an overview of recent experiments, we refer
readers to Ref. [162]. Leading results in different mass ranges were obtained by Edelweiss [163],
Marona Demonstrator (MJD) [164], and XenonnT [165], all with null results. Let us
emphasise that no experiment has included the dark Compton scattering in the interpretation
of their results, as motivated in Refs. [153, 154]. This means that our current study poses the
very first combined interpretation performed by an experiment. Our findings above let us expect
relevant sensitivity improvements towards higher energies.
Let us now briefly discuss the expected signal shapes to identify our analysis strategy. When
a bDM particle is absorbed by the germanium atom, an electron is ejected. With a mean free
path of around one mm in a semiconductor, the electron gets fully absorbed in the majority of
the cases. Since mostly all of the induced charge would be collected, a full energy deposition
corresponding to the incoming energy of the DM particle is expected. In other words, we will
need to look for a peak-like signature in the energy spectrum located at mbDM. In the case
of the scattering, the final-state electron would also most likely be absorbed immediately. In
contrast, the γ, having a mean free path of around 0.1 to 2 cm depending on the precise energy
in the relevant range [153], can either fully escape the source detector or be partially or fully
absorbed within. As the dimensions of the Ge detectors are around 3 to 10 cm, it is not obvious
to estimate which scenario dominates. Hence, dedicated simulations were run by our colleagues
from University of Padua (UniPD). These revealed that the highest efficiency is obtained for the
combined detection of the electron and the γ, meaning again for the detection of the full incoming
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Figure 4.2: Top, left: plot of the crosssection of the photo-electric like absorption σA (blue), and
dark Compton-like scattering σC (red) processes for vector bDM. Top, right: the same plot for
pseudoscalar bDM. For illustration purposes, the couplings ga and gV are set equal to unity in
both figures. Bottom, left: expected rates induced by both scattering and absorption processes
in a Ge-based experiment for vector bDM. Bottom, right: the same plot for pseudoscalar bDM.
For illustration purposes, we set ga = gV = 10−12, corresponding to a very rough approximation
of the sensitivity of Gerda, as we will see in Sec. 4.5. Realistic experimental scenarios are
indicated by downscaling the detection efficiency for the Compton channel with respect to the
absorption process (dashed, dotted). The former requires tagging of both β and γ particles,
whereas in the latter case only the electron needs to be detected. The figure is adapted from
Ref. [154].

energy, exactly as in the absorption case. We will discuss more details on these simulations in
Sec. 4.3. With this in mind, we will apply the same technical analysis to search for an induced
full energy peak, which can then be interpreted as the combined rate of both interactions, for
either bDM candidate. As a last remark, regarding the methods, our analysis poses the first
bDM search in Gerda that applies a full Frequentist statistical treatment.
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4.1.2 Nucleon decay

Having addressed two major unsolved shortcomings of the SM, namely no viable mechanism
to explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry of the Universe, see Chapter 1, and the nature of
DM, as outlined in the previous section, we can now turn to a process potentially providing
input on both simultaneously. An alternative solution to the DM puzzle via dark or a mirror
neutrons has been suggested in, e.g. Refs. [166, 167]. Such mirror neutrons are further inspired
by an experimental anomaly between measurements of the neutron lifetime with neutron beam
and with bottle experiments. The former method relies on the counting of protons produced in
the decay of neutrons in-flight, the latter on the exponential law, which the decay of ultra-cold
neutrons trapped in a bottle follows [168]. The discrepancy between these measurements has
been standing on the ∼ 4σ level for years, and a viable explanation in terms of a systematic
effect has not yet been found [169, 170]. In the simplest model explaining the discrepancy, a
new fermionic mirror particle χ mixes with its SM counterpart according to the Lagrangian

Ln = θ (nχ+ nχ) . (4.5)

This mixing could induce invisible decays of the SM neutron. Extensions with two mirror
neutrons χ and χ̃ are proposed in Ref. [166] as well. Example processes of a neutron disappearing
and producing dark neutrons, potentially accompanied by a γ particle, are sketched in Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Left: illustration of an invisible neutron decay into dark sector particles. Right:
illustration of a semi-visible neutron decay into dark sector particles. In both sketches, χ and χ̃
denote dark fermions, i.e. one or two mirror (dark) neutrons, and Φ and ϕ are dark (mediator)
bosons. The sketches follow the principles of the illustrations published in [171].

Adding to the standard beta decay of neutrons, such a mixing or oscillation may explain why
the bottle experiments observe a reduced neutron lifetime. Let us remark that in Ref. [171], it
was pointed out that phenomenological considerations in combination with existing experimental
constraints imply a limited viability for these dark decays in heavy elements such as Ge as
operated in Gerda. The dark neutron decays inside the latter must be suppressed to ensure
the stability of SM protons and light nuclei such as 9Be [172], assuming a coupling of the dark
neutron to the proton, plus a similar behaviour of bound and free neutrons with respect to
dark decays. However, a potential annihilation of a bound neutron with an incoming dark
(anti-)neutron from the galactic bulk may still cause the disappearance of a neutron also from a
heavy nucleus [172]. Moreover, let us underline that several BSM models predict single neutron
decays independently of any stability and coupling conditions related to dark sector physics. An
example of such a BSM decay channel is a neutron decaying into three neutrinos, which is e.g.
predicted by models of extra dimensions [5], or two or three neutrons decaying simultaneously, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.2. In these scenarios, the disappearance of one or more neutrons implies the
violation of baryon number. This is of particular relevance, as we outlined in Chapter 1. Baryon
number violation is one of the fundamental criteria as proposed by Sakharov to understand the
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matter-antimatter asymmetry of the Universe [5, 173]. Similarly, also single or multiple proton
decays would imply baryon number violation, and are hence of similar interest.
Any of these processes would open a large window of potential experimental signatures, as
partially sketched in Ref. [171]. For instance, the disappearance of a nucleon, neutron or proton,
out of a Ge diode enriched in 76Ge, would cause an energy release at least as large as the
minimal nuclear separation energy in this isotope, which is approximately 9.5 MeV [174]. This
release may occur via a γ-cascade emission or induce further α or additional nucleon emissions.
Searching for such a large energy deposition is very difficult, as the precise emission properties,
more precisely the angular distribution and the type and the number of particles of the induced
cascade, are not unique. Consequently, we cannot simply simulate these processes. However, if
we restrict ourselves to the simplest case, a single neutron disappearing from the 76Ge nucleus,
we expect the production of 75Ge. This isotope undergoes beta decays in several branches to
75As, with a half-life of 82 min and a maximal Q-value of 1183 keV [175], as illustrated in Fig. 4.4.

75Ge

75As

11.5%
265 keV

Q=919 keVQ=1183 keV

82 min

87.1%

Figure 4.4: Simplified scheme of the decay of the isotope 75Ge to 75As, adapted from Ref. [175].
Whereas the direct beta decay of 75Ge to the ground-state of 75As is difficult to clearly identify
in the detectors of Gerda due to the strong 39Ar background, the beta decay of 75Ge to
an excited state of 75As accompanied by γ-emissions cause potential coincident events in two
detectors, strongly reducing the background. The dominant γ-transition occurs at an energy
of approximately 265 keV, with a branching ratio of 11.5%. The branching ratios of all other
γ-accompanied transitions is below percent-level, and hence neglected.

We could now look for single subsequent β particles in the HPGe detectors from this sec-
ondary decay process. However, the presence of 39Ar in the natural argon of Gerda and of
the 2νββ decay continuum, as detailed in Sec. 4.2, implies that this method is strongly back-
ground dominated. Instead, we look for a β particle with a maximal energy of Qβ = 919 keV
in coincidence with a γ particle of 264.7 keV, where the latter is released during the 75As de-
excitation. The branching ratio of this process is 11.5%, which is the dominant γ-accompanied
transition. Tagging the electron in its source detector and the photon of this known energy in
a neighbouring detector of the detector array of Gerda, we obtain a distinctive, clear signal
signature in the multiplicity 2 (M2) data. In addition, as opposed to the initial cascade, this
signature can be readily simulated in the experimental configuration to understand the detection
efficiency. Note that the half-life of 82 min is too long to make an additional delayed tagging of a
potential immediate energy deposition, meaning directly after the neutron decay, feasible. The
M2 coincidence method has been searched for in Ref. [176] using the Phase II pre-upgrade data
only. Here, we extend the study to the full Phase II data set and further explore the impact
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of a full Frequentist treatment, as opposed to Bayesian methods used in the aforementioned
work. A notable side feature of this search has not been pointed out before. It is interesting to
understand that the very same analysis channel can not only be applied to search for the decay
of a single neutron but also for that of a single proton. If a proton decays, assuming a branch
without the emission of accompanied nucleons, the produced 75Ga isotope undergoes β decay to
75Ge with a half-life of around 126 s, and a branching ratio of 100% [177]. Note again that this
timing window is too long to apply an additional delayed tagging. Given that both neutron and
proton decay are probed with the single coincident ∼265 keV M2 signal, we will refer to this
particular analysis channel as nucleon decay. We illustrate the corresponding decay schemes for
the two types of nucleon decays within our experimental context in Fig. 4.5, neglecting particles
invisible to the detectors such as neutrinos or dark sector particles.

75Ge (+γ) 75As+ e−

76Ge 75As+ e− + γ .

75Ga (+γ) 75Ge+ e− 75As+ e−

β−

β− de-excitation
neutron

proton

β−

β− de-excitation

β−

Figure 4.5: Flow chart of the decay schemes of single neutron and proton decays of 76Ge,
indicating the subsequent isotope transitions. In this analysis, we only consider the βγ-pair
from the subsequent 75As de-excitation, highlighted in blue.

The landscape of searches for such baryon number violating invisible single nucleon decays
is dominated by large-scale experiments. To list some examples, the KamLAND experiment
obtained a neutron lifetime limit of 5.8 × 1029 yr [178], the SNO [179], and SNO+ experi-
ments [180] neutron (proton) lifetime lower limits of 1.9(2.1) × 1029 yr and 2.5(3.6) × 1029 yr,
Super-Kamiokande a proton lifetime lower limit of 3.6 × 1033 yr [181], and Borexino a neu-
tron (proton) lifetime lower limit of 1.8(1.1) × 1025 yr [182], all at 90% CL. Of course, all these
experiments have orders of magnitude larger exposures than Gerda. Correspondingly, their
sensitivity is clearly beyond our reach. The motivation to perform this analysis is thus rather to
establish a stability condition for the individual nucleons within the isotope 76Ge, in a manner
independent of the final state particles. This isotope-specific property has not yet been anal-
ysed in the literature. Yet, it might be relevant as the behaviour of bound nucleons may not
be comparable between different nuclei. Similar 76Ge-based studies conducted by MJD [183]
and Gerda [184]2, only consider di- and/or tri-nucleon decay channels, but not single nucleon
decays.

4.1.3 Electron decay

Historically, perhaps the most essential and fundamental building block of the SM of particle
physics is the conservation of the electric charge. The well-known associated SM U(1) gauge sym-
metry, after electroweak symmetry breaking, protects, among others, the stability of an electron.
Given the importance of this cornerstone of physics, it needs to be tested and confirmed exper-
imentally with the highest precision possible. Indeed, several laboratory experiments focused
on neutrino and DM searches also probed the electron stability, e.g. the Borexino experiment

2Paper accepted by EPJC for publication.
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achieved a world-leading lifetime lower constraint of 6.6× 1028 yr at 90% CL [185]. In addition,
Ge-detector-based experiments with their excellent resolution properties have conducted such
an analysis. For example, in Ref. [186] a lower lifetime limit of 9.4 × 1025 yr at 90% CL had
been stated by Klapdor-Kleingrothaus and others, using data from the Heidelberg-Moscow ex-
periment. Also, MJD [187] and the Edelweiss-III experiment [163] published electron decay
searches, both obtaining a lower limit of 1.2 × 1024 yr at 90% CL. For HPGe detector experi-
ments, two search methods come into mind. The disappearance of an electron via the invisible
channel e- → 3νe would only be detectable via the released binding energy of the electron from
its respective atomic shell Eb, as the final state neutrinos would escape the detector. A semi-
visible channel would be the two-body decay e- → νeγ, with an expected γ particle energy of
me/2 ≈ 255.5 keV. Here, we can safely approximate the neutrino mass as vanishing and assume
the decay of a free electron. In contrast, a bound electron would cause a γ particle energy of
Eγ = (me − Eb)/2. For the Gerda experiment, the former channel is not accessible, as in
the low energy region around the maximal binding energy in Ge of ∼ 11.1 keV [188] too many
events appear in the spectrum. The origin of these events has not been clarified. Assumptions
are that these might be caused by slow pulses from 39Ar decays, and/or noise from the readout
electronics components. The latter process though would fall nicely into our bDM energy range
of interest, and we thus include this electron decay channel to our searches. When probing
the signature γ-line, we will need to be aware of both the release of the relevant atomic binding
energies, as well as the Doppler broadening as an effect of the different electron binding energies,
as outlined in Ref. [186].
Assuming an electron decays inside a HPGe detector, and the photon remains contained, i.e. its
total energy will be measured, we will see a signal at an energy of Et = Eγ + Eb. The binding
energy would be released via X-rays or Auger electrons. Given the low energy of O(10−3) to
O(101) keV, these would be contained in the detector as well, hence the shift upwards from me/2.
In the case of a decay outside of a Ge detector, we could only measure Eγ . Let us remark that
we only focus on the stability of the Ge atoms directly, i.e. we do not take into account external
contributors such as materials from off-detectors, the detector holders, the nylon shrouds, the
cryogenic liquid, or the contribution of the dead layers. Given the low efficiency of these materials
to cause full energy peaks inside the active detector volume, especially after applying Gerda’s
background reduction cuts, and in particular the LAr veto cut, as described in Sec. 2.2, these
simplifications are not expected to alter our results relevantly. Additional contributions may
only improve upon these, but will not worsen the constraints, making our analysis conservative.
To determine the expected mean energy measured in a detector, we calculate the weighted sum
of the γ particle energy plus the binding energy contributions over all eleven different atomic
shells i, where the weights are given as the individual electron occupancy ni. We obtain a total
energy estimate of approximately

Et =
∑11

i=1 niEt,i
32 = 256.03 keV , (4.6)

i.e. a small shift from the expected energy of me-/2 for an electron decaying freely. Here,
the individual binding energies for all atomic shells are taken from Ref. [188]. Regarding the
broadening of the signal peak, we model the full line I as a weighted sum of Doppler broadened
Gaussian functions centred at the individual Et,i,

I(E) =
11∑

i=1

ni√
2πσ2

i

e
−
(

E−Et,i√
2σi

)2

. (4.7)
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Again the weights are the electron occupancy per atomic shell ni. Note that the energy contri-
butions of the crystal structure of the Ge detectors to the binding energies are typically O(1 eV),
originating from interatomic forces. As the broadening of the Doppler-broadened peak is strongly
dominated by the atomic shells with binding energies on the order of magnitude of one to ten
keV, the contributions from the crystal bonding are expected to be of minor relevance. If we
assume the electrons in the atom are in thermal equilibrium, we can apply the virial theorem,
Ekin. = −1

2 Epot., cf. [186], to estimate the widths of the individual line contributions as

σi = Et,i

√
kBTi

me
≈ 0.0442 Et,i

√
Eb,i

keV . (4.8)

Here kB denotes Boltzman’s constant, and T the electron temperature, and we again use natural
units. Note that in [186] a marginally larger constant of proportionality of 0.0447 had been
stated, and the value above was found by us. With this analytical model, we can then determine
the full signal peak shape as expected to be seen in the realistic experimental scenario as the
convolution of the Doppler broadened line with the detector resolution broadening curve. In
Sec. 4.2, we will explain how we model the latter contribution. In Fig. 4.6, we sketch the
Doppler broadening of each atomic shell according to Eq. (4.8) and the full theoretical line
shape according to Eq. (4.7). We also indicate the resolution curve modelled as a weighted
Gaussian mixture distribution with the weights given as the exposures of different detector sets
and phases (Sec. 4.2) and the final signal shape as obtained by convolving the Doppler broadened
and the resolution broadened peaks.
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Figure 4.6: Doppler-broadened line shape for the semi-visible decay of an electron. The Gaussian
contributions from the different atomic shells, also depicted individually as K, L1-L3, M1-M5,
N1-N2, are taken into account. The broadening caused by the limited energy resolution as
modelled with a Gaussian mixture model is shown for comparison (dark red), cf. Sec. 4.4. The
full line shape (dark blue) is given as the convolution of the mixture model with the Gaussian
functions of each atomic shell.

Having discussed the Doppler broadened line shape of the semi-visible electron decay signa-
ture, we conclude with a brief explanation of why these effects are negligible for the nucleon or
the bDM analyses, apart from the broadening resulting from the detector resolution. In the case
of the γ-ray signature from the 75As de-excitation upon the 75Ge decay, the intrinsic broadening
is, according to the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, fully negligible, as already explained in
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Sec. 2.1. There, we mentioned that excited nuclear states do not induce a broadening beyond
around 0.1 meV. Also, the contributions of the nuclear recoil and the Doppler shift caused by
the normal thermal motion of the nucleus are negligible, as the 75As nucleus is contained inside
a Ge crystal, and no resonance effects are induced. This means that the broadening will be fully
suppressed by the crystal mass. In the case of a bDM particle interacting in our HPGe detec-
tors, the situation is less straight-forward. Intuitively, we would expect a Doppler broadening
induced by the relative motion between Earth and the galactic stream of order v ∼ 10−3, in
natural units. Looking for bDM masses of up to ∼ 1 MeV, this seems to induce a measurable
line broadening up to the keV level, i.e. comparable to the scale of the HPGe detector resolution.
However, we also have to consider the thermal motion of the bDM, i.e. Eq. (4.8) comes into play.
As in the case for the atomic shells described above, we can apply the virial theorem, because
the DM particles in our galaxy are, forming a gravitationally bound object and not interacting
otherwise, assumed to be on average in an equilibrium state. Let us remark that gravity is a
conservative force, a necessary condition for the virial theorem to hold, cf. [189]. These consid-
erations imply kBT ∼ mv2, up to constants of order unity. Hence, the radicand in Eq. (4.8)
scales with v2. In other words, an additional suppression factor linear in the velocity appears,
and the overall peak will be consequently broadened by maximally ∼ O(v2)×1 MeV = O(1) eV.
These back-of-the-envelope estimates confirm that we can neglect any broadening effect other
than the detector resolution when searching for the bDM or single nucleon decay signatures.

4.2 Data modelling

All of the signal channels introduced above lead to full energy depositions within the HPGe
detectors. Limiting ourselves to these, and neglecting other event topologies such as partial
energy depositions and/or hits in surrounding materials, we search for monoenergetic excesses
peaking on top of a continuous background spectrum. Other event topologies are constrained
by efficiency considerations discussed below. In Fig. 4.7, we provide a sketch of the different
probed signal signatures for all the new physics as expected to be seen in the Ge detectors.

Figure 4.7: Sketch of the signal signatures sought-after in these exotic physics analyses. Searched
for interaction patterns of incoming bDM particles cause an full energy depositions by absorption,
or Compton scattering (left). A single nucleon decaying out of the 76Ge nucleus is followed by
the production of 75Ge, which can subsequently cause a β event in the source detector plus
a coincident γ event in a neighbouring detector (centre). The semi-visible electron decay can
be searched for by looking for the produced γ-ray (right). The illustrations are adapted from
sketches produced by C. Scaffidi.

Looking for such monoenergetic peaks at a probed energy in a given data set, we need
to take into account the line broadening resulting from the limited energy resolution of the
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measurement. As done in Sec. 3.3, we model the peak shape as a Gaussian signal profile under
the assumption of a symmetric line shape for full charge collections. For the γ-line induced by
the semi-visible electron decay channel, the Doppler effect leads to an additional line broadening,
which, as described above, dominates the peak width. Given that every data set considered in
these Gerda analyses is non background free, we need to simultaneously fit our Gaussian signal
distribution of whichever width to be determined, together with a distribution modelling the
background continuum. Details of how we model the background depending on the specific data
set are given in the following subsections.

4.2.1 Multiplicity-one data set

Let us remind ourselves that for the bDM analysis, we consider energy depositions with total
energies below 2me, and for the electron decay signal of approximately me/2. That is, compared
to the 0νββ search, we consider low and medium energy territories only. To suppress unphysical
or external background, we apply basic data quality cuts removing discharges, baseline, and test
pulser events, and high-level analysis cuts, i.e. the muon veto, multiplicity equals unity (M1),
and the LAr veto cuts, as discussed in Sec. 2.2. The Gerda collaboration also performed PSD
analyses for the 0νββ search. As these were specifically designed and especially validated only for
the MeV range, we did not apply any PSD cuts here. Given the count number of events of orders
103-105 in this low and medium energy regime of Gerda in the selected data set, we clearly
expect a binned analysis to lead to a sufficient accuracy. We will put this assumption on a solid
grounding further below. We need to use a fit function to model the background, as the Gerda
background model after the LAr veto cut does not fully cover the energy range of interest, and
cannot reproduce the observed 39Ar-dominated spectral shape at lower energies [110]. We show
a plot of the Gerda data in the energy range below around 1 MeV in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Plot of the Gerda Phase II and II+ low and medium energy data, applying data
quality, muon veto, LAr veto, and M1 cuts. The dominating continuous background contribu-
tions, 39Ar and 2νββ at lower and medium energies, respectively, are indicated. The vertical
lines indicate the bDM search range, with a transition between the low and the medium data
set at 195 keV.

We merge the data of Phase II and Phase II+ of all three enriched detector types, excluding
the ones of natural Ge composition, as the spectrum of the latter ones more γ-ray background
peaks are visible. After merging data sets, the background shape is a continuous function,
whereas the signal shape is a mixture of the individual Gaussian distributions for each detector.
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In the Gerda Phase II calibration paper [87], it is shown that the energy resolutions of the BEGe
and ICPC detectors agree very well within their respective group. The combined resolution can
hence be accurately described by a combined Gaussian model (see Fig. 5 therein). Only within
the Coax detectors two diodes that have energy resolutions differing more strongly from the
others have been observed. Given the scale of energy resolutions of O(1 keV) and the minor
impact of two detectors only, we apply a Gaussian mixture model with weights based on the
exposure of each detector type, split by data-taking phase, instead of using a Gaussian mixture
model consisting of individual components for each single detector channel. Note that we do
not use a simplified single Gaussian distribution with exposure weighted variances to model all
detector types and measurement phases at once. Here, exposure weighing refers to the exposures
of the three individual detector types, as well as the two data-taking phases. We found that the
difference between the simplified single Gaussian model and the accurate mixture distribution
over the three detector types and two phases is rather small, but we obtain a slightly more
peaked profile with the mixture model, implying a slightly increased sensitivity, as indicated in
Fig. 4.9. We thus use the more complicated but more precise peak shape.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the signal shape modelled with a Gaussian mixture model for the
three detector types and the two phases, versus a simplified single Gaussian with an exposure-
weighted variance, for energies of 100, 500, and 1000 keV. The widths of the peaks are very
similar, but the appropriate mixture model is slightly more pronounced around the peak centre,
implying a slightly improved sensitivity.

The systematic uncertainties on the energy scale are approximately 0.2 keV [87, 122], i.e.
much smaller than the energy resolution of around 1 keV. We hence choose 1 keV bin width in
correspondence with the approximate average energy resolutions of the detectors. We emphasise
that the procedure followed here mitigates the parallel determination of signal-shape-related
nuisance parameters, as we fix both the energy scale and the energy resolution for each detector
type per data-taking phase as measured from calibration data [87]. Considering again the energy
resolutions on the order of around 1 keV, it becomes evident that a window of 25 keV is clearly
sufficient to contain all potential signal events, and in addition to constrain the background
shape for the non-broadened peaks. Let us note that we tested that widening or reducing
the window within a small range does not effect our later results on more than percent level.
This holds as long as the window width remains within a reasonable range on the order of
O(10 keV) to run the combined fits of signal and background properly. Looking at the data
shown in Fig. 4.8, this indicates that for small windows of interest, a linear distribution suffices
to constrain the smooth 2νββ dominated background regime above approximately 500 keV.
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However, in the region below the data taking threshold change at 195 keV, a second order
polynomial fit is more advantageous for sufficient accuracy of the background estimation even
in small windows because of the broad peak of the 39Ar continuum. In the transition region of
intermediate energies, a linear distribution has again been considered sufficient. These orders
of the polynomials align with the previous bDM analysis of Gerda [161, 190], and we consider
the technical details applied there reasonable. Note however that we symmetrise the search
window to a centred 25 keV-wide region. For the electron decay channel, we choose a window
ranging from [196, 316] keV in order to take into account the Doppler broadening, centred at the
expected Doppler shifted value of 256 keV.
In addition, let us point out that a fixed physics-motivated background model seems to be a
more natural approach instead of a sliding window with individual polynomial fits for each signal
model. The parameters of the polynomials should be correlated, and this correlation had been
clearly neglected in the past. In contrast, here we develop a full background model for low energy
M1 data after the LAr cut of Gerda, based on the actual dominating physics processes, the 39Ar
and the 2νββ components. This allows us to apply both approaches of a physically motivated
model and the pure polynomial background fitting, and to determine all subsequent results in
two independent ways. Given the physical origin, we choose the empirical background model as
introduced below to evaluate our physical constraints. We study the systematic uncertainties
induced by the background model via a comparison to the polynomial fitting approach in a
sliding window. Let us summarise the technical details of the data modelling below.

Technical details of the data modelling

• Data: merged data set of Phase II and II+, from three enriched detector types

• Cuts: quality, muon veto, LAr veto, M1

• Histogram: integer-centred bin width of 1 keV

• Fit window: width of 25 keV, centred at assumed bDM mass, one search per keV;
fit window from 196 to 316 keV for electron decay channel

• Background: empirical background model used for main analysis,
polynomial background (first/second order above/below 195 keV) used for study of sys-
tematic uncertainty

• Signal: modelled as Gaussian mixture model; convolution of Gaussian mixture model and
Doppler profile for electron decay

Empirical background model

In order to model the M1 data background continuum with a physically motivated distribution,
we use an empirical fit model. It consists of two main contributions arising from the 2νββ and
the 39Ar background, which we parametrised by fitting directly to the data. The first parametri-
sation is a polynomial function of order 10, constraining the 2νββ-dominated background regime
beyond approximately 500 keV. Following the well-known, traditionally applied Primakoff-Rosen
distribution [44], we force the polynomial to vanish in the origin and at the Q-value according to
the phase space factor as introduced in Sec. 1.4. This leaves five parameters free, as opposed to
only one free amplitude in the Primakoff-Rosen function. We will motivate below that more pre-
cise, recent calculations as e.g. applied in Ref. [191] are not needed to model our data. The fixed
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polynomial function fitted directly to the data incorporates all experimental effects such as reso-
lution broadening or detection efficiency automatically. The second distribution is a modified β
distribution, which had been proposed in Refs. [192, 193] to provide more freedom when fitting
skewed spectra with some potential distortions not allowing for direct β distribution fits. We
applied the modified distribution here to model the 39Ar-dominated low energy region between
approximately 50 and 500 keV. We considered the modified β distribution a very reasonable
choice as the original 39Ar emission is a β decay. A modification of the original β shape of the
emission spectrum could not be circumvented for the following reasons. As the emitted electrons
propagate through the LAr volume, the majority of the electrons either do not reach the HPGe
detectors because of the surrounding nylon shrouds or do not penetrate the detectors with depths
deeper than the dead layer. Instead, the dominant signal of the 39Ar background originates from
bremsstrahlung emissions of β particles in the LAr. Hence, the spectral distortions needed to
be modelled with a modified distribution. We tested different modifier distributions such as β,
γ, χ, χ2, skewed Gaussian, and exponential distributions, and found another β distribution as
the modifier leading to the most accurate fits. Overall, we fitted ten free parameters for this
distribution, two β shape parameters plus location and scale, for both β components, as well
as one modification parameter and one amplitude parameter for the global scaling. We found
the optimum parameters for both the 2νββ function and the 39Ar contribution via a combined
binned fit of the merged M1 data set after the LAr veto as defined above. We separately fitted
the model to the low-energy data set in the region from 53 to 207 keV, where the data were
taken during Phase II+, and to the medium energy range between 184 to 1033 keV, with data
taken during Phase II and Phase II+. The lower end of this range was motivated by high noise
conditions below around 50 keV in the Gerda data, which does not justify a search for a new
physics signal. To constrain the background properly around the probed bDM models, the sig-
nal models are restricted to the range [65, 195] keV and [196, 1022) keV for the low and medium
energy range, respectively. Using the Python3 minimiser SciPy optimise [194], the background
model fits yielded a goodness-of-fit estimate of χ2/dof ∼ 1.51 and 1.09 for the medium energy
range and for the low energy interval, respectively. Here, dof denotes the degrees of freedom,
which correspond to the number of bins subtracted by the number of free fit parameters. The
resulting empirical background fit modelling the combined Gerda data is shown in Fig. 4.10.
There we also indicate the residuals, which we evaluate as the difference between expected and
observed counts over the square root of the expected counts, for both energy windows. The
fit results demonstrate a very good agreement between data and model over extended ranges,
except deviations at certain individual energy values. These are dominantly caused by expected,
or at least known, γ-transitions. In Sec. 4.4, we will explain the actual signal search, which led
us to the identification of these lines. In Appendix B, we will further discuss the investigation of
potentially visible γ-lines in the data that may mimic a signal. Including all identified lines as
detailed in Sec. 4.4 and Appendix B.2, an a posteriori model improves the χ2/dof goodness-of-
fit estimate to 1.06, with a p-value of 0.09 (before 0.000). Below we will also see that for the low
energy part no γ-line is identified, and the p-value is always 0.23. We also applied additional
goodness-of-fit criteria to validate the accuracy of our empirical model. A non-parametric test
statistic based on the maximum distance between the expected and the observed cumulative
distribution function (CDF) is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test statistic [195]. We estimated
the corresponding p-value, pKS, by approximating the empirical CDF of the model and the data
via the histograms directly. As this approach slightly differs from the direct, sample-based esti-
mation of the empirical CDF, we did not rely on the known asymptotic test statistic distribution
but simulated 105 model histograms to evaluate the expected distribution of the KS test. We
find the resulting p-value to be 0.99 for the low, and 0.16 for the medium-energy data set. Again,
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Figure 4.10: Top: plots of the empirical background fit model, in linear scale and logarithmic
scale, compared to the low and the medium energy Gerda data after the M1 and LAr veto cut.
The two fit components are also plotted individually. The vertical dashed, blue lines denote
the lowest probed DM mass of 65 keV, the low-energy data set transition value of 195 keV, and
1021 keV as the highest potential integer DM mass below 2me- . Bottom left: low energy range
of the fit model, including the residuals. Bottom right: medium energy range, including the
residuals.

with the a posteriori model including the identified lines (Sec. 4.4) we obtained pKS = 0.38 for
the medium energies. We also tested the normality of the distribution of the residuals with the
help of the KS test. For the low energy spectrum fit residuals, we obtained pKS = 0.70, whereas
for the residuals of the medium energy range fit, we got pKS = 0.005, or 0.46 when excluding
identified γ-lines. As the KS test is known to be not equally powerful to identify deviations from
normality, we also apply a Shapiro-Wilk (SW) test [129]. Based on the ordering of a test sample
and the deviations from the mean, this statistic had been found to be specifically suitable for
normality testing [130]. Using the p-value estimate from SciPy [194], we obtain pSW = 0.58 for
the low-energy data and pSW = 0.000 for the medium-energy data, rising to 0.12 after including
the identified lines. Apart from the clear deviations at and around observed γ-line positions
(Sec. 4.4), we conclude that the residuals largely fluctuate within the expected 1-2σ ranges for
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both energy ranges. To summarise, no broad deviations of the empirical model from the data
have been identified. For convenience, we list the main properties of the empirical background
model below.

Main properties of the empirical background model

• Components: 39Ar distribution modelled as modified β distribution (ten free parameters),
2νββ spectrum described with a polynomial function of order ten (five free parameters)

• Energy ranges: 53 to 207 keV (for signal masses between 65 and 195 keV),
184 to 1033 keV (for signal masses between 196 and 1021 keV); fitted independently

• Goodness-of-fit investigations: χ2 and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, plus Kolmogorov-Smirnov
and Shapiro-Wilk tests for residuals; no significant deviation identified a posteriori

γ-line background

As mentioned above, several stronger peaks are present in the data, which were caused by γ
radiation emitted within or near the detectors. It is crucial to understand that an induced γ-ray
fully absorbed in a HPGe detector causes exactly the same event type as the signals we are
searching for. Hence, these events cannot be distinguished from new physics signals, unless one
has knowledge or an accurate estimate on the expected number of isotope transitions visible in
the spectrum, i.e. on the signal strength. We do not have an accurate simulation available over
the entire analysis range, and can thus not a priori estimate the γ-ray contamination accurately.
In the former bDM study, γ-lines have been investigated and included in the combined signal
plus continuous background fit if the branching ratio of a known γ-line is above 0.1% [190].
However, not all lines with this property are actually listed in Tab. II in Ref. [161]. Here,
we changed this approach. We did not a priori include any potential γ-line in the background
model but performed a generic search for any peak-like excess. If a line signal at a certain energy
most likely caused by a known isotope transition appears to exceed an indication threshold, we
explicitly stated the corresponding energy together with the potential origin, if known. We set
this bound arbitrarily to the 3σ significance level, in correspondence with the typical threshold
to claim an evidence in the field of high-energy physics. Subsequently, after obtaining the limits
on potential new physics signals as described in Sec. 4.4, we deleted limits in the vicinity of
identified γ-lines, where vicinity refers to the inner bin plus 3 bins on the right and 3 bins on
the left of the known peak. This region corresponds to approximately a 2.5 FWHM resolution of
the mixture distribution modelling the signal shape. Removing these results later on prevents
us from interpreting excesses in all likelihood induced by known background contributions as
an exotic physics signature. Let us remark that the official Gerda background model for
the MeV range contains certain isotopes that undergo γ-rays with energy depositions falling
into our analysis range [110]. Hence, our generic approach is expected to identify potential
significant excesses because of the presence of such background contributions. We thus perform
an independent, event-counting-based identification for the purpose of crosschecking the signals
induced by γ-rays as well. We describe this method in Appendix B.2, yielding comparable
results.
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4.2.2 Multiplicity-two data set

To search for the single nucleon decay channel, limiting ourselves to the subsequent 75Ge beta
decay branch producing a coincident γ particle from the 75As de-excitation, the data modelling
becomes substantially easier. To select potential signal events, we require an M2 event with two
different energy depositions. On the one hand, an event is interpreted as a β if the energy lies
below (Q+ 2 ·FWHM(Q)), with Q = 919 keV and a FWHM resolution of the mixture model of
∼ 3 keV to allow for some contingency beyond the spectral endpoint. On the other hand, the
coincident γ particle is identified with an energy of Eγ ± 12.5 keV, where Eγ = 265 keV. The
window width of 25 keV is needed to appropriately constrain the background surrounding the
potential signal at Eγ , which then provides an estimate of random coincidence events at the
signal position. In addition, the value was chosen in correspondence with the bDM searches.
If both energy values happen to lie within the γ particle energy region, the one closer to Eγ

is interpreted as γ-signal, which causes a maximally conservative constraint on the number of
γ-events. This happened in only four cases, without any relevant effect on our later results. To
reduce the background rate, we applied the LAr veto, the muon veto, and the data quality cuts,
but as before, no PSD cuts. With this selection, we modelled the continuum around the 265 keV
line by a simple linear fit without the need for a dedicated background model. In Fig. 4.11, we
show the events surviving the selection criteria for the nucleon decay search via 75Ge isotope
decays. Note that no relevant γ-ray transition is expected to lie in the selected window around
Eγ and to survive the M2 cut at the same time.
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Figure 4.11: Left: β-component of candidate 75Ge events in the M2 data set. Only energy
depositions below the Q-value of 75Ge pass the selection criterion. Right: potential coincident
γ signal events surrounding the expected γ energy of E0 ∼ 265 keV.

4.3 Detection efficiencies

In order to understand how efficiently we can tag any of the signal events described above,
our collaborators from UniPD simulated 107 signal events per analysis in MaGe [142], the code
framework also used for the simulations discussed in Sec. 3.5. All experimental detector array
configurations with which the real data were collected in Phase II and II+ were taken into
account as separately modelled simulation geometries. The simulations were performed per
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detector type and per phase, with all simulated events thrown as uniformly distributed events
among all detectors, independently of their on or off status, and independently of dead or
active material. After the simulation of the particle propagations, the downscaling to the active
material, the detector-off phases, and non-physics data times was performed. Furthermore,
the multiplicity cut and LAr veto cut were directly incorporated into MaGe. To determine
the detection efficiency for the bDM absorption channel, 107 β particles were simulated each
for integer values below 2.5 MeV in 10 keV steps. For the scattering channel, both 107 β and
γ particles each were simulated parallelly from the same vertex, with the respective energies
distributed according to Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4). For the electron decay channel, 107 uniformly
distributed γ particles with the theoretical mean energy of ∼ 256 keV were simulated. For
nucleon decay search, complete 75Ge isotope decays including the subsequent 75Ar de-excitation
were run. Provided with the final detector-type specific distribution templates for all cases
and energies, we fitted the efficiencies for each type and phase individually with a polynomial
function. In the next step, we evaluated the final efficiency for the entire data set as an exposure
weighted average at any integer energy. We show plots of the energy dependence for the different
detector types and phases of the bDM absorption and scattering efficiencies in Fig. 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Simulated efficiencies of observing electrons (left), or β-γ-pairs (right), in the M1
data of Gerda after applying the LAr veto cut. Per data point, 107 events were simulated by
our collaborators from UniPD. We evaluate the final efficiencies via weighing the results from a
polynomial fit per detector type and phase with the corresponding exposures.

Next, we applied all cuts, assuming total signal survival for the data quality cuts and the
muon veto, which were estimated in the past to be around 99.9% [47]. Taking into account
the induced LAr veto dead time, this leads to reduction of, exposure weighted, approximately
2.1% [47]. The final exposure-weighted efficiencies after applying these cuts drop from 75.5% to
72.8% and from 74.4% to 14.9% for the absorption and the scattering channels, respectively, over
the analysed bDM mass regime [65, 1021] keV. Furthermore, we evaluate the detection efficiency
for the semi-visible electron decay signature to be ϵe = 37.9%. The detection efficiency for the
coincident M2 hits for the entire data set is ϵn = 0.185%, considering the energy ranges for
the β-γ particle pair in correspondence with the M2 data selection (see Sec. 4.2). The overall
observed expected energy spectrum of coincident M2 hits is pictured in Fig. 4.13. For both ϵe
and ϵn, all relevant cuts and the LAr-induced dead-time were taken into account.
All the simulated efficiencies are prone to a certain systematic uncertainty. Potential marginal
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inaccuracies of the simulated geometry of the experimental configuration are neglected, as no
relevant deviations between data and simulations of Gerda had been found in the past [110].
We also ignore the uncertainty induced by the finite number of simulated primaries, given that
Ntot = 107 events were simulated per individual model, implying an approximate contribution
at a level of

√
Ntot/Ntot = 0.03%. The detector-related parameters remain as relevant factors.

For the active detector volume, calculating the exposure weighted average of the values stated in
Ref. [47], we estimate a 4.0% effect. For the nucleon decay search, we additionally consider the
uncertainty on the 76Ge enrichment fraction also taken from there, inducing a 2.2% systematic
uncertainty, evaluated as an exposure-weighted average. The enrichment level is quasi irrelevant
for the other processes.
Let us emphasise that these efficiency simulations motivate us to restrict the analyses to the full
energy peaks. Additional signal features dominantly cause Compton continua or other broad
patterns induced by incomplete charge collections, and thus do not provide a distinct signal
feature, which mitigates the chance for any convincing discovery. An exception is the peak
induced by the dark Compton scattering when only the electron is fully absorbed, but the γ
particle escapes its detector of the bDM interaction. This signature would offer a double peak
feature, as motivated in Ref. [153]. However, this second peak would be located at the lower
energy range even for the maximal bDM mass probed (Eq. (4.3)) and would thus be hidden
under the strong 39Ar continuum. For these reasons we do not include any other signal pattern
in the main analyses. We remark though that an alternative method for the nucleon decay,
suffering from the lowest efficiency, is motivated in Appendix B.1. Based on a continuous β
signal in the M1 data with an increased efficiency but also suffering from a higher background
rate, there we obtain a very similar result as here in the main search.
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Figure 4.13: Simulated energy hits in the coincident M2 data in GERDA when throwing 107
75Ge isotope decays and zooming into the region around the γ-line at 265 keV caused by the
de-excitation of the 75As daughter isotopes produced from β decay. The simulation was run by
our collaborators at UniPD.

We close this section with an overview tabulating the simulated efficiencies for the different
analyses in Tab. 4.1.
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Search Channel Energy [keV] Efficiency [%]
bDM, absorption β, M1 65-1021 75.5-72.8
bDM, scattering β + γ, M1 65-1021 74.4-14.9
Electron decay γ, M1 256 37.9
Nucleon decay β + γ, M2 continuous (β)+ 265 (γ) 0.185

Table 4.1: List of simulated signal detection efficiencies for the different new physics analyses.
The numerical values are obtained as exposure-weighted averages of the results of an interpo-
lation between integer values in 10 keV steps, as simulated by our colleagues from UniPD. For
each detector type, phase, and simulated energy value, 107 primaries were sampled. For the
nucleon decay study, additional simulations were run. Quality and multiplicity cuts (M1/M2),
as well as the dead-times induced by the muon and LAr veto cuts, are considered.

4.4 Statistical method
In both the former bDM study and the former neutron decay study, no signals had been found;
thus, Bayesian credible intervals were determined [161, 176]. In this work, instead, we describe
the extraction of a confidence interval on the signal strength in the Frequentist statistical in-
terpretation based on the data from phases II and II+. In addition to these analyses, we also
searched for the proton and the electron decay. We applied the likelihood-ratio test statistic
q0, following the nomenclature from Ref. [196], with the index indicating the background-only
hypothesis H0, i.e. a vanishing signal amplitude. Note that according to the Neyman-Pearson
lemma [197], the likelihood-ratio test poses the most powerful test statistic, and is thus highly
suitable to identify an incompatibility of the data with H0, or in other words, highly sensitive to
detect a new physics signature. We rely on the evaluated significance of a hypothesised signal
peak at each potential bDM mass or at the γ-line energies induced by the probed single particle
decay channels to statistically interpret how improbable deviations from the background are.
Given the number of events in the data, we assumed the asymptotic χ2

1/2(1) distribution to
hold [196] when performing the hypothesis testing. Here the 1 in brackets denotes the number
of degrees of freedom, and the index 1/2 indicates a δ-distribution with a weight 1/2 located at
zero, under the assumption of no signal presence, i.e. noise under-fluctuations in half of the cases.
Note that under the asymptotic distribution, assuming the background-only hypothesis H0 to
hold, the p-value, i.e. the difference between unity and the CDF of the test statistic indicating
agreement between assumption and hypothesis test result, is simply given as [196]

p0 = 1− Φ(√q0) . (4.9)

Here Φ denotes the CDF of the standard normal distribution with zero mean and unit variance.
This result follows from a direct relation between the CDFs of χ2 and normally distributed
random variables. A full derivation based on the theorems of Wilks and Wald [198, 199] is
outlined in e.g. Ref. [196]. As generally the p-value can be translated in a significance S via the
well-known relation S = Φ−1(1−p0), we can simply estimate the significance via the square root
of the test statistic result as measured for the best-fit value of the peak amplitude. To define
our relevant evidence and discovery threshold a priori, we need to take into account the severe
constraints from theoretical considerations, other direct detection experiments, and/or indirect
constraints as discussed above and in Sec. 4.1. Furthermore, the large number of probed signal
models in the bDM search of almost order 1000 let us expect a strong look-elsewhere effect,
i.e. expected strong noise fluctuations resulting from the large number of trials performed but
not necessarily caused by any physical effect. With these considerations in mind, we require a
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local 5σ significance threshold for an evidence of a potential observation of an excess over the
background. We show below that this evidence threshold corresponds to a global significance
of approximately 4σ for the bDM analysis, prone to the strong look-elsewhere effect. For
the particle decay channels, with known expected peak energies, local and global significance
coincide, implying that we can immediately define a 4σ excess as signal evidence. In addition,
we define a less stringent indication threshold of 3σ and provide a list of all peaks exceeding
this threshold below. Furthermore, we do not define a discovery threshold, given the lack of
a precise background γ-line strength prediction from a dedicated and well established Gerda
background simulation model after the LAr veto cut in our entire analysis range.
If evidence for a signal is found, we will derive a central interval at 68% CL, corresponding to
an approximate 1σ interval, on the signal strength parameter. In case no signal is observed, we
will instead determine an upper limit, where we define the term upper limit as the confidence
interval bound at 90% CL. For this purpose, we apply the test statistic t̃µ from Ref. [196], where
the index denotes the tested signal strength. As motivated therein, we simplified the interval
evaluation by approximating the distribution of the test statistic by its known asymptotic form,
a χ2(1) distribution, in the case of a positive best-fit signal amplitude. In this case, the upper
limit is the interval boundary of a central (two-sided) confidence interval. Fixing the CL to
90%, i.e. the significance level α to 0.1, this implies that we need to set the threshold of the
likelihood profile to 2.71. This value corresponds to the solution of t̃µ for the p-value under the
signal hypothesis fixed to α via [196]

0.1 = α
!= pµ = 2

(
1− Φ

(√
t̃µ

))
. (4.10)

We performed the profiling numerically. As we show later, the asymptotic approximation yields
better than ∼ 3 and ∼ 11% level accuracy for the bDM search and for the decay searches,
respectively, as determined via Monte Carlo simulations at selected energies. In the case of
background under-fluctuations, we need to prevent obtaining non-physical negative limits. In
these cases, we thus assume a non-central χ2(1, Λ) distribution as outlined in Ref. [196]. The
non-centrality parameter Λ was evaluated via the artificial Asimov data set, a data set with
suppressed fluctuations [196]. This provides us with an estimation of the standard deviation
of µ around its best-fit value via σ2

A = µ2/Λ. Here, we generated the Asimov data with signal
strength 0, posing the physically relevant signal strength parameter closest to a negative best
fit value. Additionally, we also used these data to evaluate the sensitivity for each model,
independently of the best-fit value. We provide more details on the Asimov data set further
below. The resulting upper limit for negative best-fit amplitudes naturally transits to a one-sided
interval, as the test statistic t̃µ is asymptotically equivalent to the procedure of unified intervals
suggested by Feldman and Cousins [200] in the absence of nuisance parameters [196]. Moreover,
relying on this test statistic prevents us from performing any result-dependent flip-flopping
between central and one-sided intervals, which would violate the correct coverage, i.e. the stated
confidence level, as pointed out in Ref. [200]. Let us remark that having fixed the parameters of
the signal mixture model as deduced from calibration data, we do not need to further constrain
any nuisance parameters. Following the prescription from Ref. [196], we determine the desired
upper limit by numerically solving

0.1 = α
!= pµ = 2− Φ

(√
t̃µ

)
− Φ

(
t̃µ + µ2/σ2

2µ/σ

)
. (4.11)

For the numerical minimisation, we made use of the asymptotic Wald approximation for t̃µ and
approximated the standard deviation σ obtained from the Asimov data as σA [196]. We obtained
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the solution by iterating over µ until the difference between left and right hand side of Eq. (4.11)
vanished. We now turn to the description of, firstly, the fitting procedure, secondly, the accuracy
check of the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic, and thirdly, the investigation of the
significance for the different physics models.

4.4.1 Fitting procedure

As outlined in Sec. 4.2, we applied a binned fit to determine the likelihood-ratio test statistic.
At each signal position, we fitted the background-only model yielding the likelihood of the H0
hypothesis, and a combined binned fit of a probed signal at fixed energies plus the surrounding
background to obtain the likelihood of the alternative model H1. The signal peak positions
probed are in the interval [65, 1022) keV, in 1 keV steps, for the bDM search, and at 256 keV for
the electron decay channel. We use a bin width of 1 keV and centre each bin in our fit windows
at the integer value of unit keV. As mentioned above, for the electron decay, we need to widen
the window to 120 keV because of the Doppler broadening. The fit was run by minimising the
negative logarithmic likelihood function for the bin count data as expected from the probed fit
model with respect to the observed bin count data, which we implemented again with SciPy
optimise [194]. When relying on the empirical fixed background model as introduced in Sec. 4.2,
the only free parameter is the amplitude of the hypothesised signal peak. In comparison, in
the sliding polynomial background, applied to evaluate the systematic uncertainty induced by
the background modelling procedure, we additionally fit two parameters for the linear model
above probed masses of 195 keV and three parameters for the quadratic model for probed masses
below or equal to this value. As outlined previously, the signal is modelled as a Gaussian mixture
distribution with weights being equal to the exposure of the data sets for each detector type and
data-taking period. This means that we have five individual Gaussian terms summed together,
three detector types and two detector phases, where no IC detectors were operated during Phase
II. Between low and medium energy data set we adjust the corresponding Phase II exposures.
Fig. 4.14 shows example fits for the two hypothesised bDM masses 65 keV, left, and 905 keV,
right. In both fits, the empirical background model was used. At the bottom, we also indicate
the likelihood profiling used to evaluate the upper limits.

In Fig. 4.11, right, we show the identified candidate 75Ge events in the M2 data. On the
left of Fig. 4.15, we illustrate the corresponding fitting procedure, with the best-fit hypothesised
Gaussian mixture model indicated in dark red, on top of the linear fit drawn in dashed blue, and
the 90% CL upper limit in dark green. Note that for this particular likelihood minimisation, we
used the Python3 front-ends iminuit and probfit [201] to call the Fortran minimiser algorithm
Minuit2 [202]. The evaluation of the limit is described in the following subsection.

For the electron decay analysis, we fitted the introduced Doppler-broadened analytic line
shape on top of the background fit model. In the widened search window, even the potential
K-shell electron decays with the strongest broadening would be contained (Sec. 4.1.3). The fit
of the total line shape, including the mixture model taking into account the different energy
resolutions for the different detector types, on top of the empirical background model, is plotted
in Fig. 4.15, right.

4.4.2 Test statistic distribution

With the help of the obtained likelihood-ratio test statistic, we estimate the significance of
the probed signal models as the square root of the likelihood-ratio, if the best-fit amplitude is
positive. Otherwise, when observing an under-fluctuation, the significance of an excess is set to
zero, as we only focus on new physics channels inducing energy depositions. If we do not find
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Figure 4.14: Top: examples of bDM model fits to determine the best-fit signal count strength N0
and the corresponding upper limit. Left: for E0 = 65 keV. Right: for E0 = 905 keV. A maximum
likelihood based combined fitting approach with a Gaussian mixture model signal shape on top
of the background model has been applied. In the right plot a peak in the sidebands appears,
most likely caused by the known 228Ac transition at 911 keV. Bottom: profiles of the likelihood
function over different signal strengths N0, for the same energies as above. Left: numerically
solving the difference between the two sides of Eq. (4.11), abbreviated as eq(N0), which is
required because of a negative best-fit value. Right: numerically solving Eq. (4.10), where λ
denotes the likelihood ratio.

an evident excess, we consequently extract upper limits for all models, using the asymptotic
distribution of the test statistics for both significance test and confidence interval evaluation. In
the second part of this subsection, we justify the asymptotic behaviour of these test statistics.

Firstly, we estimated the expected counts in a signal peak as the integrated count number
of the empirical background model from Sec. 4.2 in a 1 FWHM wide window centred at the
peak position. Fig. 4.16 shows that the expected signal counts range from several hundred
to several thousand. This indicates that the expected count values can be well-approximated
by a Gaussian distribution, as for sufficiently high statistics the underlying Poisson distribution
converges to the normal distribution. These count numbers motivate us to run a binned analysis
as mentioned in Sec. 4.2 and to approximate the test statistic distributions via their asymptotic
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Figure 4.15: Top, left: combined likelihood fit of the probed, coincident signal γ-line at 265 keV.
The best-fit amplitude, the 90% CL upper limit, and the linear background fit, are shown in
dark red, dark green, and dark blue, respectively. Top, right: fit of the broadened line model
for the electron semi-visible decay mode, in combination with the empirical background model,
as well as the upper limit as deduced from the asymptotic behaviour. Bottom: corresponding
likelihood profiles for the fits above to evaluate the upper limits via solving Eqs. (4.10) (left)
and (4.11) (right), using the same notation as used in Fig. 4.14.

form. Secondly, we additionally crosschecked the accuracy of the asymptotic relations with
the help of individual Monte Carlo simulations at energies E ∈ {100, 150, ..., 950, 1000}. For
the electron and nucleon decay channels, we ran an additional Monte Carlo simulation each.
Especially the nucleon decay signal window contains only 207 events, in contrast to the event
counts between around 103 and 105 for the bDM search and the electron decay search. We show
below that assuming the asymptotic form to hold, the test statistics lead to a conservative limit
in all cases, with the most conservative estimate obtained for the M2 search. In order to test the
distribution of the likelihood ratio test statistic under the background-only hypothesis (H0), we
ran 106 Monte Carlo iterations for each energy listed above. For each iteration, we first created
event counts drawn from a Poisson distribution in all individual bins. Next, we fitted the signal
amplitude by minimising the negative logarithmic likelihood in each search window, relying on
the minimisation algorithm from SciPy optimise. Afterwards, we plotted the histogram of the
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Figure 4.16: Plot of the expected counts in the signal window as a function of energy, for the
low- and the medium-energy data set. We calculated the expectation value as the integral of the
empirical background model fit (Fig. 4.10) in a 1 FWHM-wide window centred at the probed
signal peak position. The obtained counts suggest that the underlying Poisson distribution
for the bin counts can be well-approximated with a Gaussian shape, which implies that the
asymptotic approximations for the distributions of the test statistics are accurate [196].

best-fit signal amplitudes and the test statistic, i.e. the square root of the likelihood ratio for
these amplitudes.
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Figure 4.17: Left: histogram and best-fit Normal distribution of the signal strengths as fit
on 106 Monte Carlo simulations of the fit window for E0 = 1000 keV. Right: histogram of the
likelihood-ratio test statistic for each simulated data set for E0 = 500 keV and plot of the χ2

1/2(1)
distribution. In both figures, the means and the two-sided 90% quantiles (in the right plot also
one-sided) as deduced from the simulation, and as expected from Asimov data or the theoretical
asymptotic distribution, are shown in solid and dashed lines, respectively, indicating perfect
agreement. Note that the event count numbers in the region above approximately 500 keV are
up to more than an order of magnitude lower than the observed event numbers around the
maximum of the observed 39Ar spectrum (Fig. 4.10). This implies that at lower energies, the
asymptotic form will lead to even better accuracy than what is revealed here.
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Example histograms are shown in Fig. 4.17. There, on the left hand side, we can see that
even at a high energy such as 1000 keV, the simulated best fit signal amplitude histogram is
perfectly well described by a Gaussian. Note that at these energies, we measure the lowest
relevant count numbers for the M1 data set. The event numbers in the bins around this energy
value are sufficiently high to accurately approximate the Poisson-distributed count numbers with
a Gaussian-distributed variable. At lower energies, the approximation is even better given the
higher event numbers. The accurate asymptotic form is also confirmed by the 90% quantile
as expected from the Asimov data, which we detail below. It almost perfectly matches the
corresponding quantile of the simulated histogram, being only slightly shifted to higher values
(Fig. 4.17). The right hand side, showing both the histogram of the simulated test-statistic
values for an intermediate energy of 500 keV and the probability density function of the χ2

1/2(1)
distribution, indicates that approximating the true critical threshold by the quantile of the
asymptotic distribution yields accurate results on the limits on a level of a few percent, more
precisely, on < 3% maximum deviation for the tested energies.
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Figure 4.18: The same histograms and plots as those shown in Fig. 4.17 for the 265 keV line
searched for in the M2 data set, again based on 106 Monte Carlo iterations. The small offset
of the expected results to the right of the quantiles as deduced from the simulations implies a
small overcoverage if applying the asymptotic properties of the test statistic, see text for details.

The features can be more easily seen in Fig. 4.18, which shows the same type of histograms as
before, but for the 265 keV γ-ray energy in the M2 data set caused by a potential nucleon decay.
Again, the expected quantiles are clearly visible in the vicinity of the result as deduced from the
simulations. In this search, the sensitivity as evaluated from the Asimov data is approximately
11% more conservative than the simulation. Given the intrinsic uncertainty of any numerical
algorithm, we judge the deviations sufficiently small for our needs. We hence always follow the
mathematically justified asymptotic behaviour. We underline again that the approximations are
not only rather accurate but also always conservative, as indicated by the asymptotic threshold
being even further right in the plot than the one obtained from the simulation. This implies
that even in the case of non-perfect accuracy of the asymptotic approximation, it may lead to
overcoverage but never to undercoverage, meaning never to over-aggressive results.
A point which has been mentioned several times by now, but not properly introduced and
discussed, is the sensitivity of the experiment. We will now see that it is asymptotically related
to the Asimov data set briefly mentioned before, cf. [196]. What we refer to as the sensitivity
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of the experiment for a given signal model is more precisely the median expected sensitivity for
setting a two-sided limit at 90% CL in the case of the absence of the probed signal. From the
simulated best-fit amplitudes, we readily get this sensitivity simply as the upper 95% quantile
(keep in mind that we desire a two-sided interval at 90% CL), as the simulations were run under
the background-only assumption. A faster and easier approach omitting the need for simulations
is the Asimov procedure explained in Ref. [196]. The basic idea is to interpret an artificial
background-only data set with fully suppressed fluctuations as representative for the expected
data to be obtained over an ensemble of many experiments. If sufficient events are available, the
Poisson distribution can be accurately approximated as a Gaussian, and the average bin count
over many iterations would simply be the expected value. Consequently, this artificial Asimov
data set can be used to determine the expected upper limit directly, without any random-number
generation. Furthermore, even the expected fluctuation of the upper limit around its median can
be estimated, which is also explained in Ref. [196]. We followed their prescription to estimate the
median sensitivity and its expected 1σ fluctuation band, respectively. In Fig. 4.19, we compare
the sensitivities as extracted from the Asimov data to the interpolation between the sensitivity
values as extracted from the simulated data sets and the fits of the simulated signal amplitude
histograms.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of the median sensitivity, including its 1σ fluctuations, as determined
as an interpolation of the sensitivities obtained from 106 Monte Carlo simulations on a grid
spanned by 19 uniformly spaced energies (solid lines), and as determined from background-
hypothesis-only Asimov data sets with fully suppressed statistical noise at each energy in the
range from 100 to 1000 keV (dashed). The lines almost perfectly overlap, verifying the accuracy
of the Asimov sensitivity estimates used at each single energy value.

The lines overlap almost perfectly, so we justify that the Asimov approximation is accu-
rate enough to both provide an estimate of the experimental sensitivity and to approximate
the expected standard deviation of µ via σA for establishing an upper limit in the case of an
under-fluctuation.
To investigate the systematic uncertainty induced by the background model, we also estimated
the sensitivity via the Asimov approach for a sliding polynomial background fitting procedure
within each 25 keV signal window instead of the empirical fixed background model. We used a
second (first) order polynomial to constrain the background continuum for the low- (medium-)
energy data set, as done in the former study [161] and motivated in Sec. 4.2. The sensitivities for
all bDM candidates masses as obtained with the two different background modelling methods
have a mean deviation of 0.2%, with a standard deviation of 0.7%, and the maximum deviation
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at an individual energy value is 2.1%. These results indicate an excellent accuracy of the sensi-
tivities independent of the background modelling approach. As for other sources of systematic
uncertainty, an additional contribution comes from the chosen bin width. When using a 2 keV
window, the sensitivities estimated with the sliding polynomial window approach worsened by
∼ 44% compared to the 1 keV version. For a bin width of 0.5 keV, we got an improvement of 30%
on average. Overall, this implies a mean uncertainty of around 7%, as our standard bin width
is the closest to the energy resolution, which lies in between the two probed extreme values of
0.5 keV and 2 keV.

4.4.3 Significance and confidence intervals

After having discussed the fitting procedures as well as the experimental sensitivity, and con-
vinced ourselves of the reliability of the asymptotic approach, we are now set to interpret the
results of the performed fits of the different physics models. For the electron decay channel, we
obtain a best-fit value for the amplitude of a Doppler-broadened line of -231.8 counts. The back-
ground fluctuates downwards strongly, meaning that the best-fit value lies outside the physically
allowed range. Hence, the observed significance of the observed signal against the H0 hypothesis
is exactly 0. As mentioned before, for a known signal position, the global significance equals the
local significance, which is obviously zero as well. The obtained confidence interval at 90% CL
of 95.5 counts reaches below the sensitivity of the experiment of 268.5. Because of the under-
fluctuation, we here apply the non-central χ2-distribution-based method assuming a physically
allowed signal strength of zero. For the nucleon disappearance channel, we obtain a best-fit re-
sult of 4.2 events, with a, both locally and globally equally, significance of 0.7σ. The upper limit
determination yields 15.2 counts, assuming the conservative asymptotic distribution. Following
the Monte Carlo estimated distribution, we obtain 15.1 events, which is in good agreement with
the limit obtained from the asymptotic distribution. The corresponding sensitivities are 9.9 and
8.8 events for the asymptotic and the Monte Carlo procedure, respectively, meaning a maximum
difference of ∼ 11%, which is the maximum discrepancy we see for any of the tested sensitivities.
For the bDM study, we observe multiple ≥ 3σ excesses which are, in all likelihood, caused by
known isotope transitions. We list all visible 3σ excesses together with their likely origin in
Tab. 4.2.

Energy [keV] Significance [σ] Origin
237, 238, 239, 240 4.7, 7.9, 8.5, 5.3 212Pb
294, 295, 296, 297 4.7, 6.7, 6.0, 3.5 214Pb

338 3.0 228Ac
350, 351, 352, 353 6.6, 9.9, 10.7, 7.1 214Pb

478, 479 3.6, 3.5 228Ac
512, 513, 514, 515, 516 4.8, 8.5, 10.2, 7.9, 3.6 85Kr

581 3.1 208Tl
661, 662, 663 4.7, 5.4, 3.4 137Cs

710 3.3 unknown
911, 912 3.8, 3.1 228Ac

Table 4.2: List of probed energy values where ≥ 3σ excesses were observed in the data, together
with the corresponding local significance. The most likely origin from known γ-transitions
expected to appear in the Gerda data are indicated as well.
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We plot all local significance estimates versus the probed mass in Fig. 4.20, left, also indi-
cating the identified γ-lines. There we also illustrate the distribution of the local significance,
which is shown in the histogram on the right.
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Figure 4.20: Left: plot of the local significance of all count strengths versus the tested energy
value for the bDM analysis. The identified γ-lines have a local significance exceeding a 3σ
indication threshold. At 710 keV, one excess is found that we cannot directly address to an
expected γ-ray transition. Right: histogram of the corresponding local significance.

The only unknown line signal exceeding the indication threshold of 3σ appears at 710 keV,
with a local significance of 3.3σ. To our knowledge, this line cannot be reasonably attributed
to an expected isotope transition. No excess beyond 3σ was found at this value in the former
study [190]. A physical explanation could thus be related to a background source introduced
upon the hardware upgrades performed before data taking phase II+, i.e. for data not taken into
account previously. We checked all individual data sets around this energy value, and identified
a small peak in any of the spectra independently of the operation phase, making a hardware
work-related background source unlikely. Alternatively, the viability of an interpretation in
terms of a statistical fluctuation instead is discussed below. As also this significance remains
below our evidence threshold, we conclude that for all probed signal models, i.e. for both all
bDM candidate masses and the two decay channels, the measured significance remains below
4σ also globally, apart from energies where γ-transitions are strongly expected.
As motivated before, the interpretation of the significance for the bDM models is different from
the case of the particle disappearance searches. After removing the windows around known,
identified lines, we have 894 trial experiments left. This large number of probed bDM models
lets us expect a strong influence of the look-elsewhere effect, i.e. to see strong excesses from pure
background fluctuation alone. To conservatively estimate how many upcrossings beyond a 3σ
threshold we may approximately expect, we can, of course non-realistically, assume negligible
correlations in the data. In such a simplified scenario, we would expect to see around 894 (num-
ber of experiments) × 0.3% (probability for 3σ occurrences per experiment) ∼ 2.7 upcrossings,
from pure noise fluctuations only. This simple estimation indicates that a few 3σ excesses are
within our expectation. A conservative rescaling of the p-value by the number of trials neglect-
ing correlations, known as Bonferroni correction [203], then clearly suggests a non-significant
excess. The approximate global, Bonferroni-corrected significance is Smax,B = 0.17, far from the
indication or even the evidence threshold. To put this estimate on a more solid ground, we also
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applied a data-driven estimate of the number of upcrossings to be expected from the likelihood
ratio test statistic results directly, as described in Ref. [204]. Following their prescription, re-
ferred to as self-calibration, we artificially induced peaks of given local significance from 3 to
8σ. We then compared these to the significance of the observed peaks beyond a 1σ threshold
except for the strongest observed peak, in order to estimate the resulting global significance of
a salted (meaning artificially induced) peak. Note that here we do not consider results located
near the known γ-lines identified in the data.
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Figure 4.21: Left: plot of the global significance of artificial peaks induced in the data with a
fixed local significance, and subsequently self-calibrated based on the nth highest noise peak.
Here, n ∈ {2, 3, ..., 146}, i.e. all peaks with an equal or higher than 1σ excess are considered,
whereas the highest excess is blinded. See Ref. [204] for more details. Right: upper interval
limits at 90% CL, shown in blue. Both the median sensitivity and its expected 1σ fluctuation
band are shown as well. The positions of the identified γ-lines are indicated by the dashed, grey
lines. Note that the limits are constrained to the positive regime.

Looking at Fig. 4.21, left, we readily realise that no globally relevant significance for the
peak with the highest local significance, hence also not for any other peak, has been found.
From the plot, we deduce that the excess has a global significance of roughly 1σ only, with
an uncertainty of around 0.5σ, i.e. way below our required evidence threshold. This statement
holds independently of how many noise peaks we use for the comparison. To summarise, we
conclude that we did not see any evidence for an excess beyond the expected noise fluctuations in
the data apart from known isotope transitions. Thus, we always determined confidence intervals
at 90% CL on the signal strength, one for each given input mass. Fig. 4.21, right, shows the
obtained count limits as well as the median sensitivity and the expected 1σ range of all limits.

4.5 Results

4.5.1 Bosonic dark matter

We did not observe any globally significant monoenergetic excess above the continuous back-
ground potentially caused by bDM interactions in the Gerda detectors. We thus converted
the evaluated count strength limits at 90% CL (Sec. 4.4) into an upper limit on the maximum
physical interaction strength of the two considered bDM candidates, vectors and pseudoscalars.
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We used the combined rate of photoelectric-like absorption and dark Compton scattering from
Eqs. (4.2), (4.1) to obtain a limit on the total physical interaction strength. Let us repeat that
the new feature compared to the former Gerda study [161] and to our knowledge, compared to
any other direct bDM analysis performed by an experiment directly so far, is the inclusion of
the Compton scattering process. Apart from this, we note that a recalculation of the constants
of proportionality in the absorption case (Sec. 4.1.1) yielded more precise estimates of 4.683 in-
stead of 4 for Eq. (4.2), and of 1.466 instead of 1.29 for Eq. (4.1), respectively, compared to the
former study. The same numerical values have been published upon independent recalculation
e.g. in Ref. [205]. Furthermore, we substituted Atot = f76A76 + fnatAnat ≈ 75.5 g / mol into the
calculation of the actual number of Ge atoms entering the target mass density, i.e. we considered
the enrichment fraction of 76Ge. As a third adjustment, when converting into physical limits,
we used the experimental values for the photoelectric cross section of Ge from Ref. [206], instead
of the phenomenological approximation used in Ref. [161].
The limits obtained upon conversion of the results from Sec. 4.4 are depicted in Fig. 4.22. There
we also put the results into perspective with other leading direct detection experiments, indirect
X-ray or γ-ray measurements, and the phenomenological constraint on the particle stability. In
Tab. 4.3, we tabulate the detection principle and material used by each direct experiment, as
well as the data exposure and the analysed bDM particle mass range, respectively.
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Figure 4.22: Left: constraints at 90% CL on the kinetic mixing strength of vector bDM. Right:
constraints on the coupling strength of a pseudoscalar bDM to the electron. Both interaction
channels, absorption and scattering, have been taken into account in both figures. The limits are
set into perspective with results from other direct detection experiments, with the phenomeno-
logical stability condition on the scale of the age of the Universe (dotted, red) [158], and with
indirect X-ray or γ-ray observations (dotted, red in the right plot) from astrophysical sources,
red giants (RG, dash-dotted, yellow in left plot), and horizontal branch stars (HB, dash-dotted,
violet in left plot), taken from Refs. [162, 158]. We also provide a projected sensitivity curve for
L-1000 as evaluated via rescaling of our empirical fit model, assuming deployment of the HPGe
detectors in an UGLAr shield.

Looking at Fig. 4.22, we can deduce that Gerda provides stringent direct bounds from
slightly below 200 keV up to the MeV range, exceeding previous results by up to two orders of
magnitude in the vector, and almost one order of magnitude in the pseudoscalar bDM case,
respectively. However, the sensitivity increase relevantly drops at lower energies, dropping be-
low the sensitivity of other experiments at the O(10 keV) range. These phenomena can be
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Experiment Detector Exposure Mass range [keV]
Gerda II [161] Ge diodes 14.6 kg yr 60-200

58.9 kg yr 200-1000
Gerda II,II+ - this work Ge diodes 67.7 kg yr 65-195

116.7 kg yr 196-1021
Edelweiss-III [163] Ge diodes 1149 kg d 0.8-500

Majorana Ge diodes 37.5 kg yr 1-100
Demonstrator [164]

XenonnT [165] Xe-based dual-phase 1.16 t yr 1-39, 44-140
time projection chamber

Table 4.3: Summary of the direct detection experiments from Fig. 4.22, listing the detection
technology, the exposure, and the analysed mass ranges for the bDM search.

understood as follows. Limited by the orders of magnitude smaller exposure, Gerda is not
competitive to the Xenon-based experiments. Also, the high 39Ar background dominating the
low energy part prevents us from exceeding the sensitivities of e.g. MJD at these lower energy
values. Approaching the MeV range, though, the Compton process starts to dominate the to-
tal cross section with increasing energy, which triggers the strong improvement. Additionally,
the exposure increase of approximately a factor of two compared to the previous study con-
tributes to a marginal additional improvement of around

√
2 ≈ 1.41, implied by the assumption

of Poisson fluctuations in the background. Compared to other principles, we see that the indi-
rect constraints cannot be surpassed, and especially the pseudoscalar case is almost exclusively
constrained by the lifetime condition to be stable over the age of the Universe. For the vector
bDM, this constraint only sets in beyond approximately 500 keV. It is important to add that
indirect and phenomenological constraints may suffer from severe systematic uncertainties or
model-dependence, respectively. As an example, in Ref. [158], it had been pointed out that
the stability condition may be circumvented with certain parameter fine-tuning in the ALP
sector. Hence, all our direct measurement results are shown independently of how promising
the phenomenological implications are. Physicists from the phenomenological sector have also
reinterpreted absorption-only constraints for other purposes than DM models [207]. To provide
input for such studies, we also indicate the individual effects of the absorption and the Compton
processes separately in Fig. 4.23. There we also compare our constraints derived in the Fre-
quentist statistical framework to two other Gerda analyses pursued in a Bayesian setting, the
former study from Ref. [161] conducted at UZH, and a study by our colleagues from UniPD. The
latter was pursued in collaboration with this work, and is also part of the prepared publication
that is under collaboration-internal review (as of summer 2023).

4.5.2 Particle disappearances

We have neither identified any significant excess at the expected γ-line energies for the semi-
visible electron decay implying charge non-conservation, nor for the 75Ge decay following a single
nucleon disappearance out of a 76Ge nucleus indicating baryon-number violation. As shown in
Sec. 1.5, we can derive limits on the investigated particle decay channels via conversion of the
determined count strength limits into physical quantities by using the radioactive decay law.
Given the order of magnitude of the lifetimes to be obtained beyond 1023 yr and higher, the
expected event number for the rare processes described by the exponential decay law can be
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Figure 4.23: Left: overview of new and old Bayesian limits at 90% credible interval and Fre-
quentist limits at 90% CL, on the kinetic mixing of vector bDM, plotted against the bDM mass.
Right: comparison of the same limits for pseudoscalar bDM. For comparison, limits evaluated
from the absorption or the scattering case only are illustrated, as well as a projection of the
reach of L-1000 based on rescaling of our empirical fit model assuming UGLAr.

approximated very accurately by a simple first order Taylor expansion,

N = ϵn(76)N(76),0
(
1− e− t

τ

)
≈ ϵn(76)N(76),0

t

τ
= ϵn(76)

λf(76)NA

M(76)τ
. (4.12)

We then derive the lower constraints on the particle lifetime τ based on the observed upper limit
on the event number Nup as

τlow = ϵn(76)
λf(76)NA
M(76)Nup

, (4.13)

where ϵ denotes the corresponding detection efficiencies for the investigated channel, λ is the
exposure, and NA is Avogadros’ constant. The index (76) indicates the channel dependency
of the quantities nuclear mass M , enrichment fraction f , and number of source particles in
each atom n. The index is relevant for the 75Ge decay following a nucleon disappearance, but
irrelevant for the electron decay channel analysed in all Ge isotopes. On the one hand, we
evaluated the electron decay limit using n = 32, taking into account the contributions from
all atomic shells in our signal model (Sec. 4.2). On the other hand, we stated a lifetime limit
for the stability of the 76Ge nucleus against a nucleon disappearance using unity n(76) instead
of a lifetime of a neutron or a proton directly. This over-conservative interpretation may be
relaxed in a manner similar to analyses conducted in e.g. Refs. [208, 209, 210, 211]. There
effective number of nucleons inside the corresponding nucleus available for the decay have been
estimated based on nuclear shell considerations. Applying a similar treatment, we would need to
ensure that, when a nucleon disappears, no subsequent release of further nucleons or α particles
occurs, since such emissions would prevent the 75Ge production, either directly or via 75Ga in
the case of a disappearing proton, respectively. Assuming a nuclear shell model to accurately
model a 76Ge nucleus, we may expect only the less strongly bound outer shell nucleons fullfill
the requirement. Taking 28 as a magic number of stable nuclei in the inner shell, we would
then have 44 − 28 = 16 effective neutrons and 32 − 28 = 4 effective protons left. Hence, as
less conservative estimates, our main lifetime limits on the single nucleon decays in 76Ge may
be multiplied by these factors. Let us remark that potentially even more nucleons could be
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available, if bound less strongly than the energy released upon the nucleon decay. More precise
considerations of the nucleon binding energies and their impact on the limits on the nucleon
lifetimes were conducted by members of the collaboration working together with colleagues
from the nuclear physics community, yielding more accurate factors of 16 effective neutrons and
14 effective protons. As these are simply constants of proportionality, the over-conservative
estimates can be conveniently scaled linearly in future studies as soon as the results of their
derivations will be published.
Regarding the actual observations, in Sec. 4.4, we obtained a marginal excess for the nucleon
decay channel, but with a significance of 0.7σ only, induced by a signal strength of 4.2 counts.
Having obtained a corresponding event count limit of 15.2 counts versus a sensitivity estimate
of 9.9 counts, the conversion scheme described above yields a lifetime limit of 9.8× 1022 yr, with
a sensitivity of 1.5 × 1023 yr, as two-sided intervals at 90% CL. For the 256 keV Doppler- and
resolution-broadened γ-line caused by a potential electron decay in Ge, we have not seen an
excess at all but a strong under-fluctuation with an amplitude of -231.8 counts. The interval
evaluation yields a limit of 95.5 counts versus a sensitivity of 268.5 counts. Thus, the conversion
formula of Eq. (4.13) yields a lower lifetime limit of 1.2 ×1026 yr at 90% CL and a corresponding
sensitivity of 4.2 × 1025 yr. We summarise the obtained constraints on the particle lifetimes in
Tab. 4.4.

Particle Signal Significance Upper count Lower lifetime
count strength [σ] limit / sensitivity limit / sensitivity [yr]

Electron -231.8 0 95.5 / 268.5 1.2×1026 / 4.2×1025

Neutron, proton 4.2 0.7 15.2 / 9.9 9.8×1022 / 1.5×1023

Table 4.4: Overview of the determined lower lifetime limits at 90% CL for electrons and nucleons,
together with the best-fit signal strength, the corresponding significance, and the upper count
limit. Whereas a strong under-fluctuation in the vicinity of the expected electron decay energy
leads to a limit severely exceeding the median experimental sensitivity, the presence of a small,
non-significant peak at the nucleon decay energy causes a degradation of the limit with respect
to the sensitivity, see Sec. 4.4.

The determined lower lifetime limit on the stability of a single nucleon inside the isotope 76Ge
is the only limit on these processes found in the literature. Comparing the measured Gerda
result to sensitivities to the free single nucleon decay or the decay in any isotope, as obtained
by, for example, the large-scale experiments mentioned in Sec. 4.1.2, however reveals that we
remain several orders of magnitude below the competitive regime. This is expected, as we are
constrained by our small exposure and higher background rate at low energies compared to the
tonne-scale experiments. Our electron lifetime limit in Ge is similar to the result derived from
the data of the Heidelberg-Moscow experiment by Klapdor-Kleingrothaus et al., and surpasses
the limit by comparable experiments such as MJD or Edelweiss. However, also for this channel,
with the Gerda data, we do not reach the sensitivity of Borexino or other large scale experiments
deploying other elements, as described in Sec. 4.1.3. Yet, let us emphasise that our results
deduced from a small data set of O(100 kg yr) exposure only will be relevantly strenghtened if
similar analyses are pursued in L-1000, as we motivate in the following section.
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4.6 Projection for Legend-1000

Having developed a background model for the data measured by Gerda, we scaled this model
to explore the sensitivity reach of the future L-1000 experiment to the bDM interactions and
the single particle decays.

4.6.1 Bosonic dark matter

In Figs. 4.22 and 4.23, we illustrate the sensitivity reach of L-1000. We project this line as
follows. Firstly, we fit the empirical background model shown in Sec. 4.2 simultaneously to
Gerda’s medium-energy and low energy data below 145 keV, rescaled to the total Phase II and
II+ exposure. The region between 145 and 183 keV was neglected here because of different data
taking thresholds during runs just before the minor hardware upgrade discussed in Sec. 2.2.
In this way, we obtained a single approximate background model for the full energy range.
Including the identified lines in the fit model, this yielded a χ2/dof goodness-of-fit estimate of
1.19 and a KS-test statistic value of 79.74, corresponding to a p-value pKS of 0.69. The residuals
were nicely distributed around zero, as indicated by KS and SW hypothesis test results of
0.026 and 1.00, corresponding to p-values of pKS = 0.57, and pSW = 0.36, when comparing the
distribution of the residuals versus normality. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.24, where we also show
a normal distribution fit on the residuals. The fit is centred at 0.04 with a standard deviation
of 1.09, meaning that the fit result is very close to the expected standard normal distribution.
Overall, the goodness-of-fit estimates again do not indicate any relevant broad, i.e. non-localised,
discrepancy between the model and the data. Note that in correspondence with our analysis
strategy for Gerda, the γ-lines are not part of the background model. Consequently, we did not
derive any physics constraints in the seven 1 keV bins interval centred at the bin of the known
line position.
Having built the model function for our prediction, we then assume the detector operation
for L-1000 to take place in reentrance tubes filled with UGLAr, in contrast to the natural
LAr deployed in the entire Gerda cryostat (Chapter 2). Thus, we reduced the amplitude
of the 39Ar component of our fitted background model by a factor 1400, in correspondence
with an upper limit on the measured 39Ar contamination of the UGLAr as published by the
DarkSide collaboration [114]. As a next step, we scaled the amplitude of the fit to the nominal
L-1000 exposure of 10 t yr. The L-1000 prediction model determined in this manner is plotted
in Fig. 4.24.

Subsequently, we generated an Asimov data set based on the fit function. Finally, we followed
the same procedure as outlined in Sec. 4.4 to determine the confidence interval at 90% CL at
all energy values not falling into the deleted regions of identified γ-lines tabulated in Tab. 4.2,
yielding our approximate sensitivity prediction as plotted in Figs. 4.22 and 4.23. Let us overview
the assumptions made for the L-1000 sensitivity projections below.

Assumptions for the L-1000 sensitivity projections

• Nominal exposure: 10 t yr

• Efficiency: apply simulated values for Gerda Phase II+ IC detectors

• Energy resolution: use measured Gerda Phase II+ IC detector resolution curves

• Background contributions: after LAr veto cut, two components as for Gerda;
39Ar and 2νββ
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Figure 4.24: Left: histogram of the fit residuals for the empirical background model fit on
the Gerda multiplicity-one data scaled to equal exposure, cf. Sec. 4.2. Note that the γ-lines
identified in Sec. 4.4 have been included for this fit. Right: plot of the corresponding L-1000
prediction model obtained by rescaling the empirical background model for Gerda assuming
that the detectors are directly operated in UGLAr. For simplicity, subdominant background
contributions are fully neglected in the model. Here the γ-rays have been omitted, but we do
not perform a search for a new physics signature in the vicinity of these.

• Background scaling: operation of HPGe detectors in UGLAr reduces 39Ar beta decay rate
by a factor of 1400; 2νββ decay rate as for Gerda; amplitudes exposure-rescaled with
respect to Gerda

We emphasise that a simple background model scaling may not fully represent the power
of L-1000 for these analyses. Neglecting other surely present but subdominant background
contaminants may be considered aggressive. Nevertheless, our predicted sensitivity is expected
to be conservative for the following reason. Without any relevant 39Ar contamination, implying
more than an order of magnitude lower background towards low energies compared to Gerda,
L-1000 will be sensitive to the β particle-only peak in the Compton scattering case. The β
event can be tagged both with or without a coincident scintillation or neighbouring detector
event induced by the escaping γ particle, as we discussed towards the end of Sec. 4.3. Such an
analysis does not only boost the overall detection efficiency, but additionally causes a double-
peak signature consisting of one β particle -only and one combined β-γ pair-induced peak at
known energies, meaning a very distinctive signature. On top of that, it is pointed out in
Ref. [153] that the identification of a second monoenergetic peak at a correlated energy value
strongly reduces the look-elsewhere effect, making a potential discovery claim more convincing.
Lastly, the dominant remaining background, the 2νββ spectrum, causes single-site events. The
combined β-γ pair Compton signal would be dominantly multi-site instead. This means that a
dedicated PSD analysis in L-1000 extended to the low and medium energy regime may boost
the sensitivity even further compared to the improvement we indicated in Figs. 4.22 and 4.23.

4.6.2 Particle disappearances

To estimate the sensitivity reach of L-1000 for the semi-visible decay of an electron, we reused
the empirical, rescaled M1 data model used for the bDM analysis, precisely as done for Gerda.
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Let us underline that the relevant search window, 196 to 316 keV, centred at the expected γ-line
at ∼ me/2, lies in a region that will no longer be dominated by the 39Ar background but solely
by the 2νββ spectrum depicted in Fig. 4.24, right. This obviously holds only for the L-1000
baseline design of operating the HPGe detectors directly in UGLAr being depleted in, among
others, 39Ar. Applying the Asimov approach as before, we evaluated a nominal sensitivity for
the planned exposure of 10 t yr, which gives 1.5× 1027 yr at 90% CL. This value clearly depends
on the actual available low and medium energy exposure that will be accumulated in L-1000.
Assuming Poisson statistics, we applied a simple square-root-scaling to estimate the median
sensitivity for different exposure levels, as depicted in Fig. 4.25, left.
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Figure 4.25: Left: scaling of the lifetime sensitivity of L-1000 to the semi-visible electron decay
channel as a function of data exposure. The projected reach is based on a square-root-scaling
of the 90% CL sensitivity expected from Poisson fluctuations in the background. The maximum
sensitivity for the nominal exposure of 10 t yr was deduced from the rescaled empirical back-
ground model of Gerda assuming deployment of UGLAr. Right: dependence of the L-1000
sensitivity reach to the single nucleon decay as a function of the figure-of-merit (fom) improve-
ment of L-1000 with respect to Gerda, assuming the over-conservative scenario of only one
nucleon inside the 76Ge nucleus decaying with the subsequent emission of γ particles without
additional nucleons. Note that also here the exposure was set to 10 t yr, and the potential fom
improvement is driven by an expected strong increase in the efficiency supposing that the subse-
quent 75Ge decay can be directly searched for in M1 data sets. This method becomes available
as the detector operation in UGLAr mitigates a relevant 39Ar contribution.

This simple approach suggested that with approximately 4 t yr of exposure only, the sensitiv-
ity will already surpass the 1027 yr threshold. Again, the projection may be considered aggressive,
as the empirical model deduced from the Gerda data neglected sub-dominant background con-
taminants. On the contrary, the mitigation of the 39Ar β events opens up the possibility of a
dedicated PSD analysis, potentially further improving the projected result. In the electron decay
case, the expected γ-signal will share multi-site and single-site topologies (the energy is too low
to expect quasi-only multi-site γ-events, which is the case for the γ particles with energies of
O(MeV)), whereas the 2νββ background will only induce single-site events, and may hence be
at least partially suppressed given their distinct pulse shapes. Additionally, L-1000, if deploying
low-noise front-end electronics with very low energy thresholds, may collect physics data down
to energies of O(keV) as done by MJD [164]. In this case, the invisible electron decay channel
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e- → 3νe with a peak-like signature appearing at 11.1 keV may become accessible, opening an
auxiliary search method.
For the single nucleon disappearance channel, the considerations towards L-1000 differ from the
methods applied to Gerda’s bDM and electron decay analyses using the M1 data. Let us repeat
that the main ideas of searching for 75Ge, the product of a single nucleon disappearance, via
an M2 signal are the reduction of the potential background and a clearly detectable clean, i.e.
symmetric, monoenergetic peak. Hence, as described earlier, we looked for such a 75Ge β-decay
in coincidence with a 265 keV γ-line signal from the de-excitation of the 75As daughter. The
downside of this coincident tagging is the low efficiency of around 0.19% only. The reason for this
low value is that the chance for a γ particle to escape its source detector, to propagate through
the LAr, to penetrate a neighbouring detector, and then to deposit its initial full energy there is
very low. In fact, this process only works for γ particles being emitted close to the surface of the
source detector. L-1000 however does not need to rely on this tagging technique with its limited
efficiency. Without a relevant contribution of 39Ar β-decays, meaning with a strongly reduced
background level, L-1000 can perform the search for this channel directly in the M1 data as well.
In this scenario, one looks for single-site β events from the 75Ge decays within the source de-
tector only. Assuming the Gerda geometry for a L-1000-like exposure, we expect an efficiency
improvement by approximately a factor of 300. This value is based on additional simulations
performed by our collaborators at UniPD. We applied these simulations to perform the corre-
sponding M1-only search method for 75Ge events in the Gerda data as an alternative search
method. The analysis is added to this work as supplementary material in Appendix B.1. Even
though the obtained limits and sensitivities are very similar to the M2-based search method, in
the main branch, we focused on the latter because of its monoenergetic signal signature. Ob-
viously, in the M1-based approach, the background level rises if one takes the entire β energy
range as a potential signal interval. However, it is important to understand that if we interpret
our lifetime conversion formula, Eq. (4.13), as a figure-of-merit (fom), Poisson statistics suggest
that the background level rises only with the square root of the event count. The reason is that
the count limit in the denominator can be, very roughly, approximated as the square root of
all events in the signal region under the assumption of a Poisson distribution. The efficiency,
however, enters the equation linearly. As a result, in the absence of 39Ar contaminants, L-1000
can definitely employ this method to boost the sensitivity, as the background rise will not be as
strong as in Gerda. As a second alternative option, to mitigate a large fraction of background
events in M1 data, L-1000 may search for the coincident events in which the de-excitation γ
particle escapes its source detector and loses its energy inside the LAr without reaching the
neighbouring detector. The corresponding Gerda simulations suggest that with this method,
the efficiency will still be improved by approximately a factor of 30, but not causing a back-
ground level as high as in the M1-only method. In addition to the different search methods, a
PSD cut specifically tailored to the entire keV range, may allow L-1000 to separate signal from
background events further. To apply PSD cuts one would need to be aware that depending on
the search method, the signal topology changes, as β and γ particles cause mostly different pulse
shape patterns (Sec. 2.3). Thus, from a quantitative point of view, it is unclear how precisely
the extension of PSD analyses will impact the overall sensitivity to the single nucleon decay. We
indicate the potential sensitivity reach achievable in L-1000 in Fig. 4.25, left, where we leave,
admittedly slightly speculatively, the actual fom improvement compared to Gerda as a free
parameter. As a rather qualitative statement, we can expect the combined effects of exposure
increase and novel search techniques boosting the efficiency to lead to a two to three orders of
magnitude higher sensitivity of L-1000 as compared to the Gerda result.
For all sensitivity projections for the different new physics searches, a more precise quantita-
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tive assessment and the impact of potential keV-scale PSD analyses would require dedicated
simulations. These should preferably be conducted with experimental geometries realistically
modelling the future L-1000 experiment and rely on appropriate waveform analyses.
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Chapter 5

Summary and Conclusions

Solving the mystery of the imbalance between the matter and the antimatter in our Universe
is pressing. An observation of processes violating the conservation of lepton number could shed
light on this mystery. One manifestation of lepton number violation would be a Majorana mass
term generating the neutrino mass, which is known to differ from the value of zero assumed in
the Standard Model given the measurements of neutrino oscillations. Neutrinoless double beta
decay (0νββ) is the most promising experimental path to observe the creation of matter in the
laboratory without antimatter and to consequently shed light on the question of the nature of
the neutrinos and its mass.
The Legend experiment, a merger of the Gerda and the Majorana Demonstrator exper-
iments, combines the experience of its predecessors, obtaining the lowest background level and
the best energy resolution measured in the entire field of 0νββ decay searches. These param-
eters are crucial to perform a measurement in the quasi-free background regime, in which the
experimental sensitivity scales quasi-linearly with the data exposure, as opposed to background-
limited sensitivities scaling only with the square root of the exposure. By operating an array of
high-purity Ge (HPGe) detectors enriched up to 90% in the target isotope 76Ge inside an active
liquid argon (LAr) shield, Legend will combine high signal detection efficiency with the lowest
background levels achievable. We foresee a 3σ discovery sensitivity on the half-life of the decay
exceeding 1028 yr, most likely covering the entire inverted neutrino mass ordering regime.
A key requirement for a successful experimental campaign is the regular accurate determination
of the energy scale of the HPGe detectors and their measurement resolution in the vicinity of the
Q-value of the decay Qββ = 2039.1 keV via calibrations. In addition, the pulse shape analysis
discrimination for background event suppression based on the event topology must be tailored
and validated frequently. Illumination of the HPGe detectors with radioactive sources is thus
regularly performed on an around weekly schedule between physics measurement periods. Based
on the experience gained for Gerda, at the University of Zurich, we developed and produced
five dedicated source insertion systems, featuring a movement control of a steel band in a cryo-
genic environment with a reliable position precision of a few mm. Four of these systems immerse
four radioactive 228Th sources per system into the cryostat of the first phase of the experiment,
Legend-200, when a HPGe detector calibration is performed, and a fifth unit serves as a local
backup for training purposes. I contributed to the hardware component testing, the assembly,
the mounting, and the commissioning of the systems, as well as to the monitoring of the system
performance and the corresponding maintenance work. All tasks provided valuable information
for the development of the calibration systems for the future second stage of the experiment,
Legend-1000.
I also investigated the illumination properties in terms of the γ-event homogeneity in the full
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energy peak, the single-escape peak, and the double-escape peak of 208Tl, an isotope present in
the 228Th decay chain, among the detectors in the array during the Legend-60 commissioning
stage. I found acceptable, though not fully homogeneous event distributions, with particularly
reduced event counts in the bottom-most detectors. This motivated an extension of the length of
the nylon tubes guiding the sources next to the detector array, to improve the overall uniformity.
Based on these commissioning data from several calibration runs, I also deduced overall good
detector performances with full width at half maximum resolutions at Qββ below 3 keV, without
any degradation for high-mass inverted coaxial detectors. These results are particularly im-
portant as the optimised surface-to-volume ratio of these detectors enables a lower background
level.
Deploying the radioactive sources, emitting neutrons, may cause the activation of the detectors
or the surrounding materials, producing isotopes potentially mimicking a signal. During the
production process by our collaborators at Los Alamos National Laboratories, the radioactive
source material was thus deployed on gold foils, featuring an (α, n) reaction threshold exceeding
9 MeV, i.e., higher than the maximal energy of any α particle in the decay chain of 228Th. To
determine the remaining neutron flux, we conducted a full neutron measurement campaign with
a LiI(Eu) neutron counter underground at Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso. We calibrated
the detector with an 152Eu γ-source, determined the thermal neutron detection efficiency with
an 241Am9Be source, and measured the background level for more than half a year. In two
separate, approximately two-month data taking periods, we then measured the emitted neutron
strength of the radioactive sources. I carried out the related analysis, obtaining a global neutron
flux, taking into account correlations in the data, of

Ψ = (4.30± 0.69stat ± 0.93syst)× 10−4 n / (kBq s) , (5.1)

which is around one order of magnitude lower than the neutron flux of commercially available
sources. By running dedicated subsequent simulations of the neutron emission rate during cali-
brations based on this result and on the subsequent decays of activated isotopes in and around
the Legend-200 detector array, I found that the background level induced by the neutron emis-
sion of the sources is, after background suppression cuts, suppressed by around three orders of
magnitude with respect to the background goal of Legend-200. We concluded that the custom-
made radioactive sources feature a sufficiently low neutron emission rate for a safe operation in
Legend-200. Considering a factor of 20 more ambitious background goal, plus vastly different
configuration options for the detector array potentially causing higher neutron capture rates in
the future Legend-1000 experiment, I strongly encourage the collaboration to perform similar
neutron flux measurements, and to run the corresponding simulations in the relevant geometrical
setups. These will be needed to ensure negligible background contributions also in the future,
or in the case of a negative result, to address the source production process or the calibration
procedures, if necessary.
Legend’s predecessor Gerda developed the concept of the bare HPGe detector operation inside
LAr. The experiment still holds the world-leading 0νββ half-life discovery sensitivity obtained
in any isotope. With a sensitivity equaling the final measured limit of T1/2 = 1.8 × 1026 yr, it
was the first semiconductor-based experiment to exceed the 1026 yr barrier, and to operate in
the quasi-background-free regime. The low-background environment of Gerda, in combination
with the excellent resolution of HPGe detectors, encouraged us to use the available high-quality
physics data to search for monoenergetic signatures potentially caused by beyond Standard
Model processes other than 0νββ. These comprised potential dark matter particle interactions
and particle decays violating baryon number or charge conservation.
In Gerda, we performed a dedicated search for imprints of bosonic keV-scale dark matter
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(bDM) in the low energy regime of the data. As a novel feature, we did not only look for signals
that might have been caused by the photoelectric-like absorption of bDM, but also by the dark
Compton scattering, improving the sensitivity by up to two orders of magnitude towards masses
around 1 MeV. For these analyses, I developed an empirical background model in the low-energy
regime, for the first time in Gerda, taking into account the dominant physical background
processes, namely the 39Ar and the two-neutrino double beta decay (2νββ), and performed the
analysis in the Frequentist statistical framework. I did not identify any globally relevant excess,
which in all likelihood was not caused by expected γ-ray transitions. Let me underline that
I considered the look-elsewhere effect, expecting to induce local excesses caused by pure noise
fluctuations among the large number of trial experiments, which led us conclude that no evi-
dence was found. We thus, also for the first time in Gerda, evaluated Frequentist intervals on
the allowed coupling strength and kinetic mixing of pseudoscalar and vector bDM, respectively,
for each mass model in the range 65 to 1021 keV individually. In the case of pseudoscalar bDM,
our lower limits on the coupling strength to electrons vary from approximately 1 to 6 ×10−12.
These results are not sensitive enough to probe the parameter space needed for the stability
of these particles on a timescale of the age of the Universe. For vector bDM, however, we ob-
tained constraints on the kinetic mixing strength in the range of approximately 1.8 ×10−25 to
3.5 ×10−22. These outcomes make Gerda the world-leading fixed-target experiment for vector
bDM in the mass range between around 150 and 450 keV, which covers parameter space allowed
by the required particle stability considerations.
Moreover, we also used the low energy data and the background model developed by myself to
search for the charge conservation violating decay of an electron. We found no excess at the
expected energy of ∼256 keV, and thus evaluated an interval of 1.2× 1026 yr at 90% confidence
level (CL) with a corresponding sensitivity of 4.2×1025 yr. As a third search for new physics, we
studied the presence of the 75Ge isotope. It could be produced by the disappearance of a single
nucleon from the 76Ge nucleus in a HPGe detector, either directly if a neutron disappears, or
secondarily upon 75Ga production if a proton decays. We searched for coincident two-detector
events, triggered by the emitted β particle from the decay of the 75Ge isotope, which would be
accompanied by a 75As de-excitation γ-ray with an energy of ∼265 keV in 11.5% of the cases.
The latter could then be detected in a detector surrounding the source detector. Also for this
channel, no significant signal was found, and we set an (over-)conservative interval on the neu-
tron or proton disappearance in the 76Ge nucleus of 9.8 × 1022 yr at 90% CL with a sensitivity
of 1.5 × 1023 yr. Let me emphasise that these values can be relevantly improved upon precise
calculations of the effective number of nucleons decaying with the subsequent emission of γ par-
ticles only, i.e., without any additional nucleon emission.
All the obtained constraints are among the most stringent measurements obtained with semi-
conductor detectors, but do not yet reach indirect bDM estimates or those of tonne-scale
experiments, in particular in terms of the probed decay channel modes. However, from our
measured results, I estimated the sensitivity reach of the future Legend-1000 experiment and
commented on potential extensions of the analyses, which may boost the sensitivities further.
Benefitting from a suppressed 39Ar background by deploying the HPGe detectors directly inside
underground-sourced argon, Legend will be able to close the gap to the orders of magnitude
where the currently most-stringent results lie. Hence, our studies reveal excellent physics op-
portunities of HPGe-detector-based experiments ahead.
Fully making use of the future high-quality experimental data of Legend, an exciting time lies
ahead for the collaboration. Probing the lepton-number violating 0νββ decay deep into unex-
plored territory and widening the physics program to any feasible dark matter or conservation-
law violating search channel, Legend will provide input into the fundamental properties not
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only of neutrinos, but into several phenomena going severely beyond our current understanding
of particle physics and cosmology.
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Appendix A

Supplementary material for the
LEGEND-200 calibration hardware
and the corresponding control
software

A.1 Technical drawings of the LEGEND-200 calibration hard-
ware
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Figure A.1: Left: drawing of the radioactive calibration sources for L-200, as published in
Ref. [1]. The sources were produced at LANL, following the UZH design. Drawing provided by
UZH technician J. Franchi. Right: technical drawing of the source holder attached to the SIS
stainless steel band via resistance spot-welding. The holders for the sources were produced at
UZH directly. Drawing made by the head of the UZH workshop R. Maier.
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Figure A.2: Drawing of the L-200 SIS used to deploy the calibration sources designed and
machined at UZH, with the exception of certain subcomponents, which were purchased com-
mercially. The drawing was made by J. Franchi, and the overall SIS design was made by the
UZH workshop.

A.2 Source insertion system control code
Here, we provide an overview of the working principles of the SIS control code developed to
perform general hardware and dedicated positioning testings. Via serial communication, a set
of control commands can be sent to the microcontroller controlling the power supply of the
motor. The commands are encoded via specified byte arrays, which are transferred from a user’s
computer via a USB-to-RS422 serial converter. The microcontroller firmware was developed by
the electronic workshop of UZH already for Gerda Phase I, and the commands have not been
changed. For the brief summary and the code explanations given here, we follow the content of
Ref. [124]. Active and passive commands are available, plus a set of protected commands and
hidden commands only available for developers. Protected commands cause permanent changes
on the microcontroller storage and are hence password protected. Among others, these comprise
correction values for the calibration of absolute encoder positioning system or the effective band
thickness parameter (Sec. 3.2). Also other physical properties such as the band length, the
cryogenic temperature correction values, and the inner and outer diameter of the steel roll are
protected. Hidden commands are callable only at the front panel directly. These allow to change
the controller operation mode. For example, one can enter an error-debugging mode instead of
the standard user mode. This alternative mode is used to investigate SIS malfunctions. It can
also be employed for the calibration of the absolute encoder. Upon commissioning of the SIS
and its positioning systems, the following passive and active commands are relevant for standard
procedures like actual calibrations or testings.

• Get status - passive
The status of the control box and of all units connected to it is returned. The information
comprises the running firmware revision, the supply voltage (standard 24 V), the operation
mode, the motor currents, the front panel status, the internal option switch status, the
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Figure A.3: Drawings of certain hardware components of the L-200 SIS as designed and produced
in-house at UZH. On the top, the stainless steel band (left) and the Ta absorber (right), and
at the bottom, the Torlon® pin for initialisation (left), and the PTFE sliding plate below the
absorber are shown (right). The top right and bottom right drawings were made by the head
of the workshop R. Maier, and the top left and bottom left ones by J. Franchi.

motor movement status, the initialisation status, the operation mode, and the error flags.

• Get position - passive
The positions of both position sensing systems of all initialised units connected to the
control box are returned (in mm). For non-initialised units, the returned value of the in-
cremental encoder is -9999 instead. The absolute encoder position is permanently stored,
and thus available also before initialisation. Also, invalid positions are masked as -9999.

• Init - active
The desired SIS unit is initialised, meaning that it is moved up to the initialisation pin,
hits the end-switch, and then moves down 4 mm to the parking position 0 mm defined via
this procedure. The positions of both sensors are (re-)set to zero. This is the first active
command to be performed upon system startup.

• Stop - active
During movements, the specified unit is stopped by disconnecting the power to the corre-
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sponding motor.

• Goto position - active
The specified unit is moved to the desired position (in mm), where the position is defined
via one least and one most significant byte. When the incremental encoder position aligns
with the requested position, the motor power is stopped.

Note that sending active commands to the microcontroller via remote control is only ac-
cepted if remote control access button is activated, and some details as listed above are only
valid in the standard operation mode. We developed a framework of several scripts written in
Python3 code for specific small tests or for dedicated tasks. Among others, the individual scripts
comprise tests of the basic communication functionalities, sending individual control commands
only, performing long-term movement tests, simulating calibration procedures, investigating the
measured positions, or calibrating the absolute encoder system. Also, analysis tools such as
position fitting methods, or plotting functionalities are part of the code framework. The main
feature of all scripts is the serial communication using the pySerial library1. We illustrate a
typical code version used to monitor the positions iteratively over multiple deployment cycles in
Fig. A.4.

INIT

 GOTO POSITION

STOP

 GET POSITION

START
-define position array pos [mm]

-define control interval Δt [s]
-define iterations n

 GET STATUS

if ! init
|| force init 

 GET STATUS

for all positions in 
pos

check every Δt

-until motor 
stops

-save positions 
for analysis 

if init 
& ! force init

STOP

if problem if problem GET POSITION

if position 
irregular

if position 
irregular

END
-analyse position data 
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for iterator in 
range(n) 
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FORCE QUIT
-investigate issue 
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Figure A.4: Flow chart of the basic principle of the SIS control codes used to perform hardware
testings, to set up the positioning sensors, and to investigate the positioning performance. The
capitalised blocks represent the microcontroller internal commands as listed above.

Note that the Python scripts helped as guidance for the Legend collaboration members from
UniPD when incorporating the UZH SIS control into the collaboration’s slow control systems.

1https://pyserial.readthedocs.io/en/latest/pyserial.html
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Parts of the code are available to the collaboration and the entire software to members of the
local group at UZH.
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Appendix B

Additional new physics and
background analyses in GERDA

B.1 Alternative nucleon decay search method

The main ideas of searching for 75Ge, the product of a single nucleon disappearance, via an M2
signal, are the reduction of the potential background and a clearly detectable clean signal shape.
Hence, we looked for such a 75Ge β-decay in coincidence with a 265 keV γ-line signal from the
de-excitation of the 75As daughter. The downside of this coincident tagging is the low efficiency
of 0.185% (Sec. 4.3). Thus, a direct M1 signal search with a clearly increased efficiency, though
in the presence of a higher background level and without a localised peak, may strengthen
our limit for this nucleon decay channel. This approach, however, implies that we need to
understand our M1 background extremely well. Otherwise, we would need to interpret every
single event in the M1 data below the Q-value as a signal, and the limit would not improve.
Given these considerations, we applied the published and validated Gerda background model
for Phase II only [110]. In contrast to what is described there, we used the official model after the
application of the LAr veto cut and for BEGe and Coax detectors only. Note that our empirical
background model (Sec. 4.2) cannot be applied here. Our model was constructed by a fit on
the data directly instead of a simulation. Hence, it does not yield an independent prediction
for a continuous signal shape, which would have affected the fit result itself. Consequently, the
empirical background model can only be applied for a search for a localised signal signature but
not for a continuous β spectrum.
As the low energy region is highly dominated by 39Ar (Sec. 4.2), we limited ourselves to the region
above the Q-value of 39Ar, 565 keV. In analogy to the M2 search, we did not precisely end at the
Q-value of the 75Ge β-only transition, but allowed for a contingency of an additional 2 FWHM,
i.e., at 1190 keV. In this interval, we counted an expected event number based on the background
simulation model of 76282, whereas in the corresponding real M1 data, we found 76252 energy
depositions. Running a binned likelihood fit as indicated in Fig. B.1, we obtained a best-fit for
a free signal strength of 673 counts with a significance of 1.45σ, where we allowed for an overall
normalisation uncertainty of the simulated background model. The corresponding Frequentist
limit is 1443 counts, with a sensitivity of 393 counts. In contrast, when we optimistically fully
fixed the background simulation prediction, we obtained a best-fit value of 275 counts, with an
upper limit of 584 counts. The sensitivity remains unchanged, as it was evaluated from the
simulation model without any statistical fluctuations. The simulated efficiencies to detect M1
events after the LAr veto cut in the region from 565 to 1190 keV are 25.6% and 24.9% for Coax
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and BEGe detectors, respectively. Using the same conversion formula as shown in Sec. 4.5, but
now with the exposure levels of Phase II only, we obtained lifetimes of 0.7 (2.7) × 1023 yr for
the Frequentist case. The limit (sensitivity) worsened (improved) by approximately a factor
of 0.8 (1.8), or improved by a factor of 1.9 interpreting the simulation model optimistically
as fully accurate. Given these overall very similar results, but considering the absence of a
localised signal signature and consequently the correlations between the background and the
signal shapes, we decided to interpret the peak search in the M2 data as the main method.
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Figure B.1: Left: Gerda Phase II-only data between the endpoints of 39Ar and the β-only
transition of 75Ge, after applying the muon, the LAr veto, and the M1 cuts. The simulated
background model is taken from Ref. [110]. The full model includes the β decay spectrum of
75Ge as expected to be seen in the data. Right: likelihood profile for the variation of the 75Ge
signal count strength N0. The best-fit value and the corresponding two-sided interval limit at
90% CL are indicated in dark red and dark green, respectively. Note that during the profiling,
we included an overall uncertainty on the number of background counts. If a perfect accuracy of
the background simulation models is assumed, the count limit improves by more than a factor
of 2.

Additionally, we investigated a coincident tagging of an M1 event with a LAr veto scintillation
signal as well. Nevertheless, the efficiency of this process is around 1% only, i.e., a factor of 25
lower. The event count in the real data in the interval defined above is approximately a factor of
3 lower, implying an approximate factor of

√
3 ∼ 1.73 improvement assuming Poisson statistics.

Clearly, the background reduction relying on the coincident selection does not overcome the
lower efficiency compared to the pure M1 signal search. Consequently, this method may only
provide additional input but would not improve our former result based on the M2 signal.

B.2 Gamma-ray line investigation
In order to probe the presence of any potential γ-line in the data of Gerda causing a mo-
noenergetic excess independently, we estimated their significance with the help of an auxiliary
measurement. In contrast to the main method based on the global empirical background model
and a peak fit, and also contrarily to the systematic crosscheck based on a combined polynomial
plus peak fit (Sec. 4.2), we applied a local counting experiment in the signal region of poten-
tially present γ-lines. Conducting an analysis independent of a signal fit provides a means of
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crosschecking whether a 3σ excess as estimated via the full fitting frameworks can be reasonably
explained by a known line and strenghtens such an interpretation. To determine the statistical
significance of a known γ-peak in this second manner, we rely on the Frequentist prescription of
Ref. [139], which is based on the likelihood-ratio test statistic as well. Hence, according to the
Neyman-Pearson lemma [197], we do not lose background rejection power relevantly. We again
fitted a polynomial function within a 25 keV wide window centred at a potential γ-ray energy to
constrain the background continuum surrounding this energy value. In correspondence with the
polynomial approach, we fitted a quadratic function to the search windows of the low-energy
data set and a first order polynomial to the windows of the medium-energy data. Here, we used
the same data as those selected in Sec. 4.2, to which we again applied the data quality, the M1,
and the LAr veto cuts. The main difference here is that while fitting, we kept the inner five bins
centred at the nearest integer of the γ-line energy fully blinded. If a second, potentially present,
known γ-line fell into the fit window, we added an additional Gaussian mixture term to prop-
erly constrain the continuous background component in the side bands. We then determined
the likelihood-ratio test statistic for the expected total count number, i.e., the summed counts of
the five inner bins inside the blinded region, with versus without a potential excess in the event
number. The signal and the background counts follow a Poisson distribution. We emphasise
that in addition, we took into account the uncertainty on the background count number from
the fit in the side bands. For this uncertainty, we assumed a Gaussian distribution propagated
from the fit uncertainty into the signal region [139]. Given the sufficiently large number of
counts in the Gerda data below the MeV range, we applied the test statistic q0 to evaluate the
significance, as was discussed in Sec. 4.4. Relying on the asymptotic 1/2χ2(1) distribution, this
implies that the square root of the test statistic can be used as a sufficiently accurate estimate
for the statistical significance [196]. As potential γ-ray transition positions are physically known,
any look-elsewhere effect is absent, and the estimated significance can be directly interpreted as
global. In Fig. B.2, we show two example γ-line investigations, one for the 212Pb transition at
E0 = 239 keV, and one for the 208Tl transition at E0 = 583 keV.
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Figure B.2: Examples of a γ-line investigation in a method independently from the main signal
fitting procedure. Left: for 212Pb, E0 = 239 keV. Right: for 208Tl, E0 = 583 keV. Here we use
a maximum-likelihood-based counting approach with a Gaussian uncertainty on the polynomial
fit in the side bands. The marked orange area indicates the signal region, which is blinded for
the fit. In the plot on the left we include a Gaussian term to take into account the even only
potentially present, known γ-ray at 242 keV from 214Pb.
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The left plot reveals a clear presence of 212Pb in the setup, quantitatively confirmed by a
significance of 7.4. This confirms the observation made in Sec. 4.4. In addition, in the right
plot we see a mild indication of 208Tl, with a significance of 1.9, which suggests that the peak
identified at 581 keV (Sec. 4.4) may indeed be caused by this isotope. The obtained significance
estimates of all probed transitions are listed in Tab. B.1.

Origin Energy [keV] Significance
212Pb 239 7.37
214Pb 242 0.00
214Pb 295 7.17
228Ac 338 3.42
214Pb 352 9.46

108mAg 434 1.35
228Ac 478 3.94

annihilation 511 0.80
85Kr 514 8.70
208Tl 583 1.94
214Bi 609 1.39

108mAg 614 0.42
137Cs 662 3.37

108mAg 723 0.00
212Bi 727 1.45
214Bi 768 0.42
228Ac 795 0.00
208Tl 861 0.00
228Ac 911 1.29
214Bi 934 0.00
228Ac 969 1.86

234mPa 1001 2.00
214Bi 1120 1.45
65Zn 1125 3.38
60Co 1173 2.41

Table B.1: γ-line investigation for the purpose of crosschecking results. The listed energy
corresponds to the nearest integer value in keV. We estimated the significance with the likelihood-
ratio test statistic by comparing the count numbers as observed in a blinded window of 5 keV
with the expected count number deduced from a polynomial fit in the side bands. We took into
account a Gaussian uncertainty on the background estimate propagated from the fit uncertainty
when calculating the counting statistic. See Fig. B.2 for illustration and text for a detailed
description.

The significance estimates of the excesses observed with the main fitting method described
in Sec. 4.4 and tabulated in Tab. 4.2 agree well with the expected isotope transitions and the
excess strengths obtained here (Tab. B.1). Among all, only the 228Ac transition at 911 keV
appears to be severely stronger in the potentially more sensitive full fitting method than in the
counting method, likely caused by an under-fluctuation at the edge of the peak (Fig. 4.14, right,
top). Nevertheless, with the alternative method, we find a, though mild, indication. Overall, we
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confirm our previous conclusions that the only possible unidentified 3σ excess, which we cannot
attribute to an expected isotope transition, is the line at 710 keV. As a side remark, let us
note that we also list potential lines above the relevant bDM and electron decay search range.
These values do not affect our main new physics search results as presented in Chapter 4, given
that their energy exceeds 2me. The analysis indicates a partially mild presence of the γ-rays
at 1120, 1125, and 1173 keV from 214Bi, 65Zn, and 60Co, respectively (Tab. B.1). Hence, our
results suggest that these lines may impact the alternative nucleon decay search methods based
on the M1 data set, as presented in Appendix B.1. Future analysts will thus need to be aware
of the potential presence of these isotopes when conducting these searches in Legend.

B.3 Muon-induced 77mGe background in Gerda
Besides the searches for exotic new physics channels, the statistical analysis developed in Chap-
ter 4 has a very useful side application, namely a straight-forward study of potential background
contributions via their γ-transitions. The γ-line investigation presented in Appendix B.2 obvi-
ously poses a background study, but focused on the new physics searches. Here we apply our
framework to a more important case, the study of the cosmogenic production of 77(m)Ge. It
is produced upon captures of secondary neutrons, which are themselves produced by incoming
cosmic muons, penetrating the enriched Ge detectors. As already briefly touched in Secs. 2.3,
3.4, and 3.5, decays of this isotope may pose the dominant background contamination for the
L-1000 experiment if built at Lngs because of its lower overburden compared to Snolab. With
a Q-value of 2.7 MeV [49], the β particles emitted from 77mGe decays are only rarely accompa-
nied by de-excitation γ particles, as the transition to the ground state of 77As has a branching
ratio of approximately 80%. They thus potentially survive the background cuts, mimicking
0νββ signals [54]. Given this dangerous situation, the Gerda and the Legend collaborations
run dedicated measurement and simulation campaigns to understand the potential impact very
precisely. One option is to search for γ-emission signals following the neutron capture inside the
Ge detectors. Another option is to investigate the available Gerda data to search for secondary
transitions in the As daughter isotopes, caused by the ground-state 77Ge decay. Of the 77mGe
isotopes, 19±2% decay to the 77Ge ground state, wheres the remainder decays directly to 77As.
If the decay happens to populate the 77Ge ground-state, a γ with an energy of 160 keV is emitted.
This allows us to apply our peak search framework to a third option. We can look for these pri-
mary 160 keV γ particles from the 77mGe to 77Ge transition, as done in Ref. [212] for the Gerda
data before the hardware upgrade in 2018. To reduce the 39Ar-dominated background at these
low-energy events, we applied a delayed coincide cut, based on the Cherenkov veto triggered
when an external muon enters the water tank. As the half-life of 77mGe is T1/2 ≈ 47− 54 s [49],
90% of the decays are expected to occur within 3 min considering the most conservative half-life
of 54 s. This implies that we can define the fraction of potentially visible decays as f3min = 0.9.
We selected the data as follows. As in Sec. 4.2, we applied the quality cuts mitigating baseline
and test pulser events, the M1, and the LAr cuts. We constrained the energy range to a 25 keV
interval centred at 160 keV and only collected events that occurred withing 3 min after a muon
veto trigger. Using the Phase II and II+ data, we found 6254 muon veto triggers overall. Apply-
ing the full selection, we counted 1225 events that occurred within the 3 min interval after one
of these triggers. Note that we achieve almost a factor of 50 in background reduction thanks to
the delayed coincide selection criterium. The obtained data set is shown in Fig. B.3, left. There
we also provide a histogram of time stamps within the relevant half-life intervals, indicating a
rather uniform distribution, which implies that no clear exponentially falling behaviour is seen.

We then applied our fitting method, using the mixture distribution to model the signal, as
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Figure B.3: Left: the selected events in the energy range of interest with a timestamp in a
3 min interval after a Cherenkov veto trigger, after applying the muon, the LAr, and the M1
cuts. Right: the corresponding time interval in units of the relevant T1/2 of 77mGe, indicating a
uniform time distribution, i.e., a domination of a continuous background over a potential 77mGe
contribution, which would manifest as an exponential behaviour.

explained in Sec. 4.2. The background was modelled with a second-order polynomial, similar to
the method described in Sec. 4.2 in the absence of a specific background model for this data set.
The fit yielded a best-fit signal strength of 19.5 counts with a significance of 1.8. We conclude
that we found only a very mild, but not a strong indication of the presence of 77mGe events in
the Gerda data. The corresponding two-sided 90% CL upper interval edge, relying again on
the profile likelihood method, is N ′ = 45.05 counts, as shown in Fig. B.4.
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Figure B.4: Left: binned log-likelihood fit (second-order polynomial plus Gaussian mixture
model) of the selected data after the delayed muon-veto coincidence cut as described in the text.
Right: corresponding likelihood profile, where λ denotes the likelihood-ratio test statistic, when
varying the signal strength parameter N0 for the determination of the limit.

We estimated the sensitivity of our method to be NS = 20.8 counts, using the Asimov data
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introduced in Sec. 4.4. We determined the corresponding limit on the background contamination
as follows. As mentioned before, we have a reduction of f160 = 0.19 from the branching ratio.
Given an approximately equal cosmogenic production of metastable and ground-state isotopes if
taking into account the metastable to ground-state transition [146, 147], we can further assume
a reduction of f77m ≈ 0.5. The efficiency can be simply taken from our exotic physics analysis.
After weighing over the relevant low energy data sets as defined in Sec. 4.2, we obtained an
efficiency of ϵw = 60.0%. Also, the corresponding exposure of λlow = 67.7 kg yr and the weighted
76Ge enrichment fraction of f76 ≈ 0.88 were determined there. Converting the signal count limit
into a limit on the physical background rate, we obtain

R′ ≤ N ′

ϵw f76 λlow f77m f160 f3min
≈ 14.9 counts / (kg yr) . (B.1)

The analogue conversion of the sensitivity yields RS = 6.9 counts / (kg yr). More sophisticated
analyses, e.g., based on the event pulse shapes of events assumed to be caused by β-γ-pairs during
the mentioned 77As de-excitation processes, provide approximately an order of magnitude higher
sensitivities thanks to the lower background levels [213]. The same holds for pulse shape studies
based on the primary neutron capture process. However, any event pulse shape study requires
very detailed validation work, and hence time. Let us conclude that our fitting framework,
of course with a limited sensitivity compared to dedicated pulse shape studies, can instead be
readily applied to estimate relevant background contributions in very short time. In the future,
an analyses as exemplarily outlined here may be helpful to provide quick but solid estimates on
expected or measured background levels, and/or crosscheck the more dedicated studies.
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